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First Plenary Session

Wednesday, November 30, 1977, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon

Chairman: J. Chester McKee, Jr., Mississippi State University
Presentation of the Gustave 0. Ark Award in the Humanities

Guest Speaker: Norman Hackerman, President. Rice University

J. Chester McKee, Jr.

We would like to welcome the members and delegates of the Council of Graduate

Schools in the United States to the 17thannual meeting. It is my pleasure to call this

meeting to order at this time.
This year the program committee was chaired by Don White, the incoming

Chairman, and Don has done a marvelous job of making some innovations_ This

early meeting is a little innovation in the sense that we normally start with the

luncheon at which time we introduce to you th? Executive Committee and present

the Arlt Award. Since there will be no luncheon, we have asked the Executive

Committee to sit on the platform so that they may each be introduced. The

Executive Committee this year has been composed of Sanford S_ Elberg as past-

chairman, University of California. Berkeley: Donald J. White, Chairman-Elect,

Boston College; Joe N. Gerber. Stephen F. Austin State University; Eastman N.

Hatch, Utah State University; J. Knox Jones, Jr., Texas Tech University; Robert

Kruh, Kansas State University; Michael J. Pelczar. Jr., University of Maryland;

Margaret N. Perry, University of Tenn:-ssee. Knoxville; Oscar A. Rogers. Jr..

Jackson State University; and Daniel J. Zaffarano. Iowa State University_ Our

President and ex officio member of the Executive Committee is J_ Boyd Page, and

our Assistant to the President is John Ryan,
Our next event of this meeting is my pleasure in presenting this year's recipientof

the Gustave 0. Ark Award in the Humanities. The recipient is Dr. William A.

Wilson, Associate Professor of English at Brigham Young University This annual

award is being made to Dr. Wilson in recognition of his book entitled Folklore and

Nationalism in Modern Finland. Dr. Wilson's work was published in 1976 by the

Indiana University Press.
The Gustave 0. Arlt Award in the Humanities is given to a young scholar, teaching

in the humanities at an American university, who has earned a doctorate within the

past five years and has published a book deemed to be of outstanding scholarly

significance. Previous awards have been made in the fields of English. History,

Linguistics, Modern Foreign Language and Philosophy.

Dr. Wilson -as born in Fremont, Utah, and receiN.vd his Ph.D. from the University

of Indiana in 1974 In addition to teaching cour s in folklore and English, Dr

Wilson also teaches a class in Finnish literature wherein the students read the

material in the original language. As an additional honor, Dr. Wilson won second

prize in the 1977 University of Chicago folklore competition for the same book.

Folklore and Nationalism in Modern Finland.
That which cannot be stated in statistics, lists and other notices is Dr Wilson's

great love of his subject, and the students who work under him Although he is one of

s



the most demanding teachers on the Brigham Young faculty, he is still one of the
most popular because his students sense that he is interest.. d in them and in their
exrlriencing the joy of folklore that he feels. His guidance of young people is at least
as important as his excellent scholarship.

Dr. Wilson, would you please come forward to receive the award. The Council ishonored to present and reading, The Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States, the Gustaf(0. Ark Award in the Humanities awarded to William A.
Wilson, Brigham Young University, in New Orleans, Louisia.m, November 30,
1977." Not the least part of this award is a check to you that weare sure you can use.

William A. Wilson

Thank you very much. After the initial shock of the announcement wore off. I felt
the strongest feeling of gratitude. I am very grateful to this organization for
furthering research and scholarship by granting an award such as this. I am grateful'o all of those people throughout the years who have helped me along the way and
without whose aid this publication would not have come into being. And finL ,ly to the
extent that the book is a result of the intercreative talents of mine, I am grateful to
the Creator for those talents. I hope that I will always use them well.

Thank you all for making this a good day.

J. Chaster McKee, Jr.

This award is named in honor of Dr. Aria. a distinguished humanist and first
President of the Council of Graduate Schools. Dr. Ark was formerly chairman of the
department of Germanic languages and now holds the title of Dean Emeritus of the
Graduate School at UCLA. We are very happy to have Gus with us this m ig and
always look forward to his making a few remarks and letting us know wilco area he
would suggest the award he in next year. Gus.

Gustave 0. Arlt

Mr. Chairman, Mr President. distinguished guests, and my friends out in the
audience, I never know exactly these days how to address this audience. You are no
longer fellow deans of mine, and no longer constituents of mine but I hope you will
always be my friends. When the Gustave 0. Ant Award was first established, I was
asked to designate the field in which the award was to be given each year. Of course,
my inclination at the beginning was to choose the field or fields in which I had
scholarly interests throughout my career. The first one of these would have been
folklore and the second one would have been Germanic languages. But then, of
course, I thought this is a self-seeking matter and therefore I chose the field of
English the first year and history the second y ear. Now having come down the line six
years. I thought folklore was the at iropriate one. I can't tell you how pleased I am at
the selection that has been made by the committee which selects the recipient.

Dr. Wilson's career is that of a typical folklorist. It began with his very first
publication on the topic of "Herder and Nationalism in Folklore" and that is exactly
where I would have started. I won't tell you how many years ago. Herder was the first
great folklorist. German scholar strid writer.and from there. Dr. Wilson concentrated



on the general field of folklore specializing more or less in the nationalistic aspectsof
folklore, particularly Finnish folklore, whica had been neglected considerably It is a

great pleasure for me to have this award go to a man who is eminently qualified. and
who has shown great interest and great ability in the field of folklore

Dr. Wilson, it is my great pleasure once more to congratulate you and to say I
couldn't be happier than lam about this selection. I also want to thank the Council of

Graduate Schools for maintaining this annual award and I hope it will continue as

long as the Council exists and that is forever because there will °mays be a Council

of Graduate Schools as there will always be an England.
As for next year, my choice is the field of archeology which I believe is an

Important field and a field which is both very great and meaningful at the present

time. Thus, I recommend to the Executiv e Committee that the field of archeology be
chosen for next year. I thank ycu for giving me the opportunity to say a few words

J. Chester McKee, Jr.

Our speaker is President of an outstanding univ ersity, , Rice University. aposition

he has held since 1970 when he moved there from the presidency of the University of
Texas. Prior to becoming President at the University of Texas he served the
University as Professor of Chemistry, Chairman of the Chemistry Department,

Dean of Research and Sponsored Programs, Vice President and Provost and Vice
Chancellor of Academic Affairs. He was born in Baltimore, Maryland, :ad received

the A.B. and Ph.D. degrees from Johns Hopkins. He holds honorary doctorates from
Saint Edward's University and Austin College. Our speaker is anelected member of
the National Academy of Sciences and the Arc :rican Philosophical Society as well

as many other Important societies. In his current role as member and chairman of the
National Science Board and member and chairman of the Board of Energy Studies

with the National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Dr Hackerman

rs intimately familiar with the current status and planning of national research
policies. He has made distinct contribut.ons to graduate education in many ways, in

particular serving as a member of the National Board ofGraduate Education when it

was in existence. He also holds a number of outstanding scientific awards It is a real

honor to present to you Dr. Norman Hackerman, President of Riee University Dr

Hackermaa.

Is Graduate Education a National Resource?

Norman Hackerman

Ladies and .entleman, I am delighted to have an opportunity to speak to the
Council of Graduate Schools. I have always been interested and involved in graduate
education and indeed currently have four graduate students who I'm hopeful will

come out at the rate of one a year for the next four years. I have always looked upon
graduate education as an integral part of .he higher educational system and that is
basically what I want to talk about. I wart to do it with evidential material

The title is designed mainly to catch your attention since it seems obvious to me

that graduate education is a national resource There isn't any question about it, but

you and I are prejudiced and what we believe may not be persuasive without real

3
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evidence_ If one asks a similar question of the general public you will get some blank
stares. but by and 'arge the response will be "of course it is.-

There is a second question that should be asked. "Can graduate education he
done in other ways than we now do it?" I would ha% e to answer. of course it can." We
would he very short-sighted if we insisted that the current method is the only way to
provide for post-16th grade education. The question perhaps should be. Is it in the
nation's best interest to have it done some other flay? The answer to that is. -of
course it is if the other way is better." And the conclusion to that little series of
questions then is we. you and I and all of our colleagues, must make graduate
education as now practiced as good as possible. Not for us. which may be one of our
problems. but for the nation- This is without regard to whether the activity takes
place in a publicly supported institution, an independent institution. or any
combinr.tion.

To examine the questions a little more carefull:..1 think it may he worth Ile to look
at the components of the system. This is not an exhausti%e list of components but the
principal ones. These are the reservoir. the support. and the excitement. I use
"excitement" to cover almost anything in the field of learning in the graduate area.
IL other words, it is new disco% er,.. neu understanding. new ideas. great books, a
clear perception of our ignorance. and so on. There will be data on the reservoir and
on the support. but the excitement will be discussed more subjectively.

First. let me point out to you that at no time in the past, and %% ith little indication of
upward change in the future. ha% e there been more than percent of the 18 year old
cohort go on to college Indeed it approached 50 percent and has 1 -n receding in
recent years_ That obviously is of some importance to us since it is from this group
that we get our graduate students. Second. the composition of the undergraduate
student body is changing to more part-time. odd-time students. and fewer full-time
standard type of undergraduate student. This also has to ha% e its influence on the
graduate school of the near and far future

to
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The first of he illustrations gees us an idea of the number of 23 yearolds who will

be available. This is just about the right age for the charm-, ,stie group that came to

graduate school over the period for which we ;a.-tw the answer. There is no guess

work her&and these are not projections. To that extent Noll tan se, that the numbers

of 23 yearolds will peak in about 1984. and from there on wall start down for at least

the next fifteen years

TABLE iI

Total Graduate Degree-Credit Enrollment And
Number 23 To 2R-Yar01th 1116374

YEAR

TOTAL cuADt.ATE
D...GLEECREINT 23-TO

ENROLLMENT
!THOUSANDS)

29-Y EAR OLDS
tTflOt SANDS,

ToTAL GRADI.AE DEGREE

t limn. ENROLLMENT
AS PERCENT OF

POPULATION AGE 21-29_

1963 521 15.606 3.3

1964 608 15.957 3.8

1965 697 16.454 4.2

1966 764 17.281 4.4

1967 849 17,905 4.7

1f.38
1969

1,l

1970 1 ,031 20.07 3,1

1971 1.012 21.233 4.8

1972 1.066 223189 1.5

1973 1,123 22.561 5 0

1974 1.190 23.334 5 1

SOURCES: I. 35. Department of Health Edo, anon and Welfare. National Center for

Education Statistics. Projection., of Educational Slalom:, to 19N3-s4 and Projection:, of

Education Statwic, to 1981-85 U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census.

Current Population Report,. Serie, P-25. No,. 519 and 61;

The next illustration shows the percen*age of 23-29 year olds who enrolled for

graduate degree credit over a recent twelve-year span. 1 he best number you can

pick out of the last column suggests that about 5 percent of that cohort will go on to

graduate school. There is no reason not to believe that that 5 percent persist and

the reason La believe that it will is that it has done so for the past five years These

data give us a sense of the available reservoir.

5 "
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The next illustration shows attendance at graduate school by status-the full-time and the part-time distribution. It is interesting that from 1963 to 1975 the part-
time students as percent of total enrollmenthas remained pretty constant.

TABLE HI
Total Graduate Degree-Credit Enrollment

by Attendance Status. 1963-1975
Graduate degree-credit enrollment (Thousands) Part-time students asYear Total Full-time Part-time percent of total enrollments

1963 521 183 333 63.9
1964 608 221 337 6:3.7
1965 697 256 441 63.:3
1966 768 285 483 62.9
1967 849 317 532 62.7
1968 885 337 548 61.9
1969 955 364 591 61.9
1970 1,031 379 652 63.2
1971 1,012 388 624 61.7
1972 1.066 393 673 63.1
1973 1,123 409 714 63.6
1974 1,190 428 762 64.0
1975 1,263 453 810 64.1

Data are NCES estimates.
Note: Data are for 50 States and the District of Columbia for all years. Because

of rounding, details may not add to totals.
Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. National Center for

Education Statistics, Projections of Educational Statistics to 1983.84 and
Projections of Education Statistics to 1985.86

The next illustration shows the same information by sex as well as staws.
TABLE IV

Graduate Degree-Credit Enrollment 61. Sex and Attendanc, Status of Student. 1971-197.5
(Thousand.$)

Graduate degree-credit enrollment
Year Men Pal mime Women Part-time

Total Full-time Number Percent Total Full-time Number Percent
1971 615 269 346 56.3 397 119 277 69.8
1972 627 268 359 ,7.3 439 126 :31:3 7L3
1973 647 272 375 58.6 476 1:37 :340 71.4:974 663 276 387 58.4 527 152 375 71.2
1975 700 290 410 58.6 563 163 401 7L2

Percent cham,e
197. -1975 +13.8 +7.8 +18.5 +41.8 +37.0 +44.8

Note: -Data are for 50 States and the District of Columbia. Because of rounding,
details may not add to totals.

Source: U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, National Center for
Education Statistics, Projections of Educational Statistics to 1985.86 and
Fall Enrollment in Higher Education. annual series.
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Here you can see that the percentage of '.omen has inci eased as all of us are aware of

by now. Next we see the numbei of master's degrees in all fields and those in natural

and social science and engineering.

TABLE V
Proportion Of Master's Degrees Granted In Science And Engineering,

1953-54 To 1975-76

The number of master's degrees in science and engineering fields in 1975-76 is the

greatest yet observed, however, science and engineering degrees as a percent of all

degrees at this level continue to decline from the high point reached in 1964-65.

The 1975.76 number of master's degrees in the social sciences represents a uew high
The peak year for master's degrees in engineering was 1971-72; for the natural sciences

the peak year was 1973-74.

Year

Total
degrees

Degrees in science
and engineering

Degrees in natural Degrees in social Degrees in
sciences sciences engineering'

ail
fields

Percent Percent Percent Percent
Number of total Number of total Nt.mber of total Number of total

1953-54 56,823 13,399 23.6 6,087 10.7 3,108 5.5 4,204 7,4

1954-55 58,204 13,989 24.0 6,395 11.0 3,110 5.3 4,484 7.7

1955-56 59,294 14.061 23.7 6,420 10.8 2,917 4.9 4,734 8.0

1956.57 61,955 15,205 24.5 6,688 10.8 3,284 5.3 5,233 8.4

1957-58 65,614 16,840 25.7 7,447 11.3 3,605 5.5 5,788 8.8

1958-59 69,497 18,682 26.9 8.215 11.8 3,714 5.3 6,753 9.7

1959.60 74,497 20,012 26.9 8,903 12.0 3,950 5.3 7,159 9.6

1960.61 78,269 22,786 29.1 10,122 12.9 4.486 5.7 8,178 10.4

1961.62 84,389 25.146 29.6 11,281 13.3 4,956 5.8 8,909 10.5

1962.63 91,418 27,367 29.9 12.173 13.3 5,559 6.1 9,635 10.5

1963.64 101,122 30,271 29.9 13.527 13.4 5,917 5.9 10,827 10.7

1964.65 112,195 33,835 30.2 15,190 13.5 6,589 5.9 12,056 10.7

1965.66 140,772 38,083 27.1 16,668 11.8 7,737 5.5 13,678 9.7

1966.67 157,802 41,800 26.5 18,610 11.8 9,305 5.9 13,885 8.8

1967.68 177,150 45,425 25,6 19.904 11.2 10,333 5.8 15,188 8.6

1968-69 194,414 48.425 24.9 21.455 11.0 11,727 6.0 15,243 7.8

1969-70 209,387 40.)18 23.6 21,638 10.3 12,083 5.8 15,597 7.4

1970.71 231,486 50,624 21.9 21,495 9.3 12,782 5.5 16,347 7.1

1971-72 252,774 53,567 21.2 22,407 8.9 14,358 5.7 16,802 6.6

1972-73 264,525 54,234 20.5 22,600 8.5 14,976 5.7 16,758 6.3

1973.74 278,259 54,175 19.5 22,808 8.2 15,974 5.7 15,393 5.5

1974.75 293,651 53,852 18.3 22,085 7,5 16,333 5.6 15,434 5.3

1975.76 313,001 54,757 17.5 21,774 7.0 16,813 5.4 16,170 5.2

Source: National Center for Education Statistics. Earned Degrees Conferred, annual
series.

You see the increase from 57,00 to 313,000 over a sp..n of twenty-two years, a

sizeable increase. I am not sure that everybody is really ,ware of the size of the
enterprise as contrasted to what it was in the quieter days of the early 50's.

The next table gives similar information for doctorates.

7 14



TABLE VI

Proportion Of Doctor's Degrees Granted in Science and Engineering, 1953.54 To 1975-76

In 1975-76 just over one-half of all doctorates were in science and engineering fields.
(Science and engineering degrees comprise about three-tenths of all bachelor's and first-
professional degrees and less than one-sixth of all master's degrees).

The proportion of all doctorates in the Social sciences increased while the propertion in
the natural sciences and engineering decreased.

'fear

Total
degrees

all
fields

Degrees in science Degrees in naturi,1 Degrees in social Degrees in
and engineering. sciences sciences engineering

Percent Percent Percent PercentNumber of total Number of total Number of total Number of total
1953.54 8.996 5.433 60.4 3.541 39.4 1.298 14.4 594 6.6
1954-55 8,840 5,436 61.5 3,468 39.2 1,369 15.5 599 6.8
1955-56 8,903 5,327 59.8 3.306 37.1 1,411 15.8 610 6.9
1956.57 8.756 5.233 59.8 3.372 38.5 1,265 14.4 596 6.8
1957-58 8,942 5,353 59.9 3.367 37.7 1.339 15.0 647 7.2
1958.59 9,360 5.635 60.2 3.521 37.6 1.400 15.0 714 7.6
1959.60 9,829 6,056 61.6 3.788 38.5 1,482 15.1 786 8.0
1960-61 10,575 6,531 61.8 3.981 37.6 1,607 15.2 943 8.9
1961.62 11,622 7,249 62.4 4,322 37.2 1,720 14.8 1,207 10.4
1962.63 12,822 8,055 62.8 4,778 37.3 1,899 14.8 1,378 10 7
1963.64 14,490 9,025 62.3 5,232 :36.1 2,100 14.5 1,693 11.7
1964 65 16,467 10,252 62.3 5.991 36.4 2,137 13.0 2.124 12.9
1965.66 18,239 11.298 61.9 6.542 35.9 2.452 13A 2,304 12.6
1966-67 90,621 12,759 61.9 7,232 35.1 2,913 14.1 2,614 12.7
1967-68 23,091 14.128 61.2 8,021 34.7 3,175 13.7 2,932 12.7
1968.69 26,189 15.839 60.5 8.799 33.6 3,663 14.0 3,377 12.9
1969-70 29,872 17.639 59.0 9.787 32.8 4,171 14.0 3,681 12.3
1970-71 32,113 18,466 57.5 10,252 31.9 4.560 14.2 3,654 11.4
1971-72 33,369 18,412 55.2 9,876 29.6 4.432 14.5 3,704 11.1
1972-73 34.790 18.598 53.5 9,8v4 28.2 5,234 15.0 3.560 10.2
1973-74 33,826 17.865 52.8 9.080 26.8 5.449 16A 3.336 9.9
1974-75 34,086 17,784 52.2 9,068 26.6 5,565 16.3 3,151 9.2
1975.76 34,076 17.288 50.7 8,736 25.6 5.717 16.8 2,835 8.3
Source. National Center for Education Statistics. DHEW, Earned Degrees Conferred,

annual series

In this case the increase is less percentage wise but about the same order of
increase-from some 9,000 to 34,000 over the same period of time. In spite of the
predictions of a few years ,go there is no dimunition in the numbers of doctorates
produced in recent years, although it is about constant now. On projections
everybody guesses either better or worse and to demonstrate that, the next table
shows two sets of projections.
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TABLE VII
Projections Of Total Graduate Enrollment By National Center For Education Statistics

and Dr. Allan M. Cartter. 1976-1985
(Thousands)

Total Graduate enrollment Percent

Year NCES Cartter difference

(1) (2) (2) --(1)

1976 1.320 1,040 -21.2

'977 1,367 1,028 -24.8

le78 1.408 1,032 -26.7

1979 1,439 1.036 -28.0

1960 1,468 1,053 -28.3

1981 1,489 1,064 -28.5

1982 1,5V 1,067 -28.9

1983 1.498 1,096 -26.8

1984 1,479 1.152 -22.1

1985 1,456 1.142 -21.6

Sources:U.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare, National Center for
Education Statistics, Projections of Education Statistics to 1985-86. p. 25, and
Allan M. Cartter, Ph.D.'s and the Academic Labor Market. p. 79:

There are major differences between the two, but the important thing is that they

both follow the same convolutions, that is they go up and down together
Recognizing differences in projections, I will use those of the NCES in the next

table.
TABLE VIII

NCES Projections of Muster's Degrees. 1976-77 7'hrough 1985-86 With Total Science
and Engineering Master's Degrees as Clas4fied by NSF

(50 States and District of Columbia)
Ma'-ter's Degrees

Science and Engineering
Year All fields Number

1976-77 338,000 62,120

1977-78 356,000 64.140

1978.79 370,000 65,270

1979-80
1980.81
1981.82
1982.83
1983-84
1984.85
1985-86

382,000 66,090
392,000 66.440
402.000 66.990
408.000 66,840
412.000 66.370
410,000 64.970
405.000 63.550

Percent
18.4
18.0
17.6
17.3
16.9
16.7
16.4
16.1
15.8
15.7

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. National Center for
Education Statistics. Projections of Educction Stuastics to 1985-86 and National

Science Foundation.

This says that the master's degrees through the next nme years will be up again with

a little peak in 1983 but generally running at 400,000 from 1980 on. Notice that all of
these projections go up to the time of the peak when there is a drop in the reservoir

In other words if 5 percent of the cohort on to graduate school holds then the eotals

will come down again.

9
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The doctoral degree data are shown in the next table.

TABLE IX
NCES Projections Of Doctor's Degrees. 1976-77 Throw :h 1985-86

With Total Science And Engineering Doctor's Degrees As Classdied By NSF
(50 States and District of ('olumbia)

Doctor's Degrees

Year All fields Number
Science and Engineering

Percent
1976-77 37.000 19.130 51.7
1977-78 37.000 19.040 51.5
1978.79 :36.000 18.280 50.8
1979.80 36.000 18.100 50.3
1980.81 37,000 18,300 49.5
1981-82 39,000 18,900 48.5
1982.83 40.000 19.210 48.0
1983-84 41,000 19.349 47.2
1984.85 42,000 19.390 46,9
1985.86 42.000 19.140 45.6

Source. U.S Department of Health. Education and Welfare. Nattonal Center for
Education Statistics, Projections of Education Statistic N to 198.5-86 and National
Science Foundation.

And here again, the same thing, a fairly steady change A nth a little dip in 1978-9.1am
not sure I understand why the clip. but the model says this is what is going to happen.
To look at it gro':.sl, though. an overall increase of little better than 10 percent
between now and nine years from now. At which time again what et er effect the 1985
twenty-three year old population has will be felt. not only on the degree side. but on
the enrollment side.

If you think projections of degrees is a tre -he rous area the next table is concerned
with the even less stable projections of supply and need. note, not demand.

TABLE

Field

_

Projected Openings and

E.tumited Projected
1971 1106

ent pin), men' requirement.

u tiuppf:, for Ph D 1, 1974-85

Projected
1.41m, lone

Ion,d t;1,,,Ath separation.
_

.1114,1%

1971*85

Difference
bet%een new
supply and
opening.

All fields 178.100 Isr1.1100 201,900 110,100 91.800 422,900 221.000
Engineering and

natural science 1;,,500 217.100 101.000 60.000 44,066 119.400 35.400
Engineering :OHIO M. OM 20,700 9.600 29.100 .200
Physical science 66.300 813. WO 11.011 17 800 16,100 4.200

fhemistry 17,700 43. WO 1 1.200 :0300 8.600 18,000 3.800
Physics 24.700 25.900 10,600 1.200 5.100 12,100 .5.500

Lift science 60,000 78,9ai 11.600 18.900 14.700 59.500 25.900
Mathematics 14.000 16,600 5.900 2,600 1.200 12.400 6.500

Social science &
psychology 1.000 101.6o0 48.101; 10.000 18,300 86,800 40.400
Psycho log5. 26.300 46.200 27.500 19.900 7.700 38.100 10.600

Arts and humanities 46.000 15.900 9.190 -600 9,800 52.600 43.400
Education . 68.700 87,100 35.200 18,700 16 500 11:5.100 80.200
Business &
commerce . 6,500 6,800 1,600 200 1.000 1,1.300 11.700
Other fields . . 7.500 9.300 1,600 1.800 1,800 13.300 9:700

NOTE: Details may not add to totals due to rounding
Copied from U S Department of Labor. Burl au of Libor Statistics. 0« upalional Proyouoil and
Training Data (BLS Bulletin 191 tit
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The last column, the difference between new supplies and openings. is the

important one if It is real. The difference shown is an excess of 221,000 in supply

over openings, an horrendous number. Many institutions are tightening up on their

graduate enrollment on the premise thai. there is no need for people with the kind of

education we are concerned with. It is much more likely that none of us is smart

enough to determine need in 1985. I do believe that the people who get graduate

degrees are now aware that there is no job guarantee with the degree and more

Importantly intelligent enough to know that what they have learned and what they

have come to understand does not focus them on a single individual field or job It

simply says to them that they are well educated persons with talents already

demonstrated and with the quality of mind which suggests that they are not limited

in opportunities to one subfield or even one discipline. That does not mean that

somebody trained as a chemist can start as an architect, but within reasonable limits

"lateral" mobility is possible, and even desirable. There are many, many thing: that

can be done gainfully, and perhaps even more importantly, useful to society. We may

have been at fault in leading people to believe that there is only )e great life in the

world, i.e., the academic life, and everybody fortunate enough to get into graduate

school ought to aim only for that. I believe that that has been done and I also believe

that is wrong.
At any rate, as far as numbers are concerned, there really will not be very large

variations. Some increase still, with a decrease in the middle 80's and through the

1990's. There is no reason to believe teat there will be a greater percentage of the

population motivated into intellectual activity then there is now The graduate

schools will have more than an adequate share of work to do with the numbers that

we know about. Incidentally, there is some evidence that in 1977 the birth rate will

be up over 1976 and therefore if that persists the declining birthrate from 1960 to

1977 from 4.3 million to 3.2 million will be reversed and our successors will have

other problems to worry about.
The second component of this system is support and I would like to start by

making a point which for some reason does not seem to be made or at least maybe it

is simply accepted as given. Whenever we talk support, we seem to talk about the

support by Federal agencies, particularly in graduate education. The premise is that

the graduate school, particularly in natural science, engineering, and social science,

function largely because the Federal agencies supply tne support money. We totally

ignore what the states and the private institutions have suppliedand continue to

supplynamely the salaries, the facilities to a v ery large extent, the general ongoing

operational cost, and the fact that the campus is the place to which the student

comes. The last two are probably not very easily quantifiable but the first two could

be and yet for some reason they are not. When you see data about graduate student

support or graduate education support ,ou find v ery little in terms of the salaries

paid to faculty.
I believe that faculty salaries should not be separated into graduate and

undergraduate activity and here I may be at odds with some of you, if not all of you. It

is my opinion that one pays an individual a salary for his or her mind and the use of

that mind in the educational process in the college or university. In an institution

which includes both undergraduate and graduate education it is my belief that each

faculty member should be equally involved in both of them. The fact is, if you will

pardon the statement that I am going to make, we pay for the machine, the machine
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which is held within the cranium. In any compilation of numbers the use of that
machine in the interest of education requires that the whole cost of the machine be
used.

By virtue of the fact that the states and the independent colleges do support
faculties and facilities while the Federal government provides most of the operating
expense, we have indeed what has been called intergovernmental science. It is
unplanned but it is intergovernmental science and I intend to make a strong pitch
that this has been going on for some time.

Let us look now at support. As you will see most of my data relates to the natural
sciences, the social sciences, and engineering. Obviously that's not all there is.

The Federal government has peen providing support in increasing, although
maybe not adequate amounts, for the arts and humanities. A point I wish to
emphasize is that the amount of money provided locally either by foundations or
private citizens or local governments far exceeds that which the Federal government
puts up even in the 1978 fiscal budget where about $250 million is made available
for this purpose This by the way does not include other federal contributions which
could be counted, e.g., the Library of Congress.

Federal support of arts and humanities started ;n 1965 as a finite formal entity
and has been increasing in a significant fashion as the next table shows.

TABLE XI
Annual Funding of

Arts and Humanities Endowments
(Dollars in Millions)

Fiscal
Year

65

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

TQ*
77
78

8

Arts

2.5
8.0
7.2
7.8
8.3

15.1
29.8
38.2
60.8
74.8
82.0
33.9
94.0

123.5

Administration
Humanities (Joint through 1977)

No funds available this year

$ 2.5 .8 .7
2.1 1.0
3.8 1.9
5.0 1.4
3.1 1.6

13.6 2.7
28.0 :3.5
38.0 5.3
51.0 6.5
73.8 10.8
79.5 10.9
21.3 2.7
93.5 11.7

121.0 -2/

I There are approximately 200 Federal sources of funding for the fine arts alone. At
present there is no report on all of these, although there may be in the near future.
Data for the humanities is thought to be less organized.

2 Administration is no longer joint with separate funding, now included in each
Endowment's total funds.

SOURCE. Fine Arts Endowment, Budget Office. Mr. Baden. (Since the administration
cf both Endowments was joint until 1978, this office has records for both.)
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It is in pretty good conditi in because it is not yet big enough tu attract attention,
lightning will not strike it until it gets closer tu $1 billion per year. It must be noted
that a large portion of this budget goes to other than unersity acti.ity, , e.g.,
museums, ballet, etc.

The next illustration shows national R & D expenditures, not Federal, in current
and constant dollars.

TABLE XII
National Research and Development Expenditures:

1965-1976
(BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

40

0 1 I I I I I I I I I I

1965 .66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

(EST )

a/BASED ON GNP IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATOR
SOURCE DIVISION OF SCIENCE RESOURCES STUDIES/STIA

132
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As you see, currently it places us at about $40 billion. You can also see that the
Federal portion in constant dollars is increasing to a considerable extent over that of
the non-Federal part. By the way, this non Federal does not include what I told you
about 3 moment ago, e.g.. faculty salaries. It includes those items in university
budgets which are so directly stated to be research support. or those things in
company budgets which are so identified.

A little closer to the interest of the university is the Oasic research expenditure.

TABLE XIII
National Basic Research Expenditures

1965-76

(BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

5

4

3
CONSTANT (1972) DOLLARS''

2 [

1

0 t I I I I I I I I I I
1965 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76

(EST

a/ BASED ON GNP IMPLICIT PRICE DEFLATOR
SOURCE DIVISION OF SCIENCE RESOURCES STUDIES/STM

It is peculiar, but people speak about R & D as if it were a unit and as if the two parts
were always equivalent. R is of the order of 1/10 of I) and a small change in
development in value has a large effect on research. up ur down. As A turns out. R
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has tras.;sed R & D when %iev.ed grossly, although if you o% erlay this curse uith the
one preceding it it could not track it precisely. There are changes in research
support which are if not maiming at least detrimental. something you cannot get out
of reading R & D figures. I urge you to keep in mind the importance of the ratio of R
to D whenever you read R & D figures.

The next curve sh ,us the kind of research support but this time by performer
supported.

TABLE XIV
National Basic Research Expenditures By Per, ormer. 1965-76

CURRENT DOLLARS

0,AILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

a
CONSTANT (1972) DOLLARS

(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
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This is for Lasic research and you will aot be surprisc that universities accounted
for most of it, but it may surprise you that this sector Cid only about 53 percent of the
basic research done in the country. We are the major .,,;te of scientific bask research
but by no means the sole site.

In the next illustration we show the R support by source, this is whe-e the money
comes from.

TABLE XV
National Basic Research Expenditures By Source of Funds. 1965-76
(BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

5

4

3

2

0

CURRENT DOLLARS

UNIVERSITIES 8 COLLEGES

1965 66 67 68 69 70 71

d BASED ON GNP IMPLIC'T PRICE DEFLATOR
SOURCE Division of Science Resources Studies/STIA

72 73 74 75 76

(EST )

The bottommost cure since it is so low probably includes, only direct appropria-
tions of research monies. In some states such appropriations may be almost nil. For
example, in Texas it is some $3 or $4 million for all state institutions. It obviously
does not include faculty salaries, cost of facilities, and so on.

The next set of curves show the total dollars spent in universities and colleges,
however, as already noted.



TABLE XVI

Research And Develof-ment Expenditures

In Universities and Colleges: FY 1964-75

(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

3250

3.000

2,750

2.500

2.250

2.000

1,750

1.500

1,250

1.000

TOTAL RED
EXPENDITURES

CONSTANT (1972?
oelsHaulssiisisossossiss

Ws'
DOLLARSa

CURRENT DOLLARS

sts

1- )

1964 65

Ls'

66

FEDERALLY FINANCED
RED EXPENDITURES

67 68 69

a/ BASED ON GNP IMPLICIT DEFLATOR

sssssssss111

1 I I

74 75

(EST )

70 71 72 73

That is, the funds shown here are likely that directly budgeted as research monies
and probably miss the important part of the Lost of people paid for by the
institutions. This thesis will simply be mentioned here again and be developed
further at some other time.

The next illustration shoos Federal research obligations for the period of 1967to
1977.
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TABLE XVII

Feckral Obligations for Ba,,;t. Research by Major Performer.
FY 1967 -77a

,feeif,S-4# _44 1,

s.AA *1. A A.1, A.A t VA, eft

kf 44 4- le feet e LI,- I 1. e e Ay, veyeA, e

411- (1,44.41_, * e-f 4 Af- ea f

4 444,4

1 1

It is clear that direct support for basic research is on its way up in so far as Federal
spending goes. The number of Ph.D N are constant or decreasing slightly. The
match between the dollars available dad the number of proposals is therefore more
favorable to good proposals than they have been in the past. Over the past several
years during the period at first of d,,,hn..4 support the number of people through
the pipeline increased. Now both have turned the other way. Diminishing this
favorable effect fur the individual t est:mill worker is the increasing tendency to
support large centers. This may be in social science, as in the University of
Michigan's actively in political science, of in natural science as at Kitt Peak r the
astronomers, or a cy clotron as at Indiana Univ ersity . Hut all things astronomy, or a

cyclotron as at Indiana University. But all things considered, the probability of
improvement of getting support for good proposals is improving.

Now, how about excitement^. Why have universities been considered to be
intellectual centers^. Has it been because of the large amount of humanistic activity
on the campuses the writers, the artists, the musicians Good writing has been
done on campus, but campuses have not bccn the prinyipal site of the great writers,
the great artists, and the great MUMC11111,, What I would call the war on culture has
stemmed from places off campus rather than on campus.

The mechanics are valuable, but not vital. What the campus does do is give a
breadth of view that you might not get in a garret.

In any event, i believe that universities began to acquire a reputation as
intellectual centers only about one hundred years ago I think it began to be
considered a center when the original work of the scientist on campus began to
appear. Basic, scientific work really did get centered on campus. Of course there was
invention, development, and basic science off campus, but the improved under
standing of nature st ned in large part from the universities.
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This proposition Is neithet derogatory to the humanist:, nor laudatory to the
scientists. nor lb it based on my possible bias. It is an observation worth examining
because it has such a large effect on the graduate school. It was with t his 100 year old
activity in the sciences, which includes the social sciences, that I think the unity el say
began to get its current reputation. Of course. in time as wvith all human endeavor.
the ministry appeared. the dogma, and, yes, the cathedrals.

The purpose for which the faculty member came to the campus in the first place
underwent a dichotomy. We came originally because we were interested in helping
reduce the ignorance of the young people who came to the campus and simultane
ously to reduce our own. There lb an infinite stockpile of ignorance and although we
can learn and know more and more, the stockpile is still infinite. S. as far as I am
concerned, scholars will always have something to do.

To return to the point, we did the &Au k,..ds of ignorance reduction simultaneously
in a single integrated package. My professors forty years ago did not seem to
distinguish between the undergraduate and graduate student as much as we du now.
In part this is because of the influx of undergraduates following the nation's
adoption of a policy of mass higher education. Whatev er the reason, the fact is that
what was originally synergistic. facilities and fatuity and fresh young minds in one
place, and productive. had within it the seeds of its destruction. Those faculty who
got ahead were noticed predominantly fur what they did in their own scholarly work
and not for what they did with their students. Therefore. and almost inevitably, we
pressed on our scholarly work and its publication to the detriment of the other
important activity. In other words, the synergism actually led us into a trap where
divergence appeared. Now. I will make a proposition that the universities receive
money predominately fur one purpose and use it predominately for another. That we
really don't make proper efforts to use the money. public. or priv at e, as effectively fur
the larger. less noticeable a.tivity of education than we du fur scholarly work. This is
nut done deliberately or maliciously but I think it is an honest statement. If we are in
danger of being debilitated by lath of public confidence then we ought to know what
we are doing wrong and what we are doing right. Then we can defend he proper
things and change the my ,iper things. Perhaps we should relearn how to carry on
the two functions mentioned earlier simultaneously.

Is there excitement on campus in terms of constant fruatier learning? Of course
there is, exciting stuff. new ideas, new euneepts. new t hirgs. new understanding. If
we could force that to filter down into the lower levels of post-twelfth grade
education we would be better off. The more we can include all students in that
excitement the better. I am nut Nun, it is possible to do so in large schools but I will
not get off here into 4 debate about huge and small. I do think that the faculty w...h
which I am now dShut. tilted are mote nearly of the classic type which deals with all
students evenhandedly. It is diffieult on some of them because they do not get as
much notice as their colleagues elsewhere du %flu can put research first. They have
to get their excitement in part from the very heady experience of dealing with good
young intellects nut y et constricted by experience. It should be understood my
colleagues are also good. original scholars at the same time.

If the suggest lotus factual or not. the problem lb. St what do we do? Fiist we must
learn nut to be quarrelsome We have been so about the public not apdreciating that
graduate education is indeed education We have nu right to a sequestered arena in
which to function. We have to learn how to live in the society which supplies the
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support. By the way, it does not make any difference in this arguument how the
money is pooled for purposes of education, i.e., whether through foundations,
individuals, or various governments.

When I first read "Science at the Bicentennial," I thought it was a fine piece of
work. About two months ago I re-read it for another reas.m and somehow I read it
without my bias on and came to the impression that it simply said giv something,
that we are not being treated well. It really did not hav e the substance to cause me, in
neutral, to say, of course, I'll give it to yoe.

That is a general problem. Smith and Karlesky's book, The State of Academic
Science The Universities in the Nation's Research Effort, talks about the importance
of science and technology in the nation and the importance of universities to science.
It also treats the current strain on universities and therfore on the science in
universities. There is nothing wrong with that but it does the inevitable thing, it says
that you are not giving us enough dollarsnot science, the universities. As if it is
inevitable that science and universities are inextricably interwoven, therefore you
have to support both. Nor do publications generally suggest any other way of
alleviating the strain than by increased dollar support.

The interweaving may be a proper debating point but then it seems to me we
would well to do it openly. We have to say to the Congress, to the Executive, and to
the people at large you are making a mistake, you are losing a critical resource, you
ought to federalize the universities. Now you think about that for a moment and see
if you like it. The country has tried just a few times to produce a Federal university
and has_never been successful. Or you can go to the state and say,"We really have
not been looking at this problem properly." The education of people and the
production of new thought are both N ital. These things desery e support on the local
level. It is indeed proper for some part of the taxpayers money to be used for that
purpose. We may not be able to calculate this on a formula basis but we can do it by
actual costs.

That would be an honest approach. It would reduce the number of new places or
even eliminate some of the old ones. It would be a much more forthright way of
asking for support of the enterp, ise, not support of graduate education and not
support of research but support of that enterprise which constitutes education at the
advanced level.

It is not worth concerning yourselv es about this if there was not real excitement un
the campus. Discovery, truth, understanding, the business of a faculty member
talking to a young person whether graduate or undergraduate and watching that
person's eyes sparkle a bit, that is excitement. And I think, by the way, understood
by more people than you would believe understand it.

What is the prognosis based on graduate education being a national resource? The
numbers do not seem to me to be a problem. Up or down it doesn't make much
difference. I would certainly not discourage potential graduate students on the basis
of the fact that there is no job in sight. I would certainly tell them what prospects
there ale in 1978 but you really can't beyond that. They should be apprised of the
guesses for, e.g., 1980. I would point out to them that if you are as smart as we think
you are you will find a way to make use of y -our education, even if not directly. The
graduate school education should not be simply a training program, but to the extent
post baccalaureate work is a training program the moreimportat are good guesses
at supply and need.
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Graduate education should minimize specialization. There was a great tendency
in the 50's and early 60's to narrow the Ph.D. programs to very specialized
pathways. Once you got into such a trench you couldn't get out of it, you couldn't see
to either side, much less move sideways. Breadth, and a view of the world, are
needed in the most esoteric graduate programs. The question then becomesis
there going to be a university for anyone to come to?

There are at least three possibilities. One of them is to stay as it is and we will
continue to handle our affairs as we have and continue to get enough money to
operate, even if only minimally. This proposition suggests change for all but us.
Second, there is talk of separating the collegiate activity from the university activity.
Thus there would be free-standing research institutes and the fuur-year college in
some form. Basically this separates the graduate work from the undergraduate
work. I do not believe this is a desirable option. The third possibility is to alter the
current system by a variety of ways. For example, we are getting much closer to being
able to network certain kinds of facilities, especially libraries and computers. One of
the things that could use all of our substance is that most necessary educational
facility, the library. But none of us can really continue to suppurt libraries in the
fashion so tar used. So much material is published that it overwhelms staff, space,
and capacity to use even modest portions of the total. Networking may be the only
solution, as may also be the case for computers.

Each campus cannot have the best fac:Iities in all fields. Between-campus
facilities, large ones in particular, are the things that we will hav e to learn to liv e with.
Also there may has, e to be more mobility of faculty in terms of exchange, fur the guud
of the uni- ersity at least equal in purpose to exchange fur the guud of the individual.
Thus far visitors and exchanges hake been basically for the good of the individual
and the university got only the reflected good. There is no objection to that but we
cannot afford that solely. A more mobile faculty, between camnus facilities. and
networks need one more dung, namely faculty w th a greater interest in the student
all up and down the line. There is evidence that newer faculty members, at least,
show this interest.

My belief is that the last of the three possibilities will prevail. Probably,
nostalgically, certainly I wuuld dislike sec all us separate out free standing research
institutes, especially because there is no opportunity to reflect the excitement in
advanced work back to those that are not Net as ad% ant ed. Frotn what we hay e, what
we can project, and what I think may happen. the third alternative appears to be
most likely.

Thank you very much.
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Bernaid J. Downey, Villanova University

Irwin Lieb, University of Texas at Austin
Oscar A. Rogers, Jr.. Jackson State University

Herbert Weisinger, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Michael J. Pelczar, Jr.

Welcome to the second plenary session of the 17th Annual Meeting of the Council
of Graduate Schools in the United States.

nit program for this afternoon on the assessment of quality of graduate programs
has been arranged in two parts. For the first session we have assembled a panel of
deans who will provide brief statements on selected aspects of quality assessment
first as concerns master's degrees and then as related to doctoral programs Deans
Bernard J. Downey and Oscar A. Rogers, Jr. will speak on the quality of master's
degrees, and Deans Irwin C. Lief) and Herbert Weisinger will comment upon the
quality of doctoral degrees.

Following the presentations by our panel members at this plenary session, we will
In.ve three ..orkshops on the Jame gener.il topic of aN,,essment of program quality.
However, each workshop will concentrate upon a different program area, namely.
Workshop I Assessment of Quality The Master's degree
Workshop II Assessment of QualityThe Ph.D. degree
Workshop III Assessment of Quality Graduate Programs, Research; Practitioner

As you will note, each workshop is staffed with chair persons, resource people, and
a recorder.

The Program Committee structured this afternoon's meeting in the fashion
described, anticipating that the membership would ,,rasp the opportunity to share
practices and concepts of program quality asst -Anent In particular, the focus
should he directed toward the applicability of the CGS-ETS "Dimensions of
Quality" model.

The turn -over rate for cleans of graduate schools is fait ly high. which means that
several of you in the audience may not be as familiar with the CGS-ETS
"Dimensions of Quality" study as are sonic of your colleagues. Accordingly, I will
take a few minutes to review how we got to where we are.

Several years ago (1973) the Graduatt Record Examinations Board together with
CGS, convened a small group of graduate clet,ms for the purpose of identifying the
components of graduate programs that bear upon .'uality We met for a day in a hotel
rooni at O'Hare Airport and spent ell day un this topic. Dr. Mary Jo Clark from ETS,
who has been associated with the project since as inception, guided this discussion.
We are pleased that she is with us today. Following this one day meeting, Dr. Clark
constructed a very lengthy list of program characteristics important to know about
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when making judgments about the quality of graduate programs. This list was sent
to approximately 60 graduate deans for judgments about the Importance of
measuring each characteristic. The deans also rated !ie adequacy of several
possible ways to measure each of them. Based on the ratings of this expert panel, a
smaller and more manageable set of "Dimensions of Quality" was then
developed by Dr. Clark in collaboration with a steering c- mmittee appointed by the
GRE Board and CGS. At about this same time a proposal for a pilot study designed
to make quality assessments of a few programs (history, chemistry, and psych .ogy)
at 25 selected institutions was prepared and submitted by CGS to the Na onal
Science Foundation for funding. The proposal Voss funded, the study was carried out
under the direction of Dr. Clark and her colleagues at ETS. A detailed report of the
study was made available in 1976. At about thi , same time the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) was ,ipproached for support to
disseminate results of the research and encourage discussion of related issues in the
graduate community. In order to reduce the larger detailed scientific report of the
study to a brief but comprehensible statement about the SO idy , the booklet antdled
"The Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education. A Summary of A Multidimen-
sional Approach," which you received before this meeti.ig, was prepared by Dr.
Mary Jo Clark and Dr. Rodney T. Hart nett of ETS, its production and distribution
was funded by FIPSE.

One additional recent event concerning this project sLould be mentioned. On
October 20-21,1977, just about one month ago, an invitat'.nal meeting was held in
Reston, Virginia, to discuss the above mentioned report. Approximately 40 persons
attended. Representation included graduate deans, officers of state (governing and
coordinating) boards of higher education, and representativ es from government and
private agencies. All of us on the panel were in attendance at this conference and
during the course of our discussions today we will be able to share with you some of
our observations.

In one sense, the Reston, Virginia, meeting together w dh this meeting will
conclude another phase of the CGS ETS "Dimensions of Quality" project.
President Page has informed me that following this meeting the CGS office will issue
a publication which will inc:ude recommendations on the use of the ''Dimensions of
Quality Model' in addition to an over-view paper.

By way of setting the stage fur both the panel presentations and subsequent
discussions, I should like to present in summary form my 'fleas of the applicability
and limitations of the "Dimensions of Quality" model system. I see the attractive
features as follows:

I. Provides a systematic, programmed approach for the collection of consider-
able data that is I elated to the character and quality of a graduate program, it is
an Instrument or a technique t hat p, oc ides a good starting point. This is not an
"eta j" but a systemat c "beginning", it can be improved upon with use and
experience.

2. The information obtained IS multallinensional, a broad spectrum of charac-
teristics are assessed and Mutilated.

3. It will provide a set of data tabulated in the same format for programs in
different subject areas, e.g., chemistry, history, etc from different institu-
tions. Comparab; institutions, and I stress the word «)mparable, may use this
information for constructive comparisons.
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4. Similarly, different programs within the same institution within related fields
can be compared against the same spectrum of data e.g., (social science,
humanities, and sciences programs).

'5. The accumulation of data in programmed form over time in the format
suggested in the study provides a means to follow changes in "quality" in a
program. It provides for compilation of specific evidence to support claims of
"improvement" or "deterioration" of a program.

6. The kind of information as well as the breadth of inform &tion would make it
possible to identify the specific weaknesses or strengths in a program. Such
information would be helpful to the administration fur making decisions with
respect to program needs.

7. Whereas peer review, particularly by persons outside the department, reflects
what the program was like when they knew it, the present method pros ides for
a more current assessment.

8. Much of the work to carry c.it the assessment of quality can be performed by
the staff of the institution. It alloy s for assessment of graduate education in all
areas in a similar manner.

9. If this information were made available to students A would pros ide students
with a better characterization of a program, particularly as sewed by students,
faculty, and alumni.

Turning to the liniaation.s (or questions that might be raised) of the Quality
Assessment technique, I have enumerated the following:

1. How is a "quality program" identified initially? (or) How are specific criteria
equated with quality?
a. Quality in relation to goals?
b. Quality as measured against what kind of goals?
c. Quality as related to outcomes of the program?

2. The present criteria were used for Ph.D. programs. Are they equally
applicable to other doctoral degrees, e.g., Ed.D., D.M.A., D.A., D.B.A.? What
about master's degree programs?

3. In the present study it was assumed that in the group of institutions selected,
some departments would have programmatic objettis es different from the
characteristic research scholar goal. This was the case for only a few of them,
most were traditionally research oriented programs-'17he question are the
characteristics equally applicable to:
a. programs that place emphasis on teacher preparation?
b. education and training of practitioners?

4. The assessment does not directly audress the program as to its:
a. Importance to closely related programs, e.g. biochemistry as support to
microbiology, botany, zoology:
b. to the total graduate program.
c. the undergraduate component within the same department.

5. A large bank of normative data is needed to make comparisons. Here I would
raise the question of the need fur grouping institutions which hase some basis
for comparability, much like the AAUP establishes categories for salary
comparisons by institutional groups. In any event, the use of normative da:d
should be for use within restricted groups and not national -"across the
ooard."
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Now we will proceed to our panelists.

Bernard J. Downey

When one pauses to consider the phenomenon of master's degree production
number of facts Lome to mind. Each year uv ei 300.000 master's degrees are being
granted. According to a recent sun ey conducted by John Ryan of the CGS office.
there are over 200 different kinds of master's degrees being offered. Since the
survey looks at the M.A. and M.S. each as one kind of degree one can conclude that
there are probably some 250 fields in which master's degree, are offered today.
Certainly. there is some exaggeration here since different titles may ue used for
essentially the same degree. Nevertheless, it is certainly a fair estimate that at least
200 kinds of master's degrees are offered today in the United States. A third
perhaps significant point of information is the fait that many institutions tudab offer
master's degrees entirely or in great part through off campus programs. Over the
past few years, many questions have been raised concerning these phenomena.

Should such a large number of degrees be granted?
Do we need to have so many different kinds of degrees?
What lb the quality of these degrees? Who if anyone -should "monitor"
the quality of the degrees?
Should there be off-campus degree programs?
Who should be empowered to grant master's degrees?

While all of these are perhaps legitimate questions to raise, I submit that the most
fundamental question among the I., the query concerning the quality of master s
degrees. What is the quality of these master's degrees? The very nature of our
positions as graduate deans makes It ev ident that the quality of the graduate degrees
we grant is one of oar prime responsibilities. This certainly includes master's
degrees. In recent years more and inure concern has been demonstrated on this
hitter subject both in regional and national associations of graduate deans. In the
recent conference at Reston. Virginia, cumerning the Assessment of Dimensions of
Quality in Graduate Education. this topic Lame up sev eral times although the
major siress was un &au, al degree quality. in a short w hile Dean Rogers of .Jackson
State will speak to you un this topic of the projected use of a multidimensional
approach in the assessment of quality of master's degrees. Before we reach that
stage, however. I would like to consider one particularly Important aspect of the
effort to measure quality in master's programs.

lam strongly convinced that one of the things w e must Lonsider is the nature of the
institution granting the degree. I believe we earl v er), safely div ale all of the American
graduate schools into two groups. the cne comprising those institutions which are
primarily concerned at the graduate ley el with the granting of research oriented
doctoral degrees these are the pre:4414,w, and near prestigious institutions, the
AAU schools and their peers institutions with established reputations as centers
of scholarship and learning.

The second group --,the majority of the CGS member ship and an ev en greater
percentage of the total number of schools granting graduate degrees. includes all
institutions which at the graduate ley el are either prima.ily or entirely master's
degree granting institutions,



Now, the question of what eunstitutes quality in master's degree programs should
hopefully have essentially eummun answers from the two groups. Howe% er, when
one begins to ask questions such as vvhu are the faculty, what are their degrees, from
which institutions were these degrees awarded? What is the research reeurd of the
faculty? How active are the faculty professi-inally , etc. a het, one begins to eunsider
the resources available, the prevailing institutional philusuphy, , the attitudes of
those responsible for the direction of the institution, une Lan, I believe, see major
differences between the two groups. Institutions in the first group whu have been
careful to attain and maintain quality doctoral programs will has e the resources in
place to insure quality master's degrees. The prevailing institutional philuso iy

should quite easily spill over from the doctoral to the master's drugrams and in. are
quality in faculty, curricula. physical and library resources, and program require-
ments. Granted, faculty attitudes sometimes minimize the significance of the
master's degree in such institutions. Nev ertheless, the resources are generally at
hand to preclude poor quality when there is responsible attention given to these
degrees. The second group of institutions does not have this -higher- fif I may use
that relativ e term) protection flowing from doctoral degree resources. The quality of
waster's degrees in this second group will, therefore. stand ur fall un the institution's
success in identifying the characteristics of quality master's programs and its
vigorous efforts to attain and maintain these characteristic,. Inv iew of this. I submit
that the major thrust towards the establishment of eriteria for the recognition of
quality master's programs should come from those institutions which at the
graduate Iev el are primal ily ur entirely euneerned with granting of master's-degrees.
I say major thrust because there is no doubt that valuable input will be obtained from
representation from the doctoral granting institutions in any working group
constituted to address the overall problem. But. I auuld maintain that the majority
representation should be from those must Involved and most concerned about
quality master's programs. namely. the graduate deans from those institutions
which at the graduate lev el di t primarily ur entirely ina:.ter's granting institutions. I
would propose that a group of interested graduate deans be given the overall
responsibility fur developing a ,et fur sets) of quality characteristics. appropriate
indicators and procedures to be used to maintain and improve quality graduate
education at the master's level. Now let me hasten to state that I would not
recommend that such a group reinvent the wheel. In the first place. a number of
studies hav e already been made some quite recently a hich would be v ery helpful
in this project. In addition to the CGS ETS study on the Assessment of Quality of
Doctoral Programs and the 'hue eedings am. least tw o high level conferenc es related
to this study, there are a number of institutional appruae hes to the problem which
are already in existence. 4 urthermore, Mary (lark has also conducted a study
called "Program Review Practice:, of University Departments- which looks at the
efforts of these latter to maintain program quality. Also. une of the CGS standing
cummatees is the Committee un the Nlast...fr's Degree. In addition to assisting in the
final revision of the recently released CGS statement on Tin Master's _rree, this
committee has begun to address the e%, en inure eumprehensiv e subject of the nature
and quality of the master's degree. Perhaps this eommittee iota(' be giv en ov erall
respousibility for the implementation of the project.

Let kIS now try to sum up this brief presentation There are a number of questions
which must be answered:
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1. Is there a need for the CGS membership to be concerned individually and
Collectively with the quality of our master's programs? Assuming that the
answer is yes, I then ask:

2. What are the characteristics of a quality master's program? This must include
the sub-question. Is there a single set of such characteristics, or are there some
differences in characteristics am& ig say (a) the more traditionally academic
disciplines, (b) the so-c. lled profesE'onal areas education, business, etc.,
and (c) the fine arts areas. Whether or not there is more than one set, if such
characteristics can be identified, I then ask:

3. What are the indicators which one can use to measure the degree of quality
associated with each of the characteristics? In a few minutes. Dean Rogers will
discuss Mary Jo Clark's assessment study and explore its possible use
perhaps in some modified form for master's prog;ams. This is one definite
approach to this question.

4. Finally, how does an indiv idual institution follow through un questions 2 and 3
in applying the results to itself?

It seems to me that the complete set of implies some concerted effort un
the part of the CGS membership to develop a plan to identify (1) the quality
characteristics the (2) indicators to measure these. and (3) recommended ap-
proaches which might be used by the graduate deans to their individual efforts to
attain and maintain this desired quality.

In addition to hearing from Dean Rogers. there will be <1 panel on the Assessment
of Quality in Master's Degree Programs later this afternoon. Also on Friday morning
there will be a workshop un directions of the master's degree. Hopefully, from the
discussions ensuing from these se,siuns, some consensus rria., result regarding the
approaches to be used in the development of some overall plan such as that
suggested abov e. I believe that the goal of insured quality education at the master's
level is well worth all the effort involv ed. And, I would hope that your contributions
in these discussion), will help CGS to take a major posit iv e step in the achiev ement of
this goal.

Irwin C. Lieb

Over the last ten years, there has been 41 great deal of searching reflection about
the quality of graduate programs. There have been revealing major national
assessments, and new assessments, with new and more sensitiv e instruments of
assessment, are in prospect.

We have all learned from these studies, we are all impressed by the needs for
informed. continuous and effective assessments of quality, we are all either now
engaged in programs of evaluation or we will soon have to inaugurate them.

Though there are serious difficulties in understanding conceptions of
and though there has also been some popular but gratuitous mysticism about the
notion, we know. and know fairly well, what to look for to judge the quality of
graduate programs. We also kncw how to weigh the many sorts of items we use in ar

assessments, for example, in Ph.D. programs. we kilt" huw to weigh the preparation
of our students. .<e award to them of national fellowships. and their placements, we
know how to weigh the teaching, research, publications. and grants to our faculty.
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and the availability of the resources in our universities. The account of these is so
well and widely known that, in the few remarks I am able to make, I would prefer not
to comment, or comment at length, on indicators of quality, but to talk instead about
four observations, observations about 1) the comparison of graduate programs in
different institutions, and the comparison of programs one with another, 2) about
the of programs over a period of time, 3) about the administrative use of
evaluations, and 4) about ideals in education. The observations are not independent
of one another. I think that will be plain, even though my comment,. about them are
brief and not detailed.

First, about comparisons. there are many features that constitute the quality of a
Ph.D. program. Programs are good in this, they are good at this, or they are good for
this or that or another end. Whethe, we think of a program's quality as intrinsic to it,
or whether we also think of it as purpo:ny e, programs can, with care and sensitiy ity, ,
be compared with one another in their quality. There can therefore be rankings of
programs. And in ranking programs we say not only that one program is relatively of
higher rank than another, but also that programs are ranked with respect to
standards that would be difficult to define, but which we also have some insight to.

There are three ancillary points about comparisons. it makes a great deal of
sense it is especially revealing to compare programs by sectional or distinctive
university groups, to compare, for example, biological programs in the large state
universities, the classics programs in the large libraried uniy ersities, the programs in
the rnnjor private universities, or the programs in the Midwest, or the South, or
Southwest. Such divisional comparisons pros ide, perhaps, more useful and more
realistic appraisals of the character, distincti% e achiey ement and opportunity of our
programs than national assessments du. We should encourage the development of
grouped assessments.

Still, we need national assessments too, especially now, with the strong prospect
of reduced federal, state and private funding, and with the decreased academic
placement of some of our Ph. Not all our programs will be continued, some of
them, out of both the national and the lozal interest, should not be continued.
Comprehensive comparisons are an important guide to the development of
academic administrative policy.

One further, and more controversial note. Our comparisons have usuolly been
made by "program kind ", geology programs, fur example, are compared to geology
programs, romance language programs are compared w romance language pro
grams, education with education, business with business, and so un. I want to urge
that we have also to compare the educational quality of different sorts of programs
with one another as we all do, though informally in our own uni,. ,....ts, so that we
are to think that a geology program is perhaps strongeras a pruhram than an English
program, and the same across other fields.

My most emphatic concern about such comparisons is frankly, with the
professional schools. They are tending more and more to be self cont.uned units,
and to require all the nstruction of their students within the school. themselves.
They are, then, more and more isolating themselves from the Arts and Sciences
disciplines which are most fully engaged in the fundamental studies which the
professions apply. In isolation, it is my experie. .e and impression that the quality of
the professional programs declines. It dues nut especially impress me, then, to see
rankings of Colleges of Edutatiun or Colleges of Business or Colleges of Pharmacy,
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when the level of even the highly ranked professional schools IS far tuu low. The
twentieth, tenth, ev en the first rank. In the Surtb of cases I have in mind, is nu cause
for celebration.

The second observation I want to make is about an indicator of quality the
tendency , direction and stability of graduate programs. It IS d surprise to me that this
almost Aristotelian) sort of indicator is nut more prominent in our assessinei,
lost assessments are like snapshots. cross Section:, she at a moment in the life of
programs. The points to be implied are obvious. We say that this is the quality of e
program mit . and we often complain of peer eva.dation.. that they are. at best,
statements of what programs were when the evaluators knew them.

But it is important not< to say whether programs are improving ur nut. whether
they are getting better, or whether their quality IS diminishing. Our sight of a
program'spotentiality Is steadied by continuous evaluattuns but it is not assured by
them. We hat e to have some sight into the disposition of programs, into their
tendency, their direction and aspiration. This important indicator has direct bearing
on the last two observations I want to make.

The third observaitor. is about the administrative use of evaluations. In far too
many institutions, evaluation program. have been inaugurated without careful
coordination with university administrations. Even when there has been coordina-
tion, policies of response hate not often been developed well or made explicit
enough. I mean that even if we were sure of the soundness of an evaluation, even if
our instruments of evaluation are fair and fine. what then is tu be dune with and for
the programs that have been evaluated? What are our unit ersities' policies? Will we
support strong programs alai try to make them even stronger^. Will we especially
support our weaker ones". Will we decide that the strung programs are to remain
strong and the weaker ones are to remain in the present Standing? What are our
university's policies about strength and weakness, stability, dud growth.. It would be
a mistake for us to be occupied with the precision of evaluations if there are not
effective policies of response to our findings.

There are, as you know. no general, formal answers to issues about the develop-
ment of policy. I would like to remark, however, how Important it is in the develop-
ment of policy to consider indicators of a program's tendency. direction. and
aspiration. The importance of this sort of indicator Is that it makes us especially
aware of options and alterna:iv es ni responding to assessments of quality. If
evaluations a. e not wholly ussessments of achieved present quality, then we may
see, for example. that if the excellent e of a prowani is owed mainly tu the standing of
its senior faculty, cnere will be one or another Of several ways of sustaining or even
enhancing its standing, and likewise fur programs which are promising but hat e not
yet achieved distinction.1'he point again is plain. Quality, at least a. it concerns us.
;s nut momentary. It would be unwise for (,.. en to try to provide instant program
q.iality. Assured sight into the tendencies of programs is essential in the planning we
have to do.

Finally. in connection with the tendencies of programs and planning kit them it is
also important for us to venture for of ideals for graduate programs.
however mixed ur qualified the ideals may be. The Ideals fur our programs are not
prov f,,r us by comparison with other institutions now. Whatever we may learn
from such comparisons. we cannot want to achieve m the next ten years the
configuration w hi( h a high quality program !, en years earlier. Di. ettions have to
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be adjusted in the light of ideals and in graci..,ate education the responsibility for
defining the general patterns of quality for programs is the dangerous and the
important responsibility of the graduate dean. It is in actiag on this responsibility
that graduate deans fulfill the charge to them that they be the intellectual
consciences of their universities.

Oscar A. Rogers, Jr.

My opening statement on the applicability of the multidimensional technique to
master's degree programs assessment is from the posture of a university administra-
tor. I must provide aggressive leadership to accomplish program evaluation. Our
State Board of Trustees of Institutions of Higher Learning demands thorough
review of graduate programs. Legislators are calling for the most stringent
evaluation of education at all levels, ostensibly at the graduate level to reduce
duplication and to provide fu; better distribution of scarce resources. They also
voice demands for quality at the master's degree level. What might result is farther
limiting of educational opportunities for persons from deprived circumsiances.
Quality and ev aluation to some officials are the results ad single measme and a one-
time measurement on a standardized examination. Nev ertheless, assessment from
our point of view is most important in terms of cost effectiveness, efficient operation
and overall quality maintenance in order that instruction and learning are
maximized and optimized. important is the need to make sure our graduates,
for the most underrepresented students, will be able to compete in the market place
for scarce positions usually denied to them for any reason.

The multidimensional technique applied to master's degree programs affords one
with a comprehensive tool to assess quality at any level of instruction.

Quite recently, deans of several undergraduate schools were discussing student
evaluation of faculty by department and school when the question was raised as to
the relationship of such a Angle dimensional approach to perhaps other possibly
needed assessment such as follow up studies of alumni. It became must clear that a
multi-facet approach was needed. Is not that the approach of national and regional
accrediting associations^. It seemed to some of us that the National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education and the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools assess quality from a inultidanensic.nal approach as do program accredit-
ing agencies'. Their standards embrace the univ erse of the institution as they re:ate
either to parts or to the whole of an institution.

To be absolutely sure, we ha% e used and are using all of the dimensions. However,
what we now have in the CGS and ETS multidimensional approach is the best
available results of some of the nation-5 leading minds. Efforts ha% e been made to
validate the indicators with the hope that they can be generalized as guideposts to
quality in most fields at other levels.

The saddest thing I know is a book not read or a st udy not used. It, ib MY contention
that the se% eral indicators will prove beneficial at the master's level. More
specifically, the nine indicators under the fatuity dimension appear to be all
applicable to master's programs at broad based institutions with or without
doctoral degree programs. Many institutions with only master's degree programs
could show degrees of quality if the research act,. ity index is applied to their faculty
of doctorates.
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The student.; dimension contains six essential indicators and are modifiable to be
applied to master's degree programs. The quality of theses could be assessed, and
those programs not requiting theses could ')e evaluated in terms of other elements
such as the nature and pla:e of the internship. Student attrition at the master's only
institution will be difficul. to handle because of the matriculation behavior of part
time students. The time it took to get the degree as an indicator seems to be
unimportant by some evaluators.

For all programs the indicators associated with resources, env iornment, program
procedures, and alumni are essential for any worthwhile assessment. Much and
additional study should be given some of the indicators. The role of the student in
the overall evaluation appears to be crucial. They rate the quality of teaching, report
about various aspects of program environment such as the quality of advisement and
peer relationships, and rate program contents and procedures. Doctoral studentson
a whole might be more mature in judgement than many of the students in the
master's degree program. Opinions of more adv anted students are more likely to be
relied upon in assessing quality. In some cases the duration of the students at the
institution in a particular department will have to be weighed. The value of the
predominantly part-time student's evaluation probably will be equal to that of the
full-time student. Perhaps the student in residence will have a totally different
outlook on quality than his commuting part-time colleague.

The alumni dimension suggests an indicator of pregrarn quality which is used
extensively by some master's degree programs as the number of master's recipeints
who have earned doctorates at other institutions. The variety and types of degrees
and awarding institutions are assessed along with their dissertations.

Thus, it appears to me that it is desirable to go forward with the application of
assessment of graduate education at the master's degree level using the multi-
dimensional approach of ETS/CGS.

If it is necessary that graduate schools show that they are engaged in a substantive
systematic review of their master's programs, and that the use of these reviews are
utilized in making decisions about the program and the school, the methockilogy
under discussion can provide such review.

The methodology can be modified for use at the master's level. In my opinion, it
can be used with other procedures for program evaluation.

The methodology has raptured the imagination of faculties at several institutions.
Perhaps the CGS/ETS methodology for assessing

quality applied to the master's degree
level is like Sears Roebuck Co.,

"It has almost everything."

Or perhaps the multidimensional approach
is like Bayer Aspirin,
"It Works Wonders."

Or like Tide, "It get the stains
out that others leave behind."

Or like VO Hair Spray,
"It holds through all kinds

of weather."
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And finally, like
Alka Seltzer,

"Try it,
you'll like it!"

Herbert Weisinger

Though I am the kind of photographer who can E .pose a whole roll of film
cheerfully oblivious to the cover still on the lens, I got it into my head that I wanted a
35 mm. SLR. I consulted my friends and, naturally, each one gave me a different
piece of advice. Still, no problem I thought. I'll read the ads in the photo section of
the Sunday Times. It took me no more than a single issue to discover that there are
some 80 SLR models produced by about 30 manufacturers and sold at different
prices by an equal number of discount houses in New York alone. Nothing daunted, I
began to read the advertisements in the magazines devoted exclusively to
photography, and what with the color shots of unbelievable landscapes and ,qually
unbelievable semi and undraped females and claims of utter uniqueness in design
and construction, I became paraly zed by too much choice. Luckily, I latched on to a
quarterly consumer guide to cameras which listed each model, detailed its
specifications, reported on its tests of some 20 performance characteristics, gave
the price, and made its recommendations. I studied these carefully, thankful that my
doctorate had given me a good research preparation, made my choice, and
determinedly marched off to the nearest discount hoe where I promptly bought a
model I had not ev en thought of. thanks to a salesman astute enough to appeal to the
snob in me.

Now poorer than I had intended to be and possessed of a camera so sophisticated I
am afraid to take pictures with it, I realized I was not unlike the student trying to
make up his/her mind about which graduate school to attend. He; she talks to his/her
friends, he/she reads the catalogues, he,'she consults the v arious guides, and finally
goes to the school which offers him,'her the most money. That this may be the wrong
choice for him/her and that the large sum he/she thinks he:she is going to get has
disappeared in the fine print which he/she didn't read or didn't understand or may
not even have been printed this he/she doesn't realize until it is too late.

There is a moral to this dreary tale and it is this. The purpose of assessment and of
ratings is not to enhance institutional and faculty morale and ego but to provide
consumer protection to the student. Unfortunately, there are at the mo*nent no
quarterly consumer guides which list and test the performance characteristics of
graduate programs which a student can buy and study. To be sure, no profession has
been more devoted to internal evaluation. At Stony Brook, for example, every
graduate program undergoes external review ev ery fiv e y ears but the results are not
made public. I need not tell this audience how difficult it is to keep the guild report
mentality out of the rev iew process and how even more difficult it is to implement the
recommendations, often so cunningly concealed in the rhetoric of praise that only
deans, but apparently not the faculties of departments, can see them.

It is in this context that the doctoral rev iew project of the Board of Regents of the
State of New York acquires significance. The review process takes it start from the
report on the Regents' Commission on Docto al Education which was chaired by
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Robben Fleming of the University of Michigan .ad which was issued in -January.
1973, under the title of:Veering the Needs of Doctoral Education in Nt a York State A
Report with Recommendations. After a detailed study of the r .-sources for, and needs
of, doctoral education in the state, the Commission made nine recommendations, of
which the third read. "The Regents should establish special committees to rev iew
the quality of and need for doctoral programs in selected disciplinary areas. Only
programs meeting standards of present ur potential high quality need should be
offered." The report was accepted by the Regents in a position paper of August,
1973, which, among other objectives, mandated. "The re% iew and evaluation of
doctoral programs by the Cummiss.uner of Education, in close consultation with
eminent out of-state consultants and also with the state's academic community,
according to criteria specified by the Regents. This will be done statewide on a
subject-area by subject-area basis. following which the programs will be placed in
one of three categories. (a) high quality and need to he sustained. (bi intermediate
quality and need- to be put on probation for three years and reviewed again, and tt/
inadequate quality and need- to be phased out over an appropriate period of time."
Finally, the Regents concurred with the Commission's enunciation of the general
principles underlying the statewide evaluation of doctoral programs, that is, the
factors which constitute high quality, need, and appropriateness of programs for
students' career aspirations.

Before I describe the rev iew process itself. let me try to clarify the role of the
Regents. The Board of Regents is constitutionally responsible for all education in
the State of New York. from pre-kindergartern to hcen5ure of the professions. No
educational program. whether offered by a public or a pn% ate institution, may be
given within the state which does nut ha% e the prior approval of the Board. Similarly,
having the power to authorize, the Board has also the powe. to deaut home, as the
courts have recently dete; mined. Consequently w hen it required the Commissioner
of Education, who is its executiv e agent, to rev iew the doctoral programs in the state,
it placed its full legal authonty behind the process. proi.,rams were to be continued,
placed on probation, or eliminated. I du nut know whether other states have
constituted such an authority but I rather suspect that no other state has given a
single body such exclusive control of all the educational activities which are very
broadly conceived and which are carried on within it.

The review process hegins two years before the final decisions are made by the
Commissioner, and consists of suecessiv e stages. twenty in number. In the fall of the
year preceding the review, a questionnaire is sent to each of the departments
involved. This questionnaire has evolved over the years in which it has been in use
and is an essential document in the review process. It calls fur a description of the
program in terms of its objecti% es. strengths. and weaknesses, it asks for the
submission of previous internal rev iew statements and. especial:,, for evaluations of
teaching. The graduate program under consideration is expected to be described in
detail. requirements, supervised teaching. relations to other programs and other
institutions, ancillary activities such as conferences and visiting professors.
relations with undergraduate programs, and the like. The second section calls for a
statement of financial support. student support, faculty salaries, and all other
resources, including external support. Following this, the calibre of the faculty is
examined. research, publications, activities in professional organizations, teaching.
promotion and tenure standards and procedures. faculty recruitment, and su on.
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Serum: fire is concerned with students. analysis of applications and admissions,
calibre of students um'er of students, ads riving and counselling. placement, part-
time students, minority students, through-put late, quality of dissertations. fat.ult
and student relationships, and the like. The final section asks foi a surrey of
facilities and secs ices supports c of the program, including library holdings, lab and
office space. computer services, and nun teaching professionals. Thus, the depart-
ment is in effect forced to make a thorough self-study of itself. what it Intends to
achi=!ve, how well it does a, what obstacles it has to face, in short, its strengths and
weaknesses, the result is a not insubstantial volume which is carefully studied and
referred to at 111 stages in the review process.

At the same time, names of distinguished out of state scholars qualified to rev iew
the programs are suliiited um the institution:, involved and fioni professional
organizations. I am sure the other graduate deans in the state do What I do. ask the
departments to provide the low! lists which are collated and compiled in Albany and
then sent to the departments for review. names not acceptable to the departments
are crossed out. Given the size of the state and the number of programs under
review, it is obviously not easy to find a sufficient number of qualified reviewers
willing to spend the time and effort a takes to cos er all the programs in the detail
called fui. Once the required number has been t edified. two kinds of committees are
formed. site v isitors who spend two days on a limited numbe of campuses and
whose job it is to report un what they find in situ and the rating committee of five
members which le% iews all thnuments and makes its recommendations to the
Commissioner via the Doctoral CutinLil. The Work of the -ating committee is time-
ionsuming and demanding. it reads all the reports. meets with the Doctoral Council
on ses eral occasions. may meet with departmental tepresentatises. hears appeals
from institutions vv hit h challenge its let.onimenclations. and in effect determines the
rating each program receives.

The site s hat pros des the rating committee with an on-the-spot description of the
program under review in actual upeiation w hit.h supplements the departments own
picture of itself. The site v isitors du nut ev aluatz they describe, and what opinions
they may express, either in the course of the visit or in their report, are not
necessarily those which the rating committee may ultimately arrive at. The site
isqui s do nut see all the programs wider iev iew and they al e subject to pressures of

personal contact. The rating cominittt.. is changed with seeing all the programs in
the state as part of a cumprehensis e system of graduate education and their
perspective is determined by this statewide fespunsibihty. The site v isitors' report
un a program is sent to the graduate dean of the institution fur correction of factual
errors only, while the President of the iiiNtitkitiUti invols ed is given the opportunity to
make his comment:, un a Invader st ale. Essentially this is his opportunity to defend
the program, should the lepoit be, in has judgment, less than complete and fair. This
stage al.. gives the institution the opportunity to withdraw a program from
consideration by requesting withdrawal of registration. though in practice a program
may be withdrawn at any time prior to the Commission, -'s final decision. After the
site reports are in. the rating committee examines them in conjuction with the
Presidents' response:, from the point of k le% of aeeds of the state as a % hole and
meets with the Doctoral Council to discuss the application of the general criteria
mandated by the Regents to the particular discipline under consideration. The
committee then writes a di aft statement co. ering the status of the discipline, seen
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both nationwide and statewide, as well as inch [dual draft reports on each institi
under review. These are sent to the Presidents for correction of factual errors anti to
members of the Doctoral Council for comment. The rating committee writes its final
reports in the light of the responses, all ev -luations are sent directly to the
Commissioner while the individual institutional reports are transmitted to the
Presidents who are asked to rev iew the reused report for fullness, fairness, and
equity. The Doctoral Council, having already receiver' departmental profiles and
with site reports to hand, is now convened, with the members of the rating
committee selling as resource people, and votes on each report. In addition,
institutions which wish to appeal the rating committee's recommendations appear
before the Council to argue their cases, after which the Doctoral Council makes its
own recommendations. The Council's final recommendations are sent to the
Commissioner who in turn transmits them to the Presidents who may wish to
respond once more to the Commissioner. He then requests, within a set period,
ordinarily 90 days, detailed institutional plans in regard to the improvement of the
involved p.ogram. Depending on whether the institution is anle to provide a course
of action which, in the Commissioner's judgment, satisfactorily addresses all the
problems he has identified to the institution, he will either so notify it or consider
other courses of action and inform the institution of his decision. The ret iew process
ends at this point.

I have several times spoken of the Doctoral Council. Just as the consequences of
the review process could not be brought about without the legal a -;ty of the
Board of Regents behind it, so would the process itself lack the pect and
acceptance of the academic community ID the state if it were not for th( Jle of the
Doctoral Council. The Council cons.sts of the graduate deans of representative
graduate institutions in the state. public and ',mate, large and small, old and new,
church-related and secular. They are appointed by the Commissioner for specific
t -.Bs of office. GIV en the history of higher education in the State of New 1 ark, with
it long tradition of private institutions, its mixed priv ate-public sector as at Cornell,
its very young publicly- supported system of higher education, its many church-
related Institutions, its various financial programs for the support of both public and
private schools, and, above all, IL, recent financial crisis, it is just short of a miracle,
at least to me as a member of the Doctui . Council since virtually its inception and as
a participant in the development of tiic review process, that the graduate deans,
coming from institutions which would appear to an outsider to hate every reason to
be at each other's throats, should in so short a time hat e put aside their differences
and hate stood for and made clear to the Regents and to the academic community at
large that tlic; Lad but one responsibility, and that was to the quality of graduate
education in the. state, regardless of institutional affiliation. I believe that without
that commitment by the graduate deans the rev Lev( processwould surely hat e failed.
I can assure you that the Doctoral Council has had to make many hard decisions. and
more than once a graduate dean has been in the position of hat ing to choose between
institutional loyalty and a rating committee recommendation. I think you will find
that record of the Doctoral Council speedo for itself.

Since 1973, ten disciplines, Chemistry, iistory, Physics, Astronomy, English,
French, German, Spanish, Mathematics. and Philosophy have been reviewed. two,
Sociology and Poir . .1 Science, are undergoing rev iew this year, and two more,
Economics and Anthropology, are already pre paring for ret iew next year The first
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re-review, after the probationary period of three y ears, that of Chemistry, took place
this past spring. At this meeting, the Doctoral Council voted that it would
recommend programs as either acceptable or nun-acceptable, thus eliminating
continuation of probationary status, once the three-y ear grace period fur strengther.
ing a graduate program had expired.

The results of the reviews of the ten programs so far show that there have been
closures. But, and this is the significant point, all but five of these were closed on th.
initiative of the institutions involved themselv es. Thus, the review process has
enabled institutions to take the decisions which, without it, they could not, for a
variety of reasons all too familiar to this audience, take. Nor havE the reasons for
closure always been those of low quality. in some instances, it was decided to use
scarce resources elsewhere, in others, there have been substantial shifts in
institutional mission. And for those who are concerned that the review procedure
has an inherent bias in favor of the priv ate, w ell established, elite institutions, a few
statistics are in order. Altogether, 126 programs in 10 disciplines have so far been
reviewed; of these 70, or 56 percent, were judged high quality, 29, or 23 percent,
were termed potential high quality and placed on probation, and 27, or 21 percent,
were closed. The average score for 14 privates was 1.56; for 5 publics, 1.51, for the
19 altogether, 1.55. For institutions founded before 1900, the average score was
1.61, for institutions founded after 1900, 1.43. For institutions with 14,000 or more
degree credit enrollments, the average score was 1.61, for institutions with less than
14,000 the average score was 1.48. Finally, to give you a quick over -view of the size
and diversity of graduate education in the State of New York, there are 19
universities offering graduate degrees, with a total degree credit enrollment in 1976
of 210,397, 69.56 percent in the private sector, 30.-14 percent in the public. The
total graduate credit enrollments for the 19 universities as o: 1976 were 89,636, of
which 40.256 were full-time and 49.380 were part-time. The total graduate credit
enrollments in the private sector were 70,002 or 78.1 percent, and for the public,
19,364 or 21.9 percent. The size range runs from a total g. aduate credit enrollment
at NYU of 20,379 to 102 at Rockefeller University. And a little over two centuries
separate the founding of Columbia in 1754 from the establishment of Stony Brook in
1962.

I am sure that by this point the defects in the pro,ess have already occured to you.
It is cumbersome, expensive, time consunno, and bureaucratic. The quality and
perceptiveness of reviewers vary considerably both within disciplines and ors a vis
disciplines so that it is virtually impossible to maintain a single, consistent . a of
standards across the range of so many individuals and so many disciplines, some
rating c..,mmittee members have been narrow, some eccentric, and some too tender
for the good of their on disciplines. The mass of materials collected has become so
large one can scarcely .,ee them v usually and comparativ ely. And, with the best will in
the world, all involv ed in the process hay e, in the end, tended to equate the quality of
a program with the scholarly reputation of its faculty, we hay e not been able to avoid
the pitfall of peer evaluation. Finally, speaking fur myself nly, I regret that the
results of these endeavors is not made public. Where public funds are employed,
and, in the end there is no real distinction between private and public money since it
all comes from the citizen one way or the other, public accountability and public
disclosure must accompany them. I think the prospective student, the prospective
emplo; er and the public would be better protected were the results of the review
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made easily available. At the same time, the very fact that programs are withdrawn
means that they are no longer being offered and thus protection is afforded
negatively, so to speak.

Two conditions appear to be necessar, for an effecti (- Jew program. One is the
consent of those being reviewed, as symbolized by the Doctoral Council. The other
is the presence of an external agency, responsible for, but not directly involved in,
the educational process and with the power to back up its decisions, as, in the New
York situation, the authority of the Regents to deregis!:. drograms. It is not enough
to institute a review process, the review process must be seen to have real
consequences.

I am afraid that the time when the academy could view itself as a self-
perpetuating, self-regulating. and self validating profe ion is now past. Watergate
has exposed the failure of the legal profession to regulate itself, the soaring costs of
health care have drastically impugned the nght of the medical profession to self-
determination, and the crisis of higher education i forcing. and will continue to
force, an ever-sharpening scrutiny of the assumptions practices, and mores of the
teaching profession, particularly in an atmosphere of public skepticism of the value
of such education, whether in monetary intellectual, or psychological terms. Our
situation is such this the struggle between ratings and assessment, for the moment
underground and expressed, when it surfat, sat all. in the most muted terms, seems
to me a diversion, gust as our fulminations against the bureaucrats in Washington
and in our state capitals. Our resistance to centralized administrations both at the
state and local levels, our reluctance to expermcnt with new forms of educational
effort tu meet the changing needs of a changing population -all these are diversions
which dilute whatever strength we now may have and turn our attention away from
the one question we must answer if we are to sure iv e, let alone grow. That question is
simply stated. What is wrong with the ...ongest and wealthiest nation in the world
today when it cannot usefully absorb into its economy a mere 30.000 doctorates a
year out of a nation of over 200.000.000? If ever we needed the training and
dedication of those young people. th - time is now, ye: we are forcing them into
disillusion. distiust. and. worst of all. di. In the answ Pi to that question lies our
ability to place our students in positions for which they were trained, which will give
them pleasure and society the benefits of their skills, which will enable us to
accommodate the demands of women and the minorities without setting black
against white. women against men, and Mach will enable us to open our doors wider
rather than shutting them as we ate now doing. thus denying talent, wherever it may
be found, its rightful opportunities. We have allow( J ourselves to be shrunk into an
economy of scarcity when we should oe expanding in an economy of abundance. The
simple fact is that the money is t L. but the question is. Is it going where it should
be going? Both for the sake of mit ie v and lot itself. the academy must help find the
answer.

When J spoke of expanding, i dui dot at all mean putting on weight. That we have
done without regard to ow dill as John Ryan's recent statistics painfully show.
Talent is ill served by the pi oliterat.on of the shoddy. The multiplication of
programs in the last decade ha-. c el te. increased our numbers but it is far from
certain that that increase in numbers has been accompanied by a con pondint,
increase in quality and in (h- ability to meet the needs of society. Nor are we likely to

h listened to if we are seer as prime examples i.f the very attitudes and practices



that we are so quick to condemn in others. For all its faults, then, some such review
process as that carried on by the Regents of the State of New York is indispensable if
we are to keep our health.
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Concurrent Workshops
Wednesday, November 30, 1977, 3:45 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY IN MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS

Moderator. Bernard J. Downey, Villanova University
Mary Ann Carroll, Indiana State University

Herwig G. Zauchenberger, University of Missoun-Kansas City
Recorder: Giles T. Brown, California State University, Fullerton
Resource Person: Robert Altman, Educational Testing Service

Bernard J. Downey

We have heard the presentations ar.d discuss: in of the pre% ions plenary session. I
believe it is fair to say that all of us now assembled in this particular workshop hat e
as one of our prime concerns the quality of master's degree programs. The three
panelists here have -in planning attempted tv e it ide the subject in such a way so
that there will be a minimum of overlap in the presentations.

In recent years, both regional and nationri meetings of graduate deans hate
looked at some of the obstacles to maintaining quality control in master's programs.
Usually the characteristics of such quality hal e been implicit :n these presentations.
Emphasis In these previous discussions has Jeen on conditions -whether exterior
or interior-which might make it difficult to achie% e. maintain, and enhance quality.
Such conditions might include pressures from state agencies, from the business
community, competition for resources within the institution, competition from other
institutions. This afternoon we are going in a somewhat different- perhaps more
basic-direction in that we are asking oursel% es. "What indeed are these character-
istics of quality and how do we measure them ?"

Certainly. the recently revised policy statement "The Master's Degree- issued by
the Council of Graduate Schools is a sound document which makes the case for
quality master's degrees. Let me first read to you a few of the more significant
statements concerning such quality:

--Broadly sped ,irig, the master's degree intimates that the holder has mastered a
program in a particular field sufficiently to pursue creati% e projects in that
specialty.--Relative mastery of a field capability for creativity.

The uiegree should be awarded for completion of a coherent program designed
to assure the mastery of ,spt,t Ified knowledge and skills. rather than for the
random accumulation 4,1* a certain number of course credits after attaining the
baccalaureate." - Coherence of program,
"Graduate schools of high quality demand the investment of additional
resources beyond those normally required fur the undergraduate curriculum.-
-Additional resources.
A college or unn ersity should inmate a master's degree program only when

demonstrable need exists and when the institution's resources and /or special
traditions insure it can pro% ide a program of merit.- Need. and,'or special
tradition in addition to resources.

In our ranks there has been a growing son( ern for the quality of our master's
programs More and more attention is being gi% en to the means for best securing.
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maintaining, and enhancing sue h quality. As we now know c er well. the recent CGS
ETS study has been clouted to the Assessment of the Dimensions of Quality in
Doctoral Degree programs.

This study came about partly because of the dissatisfaction of many institutions
with the single dimensional peer ec aluation used in the Rlitk,e Anderson and Canter
report,. This dissatisfaction was ec )dent )mainly in the doctoral granting institutions
especially) among those whose ratings were not very high or absent altogether. I
believe that most of us heir are convinced on rational grounds that a multidimen
mortal approach would tend to give a more accurate evaluation of program quality.
Those of Lib associated with institutions hose major post bait alaureate degree is
the master's degree hac e been following with considerable interest and expectation
the development of this multidimensional approach.

The Clark study has raised questions concerning the identification of the
Dimensions of Quality in master's programs and how best to assess them. Dean
Rogers spoke to this point .ii the plenary session. I would now like to take a feu
minutes to outline what I belies e are the requa ements for quality master's degrees.
particularly for those in the more traditional fields. I would also like to comment
bnef4 on the possible adaptation of the multidimensional approach to the
assessment of such quality. So. I ask the question. -*What are the requirements for
quality master's degrees?" And. 1 belies e the reply goes something like this.

Quality degrees require:
I. Quality faculty
2. Quality curricula
3. Necessary resources in library and laboratories, computer sere -ices. etc.
4. Quality students
5. Sound administration. and
6.The necessary support from the high- administration.

1. Quail': Faculty
Faculty members should have the Ph.D. or other comparable terminal degree.

They should be dedicated teat hers with special expertise in the content and form of
graduate ley el courses. In a green program it is essential that the different
specializations of the professors to be such that a wide variety of sub-area be
represented. The faculty should be products e scholars with the emphasis being on
quality rather than quanta, of publications. The faculty should In interested in
directing masters theses and demanding in their requirements for successful
completion of such theses.

The: should be ac e both in curriculum dev elopmcn: and in student advise-
ment. Faculty members should attend the meetings of and participate in the
attic ales of professional soc letie au hiding the holding of office in sot h societies

The greatest possible percentage of courses should I taught by the full-time
faculty.

2. Quality Curricula
The first requirement for a (a . arm it ilium is the establishment of well-defined

program object ic es which should bet art fully spelled out and show an awareness of
current developments. These objectives should be consistent with the general
objectives of the institution.

The curriculum should be developed based upon these objectives. It should
encompass a reasonably well-defined and i ct ognized area of adc ant ed stud There
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should be offerings of sufficient number and breadth, lectures, seminars, and
independent studies, to insure orderly and efficient complettion of course requiie
ments by the students.

There must be a creativity component. Ordinarily, in the more traditional fields
this would take the form of a master's dissertation although modifications of this
form developing from independent studies, seminars, etc.. might also satisfy this
requirement.

A comprehensive examination which demonstrates not only overall knowledge,
but also the student's ability to integrate this knowledge should bt included.

There should be an effectiv e means of assessing student progress which should be
monitored periodically to insure that satisfactc... work is being dune and to provide
the faculty opportunities for student guidance.

3. Resources
Quality master's degree programs require the necessary physical and fiscal

resources to carry out the program objectives. These include appropriate library
holdings, computer facilities, laboratory and other physical facilities, including
adequate classrooms, seminar rooms. and offices, necessary equipment both for
instruction a.. i research and the necessary workspace to permit proper advisement
and tutoring.

In addition, institutional funds should be sufficient to support faculty research
and to provide other appropriate forms of faculty dev elopmenz such as sabbatical
leaves and summer research grants.

4. Quality Student
Each graduate program should have a sufficient number of students to allow for

the mutual interchange and stimulation needed to enhance the quality of that
growth, and also for the comparative performance evaluation needed to properly
assess student progress.

Admission standards should be carefully defined and only those students should
be admitted in a given field who can be expected to complete successfully the degree
requirements in that field. While provision may also be made for conditional
acceptance of students with potential but without an outstanding undergraduate
background, only those students who subsequently meet the requirements of the
curricula should be allowed to continue in the program.

There should be carefully defined standards for :student a -Iv ancement in the
program and for graduation.

5. Sound Administration
Overall administration of all graduate programs should be the responsibility of

the graduate dean. This responsibility should be ,,hared by the graduate faculty who
should be clearly moulded in the development of general polici( s and procedures as
well as in curriculum development and program decisions.

There should be a separate in titutional unit called the fIaduate School or
Division of Graduate Studies or some such, in which the dean will be able to handle
effectively the responsibilities for the administration of the graduate programs,
Implement the policies and procedures developed via the graduate faculty and
insure maintenance of high academic standards.

The graduate dean should be vigorous leader not simply a facilitator. He should
not only carefully monitor the departments: administration of programs, but also be
alert to the needs of buth the university commmunity and the larger community with



respect to the de% elopment of new programs and modification and e% en possible
elimination of existing ones. He is also responsible for the maintenance of good
records, the efficient use of university funds and prow isiun fur student financial aid.

6. Support from Higher Administration
The university should demonstrate support for the graduate programs nut only by

providing the necessary structure within which these programs can be administered
efficiently and effectively, but also by providing the necessary funding for the
additional physical and hum.' resources needed beyond those required for
undergraduate programs. Of ke' -portance is the major evidence of such support
which comes from policy statements which recognize the unique %alue of grr duate
education and the university's commitment to such education.

So to sum up what I believe are the basic requirements for quality master s
programs, they ore. quality faculty, quality curricula, necessary resources, quality
students, sound administration, and the support of the higher administration. In our
discussion later on, some may wish to add or subtract from this list or perhaps
change the emphasis on one or other criterion. If I may, how e% er, let me presume for
now that there are certain basic requirements for quality and that those which we
have enumerated are among the most significant of such requirements.

Now, it is one thing to be able to say that a number of cnteria must be met in order
to insure quality. It is something else to determine whether or not the criteria are
met.

Some criteria are easy to measure. The number of earned doctorates is found right
in the university records. The adequacy of research equipment may not be so
simpl, Alumni success, certainly one means of identifying quality programs, may be
there but hard to confirm, etc.

As you know, the CGS ETS report "Assessing Dimensions of Quality in Doctoral
Programs" de% eloped a number of criteria w hich were judged to be important in the
measurement of quality together with sources of information on these criteria.

The following chart from this report indicates this development.
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Table LI'
Program Charactenstics Judged Important to Quality and Some Accez.,:able

Sources of Information About Them

Charactensucs

Sources of Information
Faculty Student Alumni

Records Ques. Ques. Ques.

FACULTY
I. Academic training X

2. Research Activity X X

3. Research productivity
4. Teaching effectiveness
5. Concern for student development

and welfare
6. Involvement in program affair. X

7. Group morale or esprit X

X N

X X

STUDENTS
8. Academic ability at entrance X X

9. Achievements/knowledge/skills at time
of degree completion X

10. Professional accomplishment:,
of graduates X

I I. Judgments about program quality X X

12. Satisfactions with various aspects
of program X X

13. Group morale or esprit X

RESOURCES
14. Financial support internal and external

(including education and general
financial aid for student,. research) X

15. Library X

16. Laboratory tionprnent and Meddle% X

17 7 tmputer facilities X

OPERATIONS
18. Purposes of the program X X

19. Course and program offerings X X X

20. Admissions policies
21. Faculty- welfare X X

22. Esaluation of student progress X X

21 Program leadership and decision-making X

24. Job placement of graduates X

25. Advisement of students X X

26. Student.faculty interaction X X

27. Internships, assi,tantships and other
opportunities for reievant student experiences X X X

26. Degree requirements X X X

29. Relationships with cognate programs X X X

30 Efficiency of degree production X

Assessing Dimensions of Qualtt.I. in Doctoral Munition A Technical Report of a
ThNational Study in ree Field.. Mary Jo (lark. et al . Educational Te.ting Service.

Princeton. N
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It well ma} be that man} of these items will work Just as well fin master's programs
as the) hat e done at least in selected instances for some 13'1.D. programs. For
example, research producti% it}. item #3. Fora Ph.D. program say to Chenustr}
one might look at the number of articles in referee journals. This number ocer
period of }ears should be substantial. For master's-oni} ptognams, the numbei
would be much smaller but still there would be periodic publications which would
demonstrate ongoing scholarship. Now consider item # I academic naming. The
Clark stud) indicated that holding of a Ph.D. was not a distinguishing c nal at. t enstic
for the Ph.D. programs studied. Essentially 100 percent of all facult} in this stud}
held the Ph.D. degree. I submit that this be .en significant in distinguishing
master's programs.

As we look down the list of chat act eristics used ul the ('GS studies. we recognize
that most of these would ha. e some applicabilit} to master's programs.

On the other hand, there ma} also be for mast et 's -only programs Criteria other
than those proposeduith CGS stud} w hit h are more %Aid tenet nuns of the q &milt}
of such programs. In this stud} , students and facult} alike stressed the primary
purpose of the Ph.D. as being the preparing of scholars and, or researchers. Ot het
possible purposes such as the preparation of teachers and other practitioners were
considered not too significant m these Ph.D programs. While it is true that man}
master's programs also contribute -at least in part to the preparationion of scholars,
it is certainly n ec ognized that a great man} master's pr op am, an e designed primarily
for the prepal anon of teacheis and utile' practitioners. The difference in goals
would indicate possible differences in the criteria used to indicate quality. Certainly
in professional areas a such greater emphasis is to be expected not call} on initial
job placement. but on the long term s.acess in hulling positions attained and to
mu% ing up the ladder The perceptions of emploeis school distrat administra-
tors. industrial managers, and others as to the .anus! of the programs being
considered night perhaps phi} an important iole to the measurement of program
quality.

Related to this. item #10 professional a« omplishments of graduates would
certainly apply to master's graduates. In a great numbei of instances. the kind of
accomplishment or the le% el of acu,tnpbshuuut aught he different nom that of
doctoral recuents. Ne% t licks:, there must net essal be some professional
at ities of the master's graduates .chic h c an be used as a distinguishing measure w
the search for quality.

It ma} take a while, but I du hebe.e that it is reasonable to look forward to the
elopment of a set of criteria as ha, been dent in the Ph.D. study which will be

useful in the assessment 4)f quality of tn,e4 op ams Pet haps one of our most
serious( hallenges in the next few } eat , will be tilt de. elopment of SUCh ( ntena. The
goal of quality masters work t, c et taml} womb he effort which will be requued to
meet this challenge

Mary Ann Carroll

I am %er} pleased to !lace this oppot tuna} to share with }Oki what we at Indiana
State t'm%ersit} ar e doing with the ETS;CGS assessment tool I am hopeful that b}
telling run some of our approai Iws and our expel ten( es %ou ma} see ways in which
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you too can adapt this tool fur use on your campus. As was indicated earlier, this
instrument was developed by some of the best minds available to the Council of
Graduate Schools and to the Educational Testing Service and it has been tested at
25 institutions. It is likely that sooner ur laterand probably bouner all of us are
going to have to answer some quality questions about our graduate programs
Versions of this instrument may be just w hat we need as we seek those answers.

While many of those whom you heard speak this afternoon on quality assessment
of graduate education have been invoked in the ETS; CGS project for a number of
years, my first personal exposure to it other than hearing the reports that have
been made periodically at the annual CGS meetingsoccurred in October of this
year when I had the opportunity to participate in the CGS conference i elating to the
project. I must emphasize, therefore, that I am in no ,%ay an expert on the study, on
the development of this assessment dev ice ur un its use I am simply a graduate dean
who was fortunate enough to be included in the October discussion of the
instrument, who has reviewed the technical report and who is % itally interested in
finding an assessment instrument that will, in fact, tell something about the quality
of the graduate programs at my institution.

During that October meeting I talked with Mary Jo Clark and secured from her a
copy of the technical report of the ETS/CGS study. I also discussed with her the
possibility of using some of the questions ETS had des eloped for a review of our six
doctoral programs. Dr. Clark asked that I write to ETS formally requesting
permi-,sion to use some of their items and she as-ured me that she sat's, no reason
such approval would not be granted, pros iding we were willing to give credit to ETS
on all printed material and to share with them our experiences in its use.

Since our doctoral programs are in areas other than those involved in the
ETS/CGS study and since it now appears that we may want to extend our use of the
insttlument to other programs, the experiences we are having may be of value to
those of you interested in using an adaptation of this tool for a quality review of y our
master's degree programs.

This particular assessment device appeals to me primarily because it is a
multidimensional approach to quality and because it has a program improvement
potential absent from any other quality assessment methods with which I am
familiar. Since each of us dues want to insure that we offer the best possible graduate
education to our :students, this potential fen improvement is one of the things that
in my opinionmakes the effort. the time and the tension invoked in its use.
entirely worthwhile. The dimensions that the tool addresses in a context of the
purposes the institution sees for each 0; its programs are (1) faculty training and
performance, (2) student abilities and achievements, (3) the quality of the
resources, (4) the quality of the teaching-learning environment (this is the
humaneness dimension), (5) the program contents and procedures. and (6) the
alumni accomplishments. Data are sought relative to these six dimensions from
students, faculty, department chairpersons and alumni.

The parameters of quality which ETS and ('GS have identified make sense to me
as does contacting these four groups of people for personal judgments as well as for
factual data. I am glad to see students gic en an opportunity to indicate such things as
the extent to which they would ads Ise a friend with similar interests to come to their
department, the extent to which they feel faculty members emphasize ways in which
knowledge and skills in their field can be used to solve societal problems. the extent
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to which they find the department a stimulating and exciting place to study.
I am anxious to know how our alumni will respond to questions about the

accessibility of faculty when they were students and how good or bad they thought
the teaching they received was. I am equally eager to know what they are now doing
and how helpful they feel their graduate programs were in preparing them for these
activities.

I expect faculty answers to be enlightening in regard to questions such as if I had
a reasonable offer I would move to another institution, different personalities and
scholarly points of view are welcome in this department. I am also interested in
knowing how they will rate the scholarship and research ability of the faculty in their
department.

The department chairpersons will have an opportunity to respond to questions
such as. most faculty attend colloquia by departmental facult, ilicnibers or visiting
scholars; there is an increase in the number of applicants for admission to this
department, there is a course or other systematic training program on college
teaching for prospective or current teaching assistants.

A fifth questionnaire is included in the ETS/CGS tool which concerns the
"departmental profile." Data about number of faculty in the department, external
funding, degrees conferred. enrollments, admissions. etc., are solicited in the
document.

Perhaps at this point it would be helpful if I went through the steps we have taken
and share with you the responses to each which I have noted. I should preface these
comments by telling you that we are currently undergoing a total institutional review
at the request of our new academic % ice president. Data of a quantitati% e nature have
already been sought and qualitative information is next on the vice president's
schedule. Thus perhaps more than most institutions we were "open" to a quality
assessment tool such as the one from ETC/CGS.

Obviously the first step in the use or adaptation of this instrument at one's own
institution is to get a copy of the technical report from ETS and to contact them for
permission to use or adapt parts of it. As you know, ETS holds a copy right on all the
materials. The response you may expect from ETS is as I ha%e noted, likely to be
positive under the conditions I indicated earlier.

My next move was to talk with our director of testing to see if, in the event the
institution wanted to and could use some of this material, he would be willing to work
with me in the preparation of questionnaires so that they could be machine scored
and tabulated. He expressed great willingness to cooperate and this was essential to
me for without his help it would not ha%e been possible to conduct the study.

I next talked tu the three chairpersons dour doctoral departments and the deans
invoked since that was the group with which I hoped to initiate the qualitative
assessment study. I think starting with such a discussion is a reasonable approach
whether at the doctoral level or a master's level. At least I found it helpful. I
described for them, tu the best of my ability, huw quality in graduate education had
been c aluated in the past, why ETS and CGS had undertaken this project and how
the tool had been developed and tested.

I then distributed Xerox copies of the five questionnaires to each member of the
group with the request that they study them and see if there were any items or any of
the sections of the questionnaires that they might want to use for a quality
assessment project in their departments. When we next met we discussed in general
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terms the appropnateness of these questionnaires for use at Indiana State
University. In this discussion several things became apparent. (1) there was total
agreement that this is a good instrument, that it touches significant dimensions of
quality, and that much could be gained by its use, (2) there was a feeling of
uneasiness about using it were this not a time of tight budgets and a time of
concern for ways to reduce expenditures, it is likely this feeling would never have
emerged. IrqP: e.tingly enough, conditions which necessitate qualitativ e assessment
are the same conditions that arouse anxiety about such an assessment. If thei e were
a way to assure faculty and department chairpersons that data collectea by the use
of the tool would never be used to disband or to discontinue programs, there is no
question in my mind but that it would be enthusiastically supported. That, of course,
is not possible. While my purposes in assessing quality are entirely for understand-
ing and for program improvement, I cannot promise that the data may not be used by
others for other purposes. Nonetheless, the chairpersons and the deans felt the
potential it has for identifying our strengths and weaknesses and for self-
improvement make the use of this device worthwhile.

At this point I started to work with the department chairpersons on an individual
basis. The department faculty reviewed the questionnaires and then I discussed
each with the chairperson so that only those items would be included in any
questionnaire which that department felt would be helpful.

While this process has not yet been completed it does appear that with a few
corrections the student questionnaire pages 1-4 will be acceptable to all the
departments as will the open-ended question in the end.

I have also had requests that an item or two be added to the student questionnaire.
For instance we want to be able to identify the responses of doctoral candidates from
those of students just starting the programs. If this questionnaire is used at the
master's level an item will need to be added so that data may separated in terms
of part-time students and full-time students.

It appear, that for our doctoral student:, the fluestionnaite will be distributed
through the s minars which are required of all such students. This will eliminate the
necessity for addressing and mailing the forms.

The alumni questionnaire with a few corrections and the deletion of an item or two
is apparently acceptable to the various departments. We will try to reach all of our
Ph.D. alumni with thG questionnaire although this will present some problems in
terms of up to late P .tresses. Should we later apply this tool to our master's degree
programs, we will obviously use only a sample population.

The items used from ilte faculty question. aire are likely to he different for each
department as are those fur the department chairperson and the fur the department
profile.

From ail of this, it should be apparent to you that I am determined not to impose
the ETS document or any part it on 3 department. My assumption is that to the
degree the department wants to undertake a quality assesstnent and wants to obtain
certain information, it will face the data collected squarely and use them wisely . Only
when these things occur dues an assessment tool hold a program improvement
potential and this is my goal.

Within the last two weeks I have taken in discussion of the ETS/CGS project and
the five questionnaires to the Graduate ( uuncil to solicit comments from that body
on the appropriateness of this tool for wider use. Again, the Council was
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overwhelmingly, in support of the quality dimensions which ETS and CGS have
identified. Further, the Council has asked its chairman and me to meet with the v ice
president to see if some adaptation of this instrument may be useful to him in his
university-wide review. Should the vice president be interested in doing this it will,
of course, be necessary for me to get back in touch with Dr. Clark and ETS to seek
permission for this greater use of the material !suspect wewould be well ad% ised to
complete the use of the instrument with our six doctoral programs before we
undertake a broader application of it. Whether ur not this is possible will depend un
the institution's urgency for qualitative data.

I recognize the fact that, unlike the ETS,'CGS study, we will not come out with
data that are comparative in nature because what we are doing we are doing in
isolation. At the same time it does appear to me that because of th. that the
answers to many of the items in the questionnaires are reported with a number from
one to four (strongly disagree to strongly agree) we will get some sense of the
strengths and weaknesses of various ,ensions of quality for each of out programs

Because of the large number ()lite... '1 of the ETSI"GS questionnaires, we
will unon the completion of our study .. great deal o 'data with which to deal.
Some 0" what we learn I am sure will please w., some vitt not. However, in
acknowledging and accepting both, we at Indiana State I. nn, will be in a better
position than we previously were to capitalize un ow strengths, tc eliminate our
weaknesses and in so doing to improve the quality of our graduate programs.

Herwig G. Zauchenberger

I was asked to comment briefly en the estion of quality r elated indicators that
may pertain to professionail: -oriented, as well as to nun-traditional (or external),
master's programs.

The task turned out to be more multifaceted than I had anticipated and a thorough
assessment would have taken more time than I have available. I saall, therefore,
confine myself to brief and somewhat random remarks on the subject.

As I reviewed some of the more recent pronow, cments in speeches, papers and
other literature on external degree programs and the su called "non-traditional-
mode in general, I could nut help being snuck by the semantic range of the term
"non- traditional" in its current usage and by the lack of clarity for agreement) as to
where '`trnditional' ended and "non" started. This depends, of course, in part on
what side of the fence you are on, and there will, necessarily, always be a zone of
some overlap. But, what dues "nun traditional" mean, really? Different from what
we are used to, but not neLessanly worse, perhaps for definitely) better? Or, at the
other extreme, diametrically opposed to the traditional mode, which stands for
quality, and therefore the Lulpnt for the. erosion of quality in graduate education? I
see reflected in this debate the necessary mg' edients of progress. our inherent belief
in the good of change and, simultaneously, 4,, recognition of the need for protPct ion
of an established and successful educational enterprise In the "traditional" sense. In
the process, "innovation,- "experimentation- and -flexibility- will be the battle
cries of those preaching change and sensitivity to "societal needs,- and the
olympian pronJuncements from the other camp will advertise the intrinsic aid
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proven values of ant qua mons of 'real" &aduate education as practiced on iv y
covered "residential" campuses On t ontiast to commuter 01 urban campuses). A
further :nev nable consequence or outgrowth of this confrontation, as is the case in
the "real" world, is the intrusion of entrepi ent ui ship and pernussiv eness in the
educational process on the one hand. acid a stiffening of consert at it e positions on
the other. Large metropolitan .11 , in particular. ber.orne profitable tai get
territories for external mastic's degree programs, especially in such fields as
Business Administration and Education. 'Inch often require few contact hours.
allow excessiv e credit for pron experiential teaming and short, mint courses, engage
frequently unqualified local faculty , and may engage in tither questionable practices
such as the laundering of credits. Residential schools, in turn, may shy away from
experimentation in instructional delivery altugt,thei and ale apt to reemphasize
insularity assuming, as they think they must, the role of hat ing tot old or draw the
line against further inroads into quality education Caught in bet ween, local urban
schools. finally, hate little choice but to tolerate cohabitation with the interlopers
whose often questionable program offerings they cannot attack without being
viewed by the local public as unresponsiv e to community needs and potentially self-
serving.

fly -by -night intruders and degree mill, are obviously at one end of the spectrum
and fossilized 19th century t itadels it the tither. There is much that is good and well
intended and makes a great deal if :,ens in the 'non traditional" approaches co
learning, as proposed. fur instance, in .Scholarship R SO( It ty In this context, let me
quote Dean Atkinson of Oklahoma. -Time is nuthmg su bi acre ur educationally
degraded off-campus that I 4. (Auld not find on campus if I were mastic hist:c enough to
search for it.-

Go, en the realit of growing irregular inc..- tot egaid to both on- and off-campus
offerings and what were perceived as t xt essi% e flexdulit les in degree requirements.
the graduate er.,erpriSe saw its ci edibility and integrity in danger of being
undermined by questionable practice, One of t!-.t. esults of t his concern was, as you
know, the appearance of sec m al CGS sponsint d and endorsed statements of which
three are of particular tele%aate in regard to our topic. The Master's Degree,"
"Non-Residential Graduate Degree Progiarn.- and Graduate Ci edit. Its Recogm-
non and Transfer.- Mary Jo ('lark's .umn,ar% tit her assessment study. is, of course,
central to our attempts to find I eamAndblt guidc Ina s enter la in the e% aluat ion of
not so traditional i,fferings anti program, and the asses ,anent of their quality.

In my attempt to identify qaaht:. it hued induattas. I shall limit my self to master's
programs in w hit h the majority of students do nut aspue to obtain a doctoral degree.
These are generally so-called terminal master 's program, An professionally oriented
fields such as those leading to the M 13.A . M.F A.. in Master's in Music of
Education. Thus. I shall not be comet tied cc it h. fin instant e an M.A. in Philosophy
or the "intermediate" M A. w ha h is obtained often with minimal effort or as a
conso!ation prize at a Ph.D. ,,nented institution In both un,tance f n reasons of
the particular disc phne 'hilosophy t tit tht inutu alai institution whit i. emphasizes
the training of Ph.I) holding ieseait h holais. the tis«iftLe non-tra cis t onn 1 me...a.

rs unhkel,
Thu ,uble with ev alti at ing non traditional Iwo! I then partial implementa-

tion on campuses and full realii atom of the ext mud . program: is the fat t that
many of its basic asumptions amI iesultant putties hat e been met with a g. eat
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deal of skepticism by the graduate establishment a situation wr. rh makes it
difficult to identify quality aspects :affix true quality is not pert eir ed a, really being
present, (all we can do is try to curb the excesses resulting from practices which are
dubious to begin with!). To quote from the recent CGS statement un Transfer
Credit:

"When . . . the generation of graduate credits becomes
dependent upon novel education systems. highly compressed
schedules, excessive reliance on adjunct faculty, inadequate
library or laboratory facilities, and administrators unfamiliar
with the values and expectations of graduate faculty.. .

caution must be exercised."

Change the recited list of "no no's" to their opposites (traditional education
systems, regular schedules, reliance principally on graduate faculty, existence of
well-equipped library and tabulator) facilities and other educational resources, and
administrators knowledgeable about the objectir es of graduate education) and add
to this list such other factors as. a select student body. frequent inte on between
faculty members and student (and among students the-nisei% es), c. planning of
the program of study. program euherence and dose faculty super% of academic
programs. mammal transfer of graduate ei edit (none fur experiental Itarning prior to
program admission), a level of eumplexity. . generalization and intellectual demand
beyond that required for the bac ealaur eat e, a systematic and periodic er aluation of
programs. students and facult .. adequate fiscal and other institutional support.
etc.and you have a fairly cumprehensire list of what h been historically
considered indispensable but not easily measurable prerequisites (not necessarily
guarantees) for quality that may well be both appropriate and feasible for the
traditiolial self sufficient residential unir ersity with a resident preselected student
body and a majority of Ph.D.-level graduate programs.

Some of these criteria 'Dean Downey also referred to them such as adequate
program planning. coherence and intellectual ler el. responsible super% ison by
qualified faculty, regular monitor mg di.a eraluatruu of course offerings, faculty.
students. and resources. ar <Liability ot and:or accessibility to facilities and
educational resources commensurate with the course:program needs. etc.,) hare
Natality no matter what kind of graduate program we are talking about and whether it

offel ed un campus or elsewhere Seretal other de.sith rata are not feasible for
commuter or urban campuses, especially when we refer to professional, practition
er-onented master 's programs. It is rn this context that it may be useful tore% iew the
potential benefits and deficiencies of a few of the non-traditional or "alternate"
modes of instructional deli% ery encountered tiocradays both off campus and on.

I shall limit myself to a feu of the rnaj,; Wilt ems. faculr: the nature of academic
offerings and other learniug export:lice, and erectus ri eei ed therefor, and student
clienteles.

1.Faculty:
There is nu question that departmental control must rest with an existent
regular faculty. off in un campus. But t here is al, no doubt t hat eertainir on the
master's level in such fields as Business Administration, Education and the
Performing and Visual Arts. and cam, in certain areas of Psychology. part time.
external practitioners (such as .1 school superintendent. a member of the local
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philharmonic. a business exet utik e. of a practicing clinical psychologist) whose
qualifications and cumnntment have been ascertaird by appropriate uistitu
tional procedures and who has been hired to teach in speelal areas will emit h
the teaching., and curriculum of the discipline Their qualifications may be
"different" but of comparable calibre Ito regular faculty/ in their areas of
expertise. By that very fact they provide an aiiiitd dimension in the naming
process which undoubtedly benefits the student and future practitioner. Off-
campus degree programs are apt to depend to a considerable degree on the
"practicing expert, if they rely primarily or exclusiv eI on local "Inek-up"
faculty composed of pi actinuners and some high se hool or college teachers, t he-
program standard is obviously no longer acceptable.

2.Novel Instructional Systems and the Acquisition of Competenc,1
Less-than-traditional academic uf:enngs and their scheduling, on and off
campus, and other learning experiences outside the classroun-. and their
assessment and measurement in terms of pos -ible graduate credit has been a
subject of discussion and disagreement tor some time. Much harm has been
done, I believe. by the proliferation of courses and workshops of ev er duration
and frequently questionable quality in both on-campus and off campus
programs and by the ove.ly generous and, at times. irresponsible graduate
credit allowances by external degree programs foi these short courses and
especially for experiential learning prior to admission to the program.

There are. however, also sincere efforts of a growing, number of faculty to give
vitality and added strength to their instruct unal offerings by the employment of
effective unconventional, experimental approaches. To give you one such "non-
traditional" example. A professor of History conducted a short course in an old
historic :Missouri town where students studied and liv cd the uld ways for several
weeks. No loss in quality there' Nlany LdmpuNe., and ertainly those in metropolitan
areas. have lung agu responded to legitiinatt needs of the !mat student clientele by
demonstrating flexibility in class sehetilint,. delivery site and instruetional format.
Most of our graduate courses at the St .-1001 Of Administration and Education, for
instance, begin after 4.30 and run until 10 p.in. This We scheduling IN a concession
to the working student and in nu way represents d potentially negativ e factor in the
quality consideration of the program. With the city viewed as a laboratory, and
resource for p; dental experient es. sponsored. that is, super% ised off-campus
experiential learning has a venerable tradition and has lung been a valued
component of the student's program of study. You know the example:, I have in
mind. externships, pract a. field study. oopei any e education arrangements,
foreign study. and sometimes course or pews t related tray el. There is little that is
novel about these preplanned and supt &set! off campus modes of experiential
learning (whose important e. by the way, appears to be rek ognized by an increasing
number of disciplines). but if we wen to t onsider then, as non traditional, they
would clearly have to be regarded a- enhank mg the kivalit, of the type of programs
we are concerned with here

It should ills() be remembered that there have been modes of competency
certification in certain areas w hit h w e hay e asst pted La a long time. writ ten sad oral
examinations. standardised national teNt s isuc h as TOEF Lur GSFLT). competency
statements from qualified judges stn foreign language proficiency, t mputer
programming and other ina-tely of le.seati h tools, ,ind finally lettei s of recommen
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dation from academic and non-academic referees.
As stated earlier. what sets off the non traditionally oriented external degree

program most dramatically from a regular on campus degree program and for whh
these programs have been most heavily criticized is their generous certification and
degree applicability of competencies. especially experiential learning, acquired
prior to admission to the program. As to the awarding of credits fur short courses,
workshops and conferences of all types, content and duration, the situation
nowadays does not seem to be that much different or better in regard to campus
based programsdespite local quality supervision.

In his paper entitled "Academic Credit for Experiential Learning and Its Impact
on Master's Degree Programs" at the WAGS meeting last March. Dean Sparks
makes reference to the efforts of Samuel B. Gould's Commission on Non
Traditional Study and the Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning
tCAEL) en dev eloping methods of assessing experiential learning and describes the
many conceptual, technical and administrative difficulties encountered in the
process. "Because there an be no opportunity to structure the learning experi-
ence." the task force on Gradua,c Credit concludes in the CGS statement of the
same title. "to establish what the student must accomplish in the learning
experience, to assess the amount of tune devoted to the learning experienced by the
student, nor to monitor the learning experience after the fact, no graduate credit
should be granted for experiential learning which occurs prior to the student's
matriculation in the graduate degree program."

I would certainly agree that until a valid and cony incing assessment instrument is
found, credit for such learning has no place on a program of study. We cannot
prevent institutions which have confidence in their assessment procedures from
awarding credit for experience of this kind. but such credit clearly should nut be
transferable.

Before I tuin to Mary -Jo Clark's list of y "day indicators and assessment
approach. a few final comments on the student clientele.

In the urban setting. at least. students asi,iring to a terminal master's degree are
both older and employed and they are also generally concerned with practice, not
scholarship. 'rake an M.S.W. or master's in Accounting student, for instance. ur an
aerospace expert retooling fur a management position and thus seeking an NI.B.A ,

or a secondary school teacher deciding to improve his;her position by pursuing a
higher degree, or an artist bent on Improving nisiher creative skill.

These students are career oriented. highly nioto.ated, and favor a no-nonsense
program approach to degree requirements. These riot so tiachtional students make
up a substantial percentage of our master's degree population in the 70's, they are
responsible for keeping graduate enrollments so far from decreasir4-, sharply as we
approach the mid-80's, thee, number may increase but their objectives will remain
the same. P. we want to keep them in our fold land we may not want to) we cannot
ienore their needs by insisting on pieparing them for careers as scholars only and
neglecting to provide them adequately with the tools and concepts indispenable for
the well-trained practitioner. We must be able to offer a quality education fcr the
professional within the context of the intellectual demands and breadth of graduate

Student Clientele
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studies. Otherwise this student clientele may be lost to the unicersity or at least

the graduate enterprise,
The quality indicators of the ETS study. as has been stated repeatedly, hace

particular calichty for residential research-oriented Ph.D. programs but are not
equally applicable to terminal master's programs, especially professional. practi
honer-oriented often non-traditional programs offered at urban or community
campuses or by institutions external to the site of program delicery. Using a
weighting scale of 1, 2, and .3 (with :3 indicating the highest degree of importance/ I
have the following very tentative comments t.1 make:

A. FACULTY
I. Student-rated quality of teaching:

Applies equally if not more so to master's programs, professional or non-
traditional. Rated 3

2. Mean number of articles book reciews published last three years.
Adequate publication output of regular faculty is desirable but measurable
professional and c really e incol eine nt and output need tube added. Rated 2

:t. Peer-rated quality of gt iduate faculty:
Less meaningful and probably yielding not cery usable results at institutions
where the master's degree is the highest degree offered. Rated 1

-I. Research Activity:
Needs to be expanded to include -other scholarly. professional and treat lc e
atty. a R.N.- An important indicator but not a, Erik ial as fur Ph.D. programs.
Outside grants received in national t ompetintin. not equally applicable to
master's programs, especially in the professional areas Rated 2

I would add the following indicators in the faculty section.
ta' Percentage of facultc with highest appropriate terminal degree. In

contrast to dot t,irid program-. where there mac not be enough cariation
t his cat egory for,r1+able-1 rt ,gt am oinparison, t his Ind atc r -a,Id he

useful for wea .to mg the quail! of master's programs. including those in
the cream e arts. Rated :3

1111 Percentage 14 I egular- fat tilt c ,,mpaiet1 to part tune:adjunct factir
tot. 1 ha% e cocuied this subiect at some length earlier m my remarks.
Rated ;

13 STI'DENTS
.1 1 'ndergraduat e GPA

Also app s master's ptogiattp, measurable art ist it at hit. % ements Ire( og
mied loe.dlc. regionallc ur n.ur.tnalic n hace to be added for the creatic e arts.
Rated .1

6 acultc -rated student t ommitment moticat nal
hnponant but depend- t be fat uttc meniber., -,,rient,t11,,n- and expect a
trot's The oil tices of terminal master students are (fillet en t from the
aspiration of those put suing a Ph It Rated 2

Possible additional indicator
(a) St udent

Pert ent age ot full rime ompai ed to part time stitch nt s and percentage

of tIll gtad h student. W, oh prat tical experinc tit
the field I Rated 2
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C. RESOURCES
7-9*

Adjusted to the needs of a terminal professional master's degree, these
indicators are important. Absence of adequate resources in the case of
external degree programs is one of their most serious shortcomings and
precludes -exportation of certain programs (those require.., well equipped
labs, for Instance).
An additional indicator like "access to adequate resources and facilities for
students and faculty" rated by faculty and students may be appropriate.
Rated 3

D. ENVIRONMENT AND ACADEMIC OFFERINGS
10-14*

Equally valuable for professionally- oriented graduate students but nut
necessarily an indicator of quality. Working students in the professional
fields are attracted to external degrees programs by the willingness of many
of them to be accommodating to the students needs. Many students who are
older, hold a job. and have family, hope to get their (professional) degree
within a minimum of time expenditure. at less cost and, at times, with only
minimum of effort expended in reaching the degree objective. Their ratings. I
suspect, could be heavily influenced by the degree to which a program meets
these nun academic objectives. Adjunct faculty.. similarly . may be influenced
by concerns of convenience rather than learning or scholarship.
As to number 14, which has to du with curriculum, an indication of prior credit
allowed as postadmission requirements may be of some relevance.

The remainder of the indicators. other than numbers 16*, 19*and 20*(which are
Ph.D. related:, are equally applicable to master's programs. with numbers 17* and
18* b i,is .4 special significance. Comparable indicators from recent master's
alumn: atted to replace 19* an' 0* (a e., such cp her output measu -ements as CPA
examinations, creative achievements. etc.) but item 16* would not be a "produc-
tive indicator, certainly not in regard to professional master's degrees. In general, I
feel that the development of critena for measuring output of and by recent alumni of
professional master's degrees may produce very useful results. Also the market
perception of graduates. their placement. would probably be a good quality
indicator.

In conclusion, let me remind you that the questions of quality that we are
concerned with here, ultimately depend in large measure on the integrity of the
institution, its faculty. and the students as well, the sup. ort and open-mindedness
of its leadership, the authority delegated to the graduate organization, the
effectiveness of a quality control mechanism. and other factors and determinants.
not the least of which. in these times of creative retrenchment, are purely economic
ones.

That's all I have to say at this time,
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NOTES*

7. Faculty-rated library holdings relevant to the field.
8. Faculty-rated laboratory or other equipment nec,:ed fur teaching and research

in the field.
9. Faculty-rated overall adequacy of physical and financial resources for master's

program in the field.
10. Student-rated faculty concern for students.
11. Student-rated environment for learning.
12. Faculty-rated compatibility of work environment.
13. Student overall satisfaction with program.
14. Student rating of curriculum.
16. Alumni rating of dissertation experiences.
17. Percent reporting program prepared them for career -extren.
18. Percent reporting current job highly related to graduate training.
19. Mean number of articles/book reviews published (by alumni).
20. Mean number of presentations at regional or national meetings (by alumni).
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ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY IN Ph.D. PROGRAMS

Moderator. Herbert Weisinger, State University of Neu York.Stony Brook
Peter S. McKinney, Harvard University

Charles G. Nelson. Tufts University
Recorder: David S. Sparks, University of Maryland

Resource Person: Mary Jo Clark, Educational Testing Service

David S. Sparks

The discussion opened with very brief statements by se% eral deans of current
efforts at assessment at their institutions. One dean warned of the danger of
designing evaluations of graduate programs that would sere to maintain the status
quo. He urged careful consideration of the nature, purposes, and goals of the
programs we are evaluating in the development of assessment techniques.

Another dean emphasized the opportunities for prompt and widely suppurted
program change inherent in the assessment process dad reported cm Jo in esuccesses
achieved at his institution, particularly in the encouragement of some interdisciplin
ary efforts.

A third dean reiterated his interest m ecaluation and assessment as necessary to
protect the consumers, students and the public, of our programs.

The discussion then became general and it was evident that very nears, all
institutions repre:,ented at the workshop were engaged in some type of e% aluatit. n
and assessment of graduate programs. Additionally a few are involved in a
systematic state-wide rev iew program. A dozen or more institutions reported that
programs had been discontinued as a result of the process.

One of the n.are significant trends reported by se% era! deans -cab the spread of the
concept arid practice of program re% iew fr'm graduate to undergraduate programs.

A recurring question, unanswered fur the most part, was w hat disposition is made
of the completed program reviews. Those must satisfied with the outcomes of the
process were those who had succeeded in working the rc iew reports into the
resource allocation decision making process at their institutions. Many concurred
with the judgment offered by one dean that we ha% e lung been in% oh ed in program
review and assessment in the routine budget building process, in the preparations
for regional and specialized accrediting c +sits, in site visits by federal funding agency
staff, and in the reviews we made each time we replace a department chairman,
dean, or senior administrator.

There was general agreement that the subject is une of % ery real and immediate
interest to graduate deans and that there 0, d need for increased information about
what is being done. by ...hat procedures. and with what consequences.
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ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY IN GRADUATE PROGRAMS
RESEARCH/PRACTICE

Moderator: Irwin C. Lieb, University of Texas at Austin
Charles A. Asbury, Howard University

Ralph E. Morrow, Washington University
Recorder: Farrell B. Brown, Clemson University

Resource Person. Bernard V. Khoury, Educational Testint Service

Farrell B. Brown

Tne session was opened by explaining the purpose of the workshop, namely, to
discuss the pros and cons and general applicability of the CG5...s/ETS study
-Dimensions of Quality" it pertains to quality in graduate degree programs, both
research and professional. One of the panelists indicated he would first give his
general views on quality assessments, would follow these specifics relative to the
CGS/ETS procedures, and would end with concluding remarks.

a) General Remarks A feeling of encouragement was expressed that the topic of
assessment of quality is now being addressed in a concerted effort by CGS and
ETS. The topic is considered especially germane to the Ph.D. in liberal arts and
sciences, i.e.. the true research degree. Probing questions with potentially
disquieting answers must be and are raised.e.g., "Is the research Ph.D. relevant
today when candidates may not be able to become involved in a research
vocation?" The assessment process could be a means of addressing criticism
raised by public officials and politicians about a lack of job market Educators
must face these facts realistically.

b)CG.3/ETS SurveyThe procedures appear to be adaptable to the M.A., M.S
and Doctor of Philosophy degrees regardless of the %, °cation but no confidence
was expressed in their usefulness in the multi dimensional or non-research
degrees such as the M.A.T.or D.A.T.. While flat form was considered helpful in
surveys within an institution, it was deemed inappropriate for inter-institution-
al studies. A word of caution was expressed in use of the survey (or procedure)
by external groups or agencies and an opinion expressed that public accrediting
agencies, for example, may not use the procedures because of different
definitions of quality. As far as its use by the "consumer," the speaker
expressed a distinct fear of a misuse of the completed survey. Opinions of
faculty, students, and alumni might be taken out of context and lead to
distortions. The "consumer" is in need of hard data rather than opinions.

c) Concluding Remarks Cyclicalself-study efforts as called for in the procedures
are often followed by lack of activity. A feeling of "what to do next" is often
followed by no action which in turn is followed by resentment and criticism by

the faculty over the ''paper exercise." If positive activity is not forthcoming
and this may mean the dismantling of certain programs the effort is self-

defeating.
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DISCUSSION

Question. What useful spin-offs are realized from such surfers, but h at the int ra-
and inter-institutional level'

Response: Institutions with common features could use the COS;ETS surfer to
compare one another and it could perhaps form the basis fur inter-
institutional cooperation.

Comments. Such surveys allow open-minded faculty to appreciate problems of
administrators and thus it is a valuable exercise. It also helps
administrators justify unpopular decisions.
At least one professional organization. the American Institute of
Physics, is considering the CGS /ETS sum er as a pilot or a background
for professional society studies,
The study subjected many departments to a feeling of insecurity and it
is debatable as to whether or not this is a beneficial result.

Question Use of the CC-ISLETS sun, er for professional degree programs appears
to be difficult because quality does not mean the same as it does in the
traditional liberal arts and science Ph.D.. M.S. and M.A. programs.
What are the panel's feelings on this observation?

Response. The observation is a talid one and the umf ersities should see to it that
there are no further intrusions into academic matters by professional
accreditation teams. If necessary, the universities might have to
assume the role of an adt ersarr to the orofessional accrediting teams.

Comments. Outside professional accrediting societies hate attempted to bring
pressure on at least one university to use their criterion alone for
quality. Fortunately. the professional criteria were deemed inappro-
priate by the faculty at the university in question. The professional
criteria appear to be based on minimum standards only,
Those programs subject to professional accreditation are generally the
weakest at the institution represented by the commentator.

Question The so called "hard data" are really not facts but may be numbers
entered facetiously by faculty weary of surveys and questionnaires
More importantly. the surveys cut a cross-section at a given time and
do not see a long range effect. For example. independent sun eys show
that only I I percent of all Ph.D. holders in mathematics ever publish
past their dissertation. Have any studies been made on sustained
research and publi..ations over a long period of time? Perhaps self-
studies are overlooking an important parameter.

Response The CGS/ETS sup.* examined departments of Chemistry, History
and Psychology. The frequency and type of publications vary tremen-
dously among these disc iphnes and a direct conclusion is not obvious,

Other general comments unrelated to specific questions.
Self-Audies in certain colleges of education were favorable toward the
colleges except for uncle-graduates in those colleges. Is this perhaps an
inverse function of the emphasis on graduate education?
The weaker programs are lot ed by must students regardless of the discipline
Students tend to downgrade the departments with respect to indit 'dual



parameters in the CGS,'ETS sun ey but in the final summary, they think it is a
good program.
How do weak programs contribute to stronger programs ". Or, in tithe' words,
"Regardless of how bad department X is, do we need it?" Has this question
ever been crucially examined? This question should he raised in any
institutional self-study.
In the CGS/ETS SUES ey results, there appears to be no direct relationship
between many input and output parameters. For example, the institutions
where the faculty received their doctorate degrees and length of titre since the
degree was awarded du not appear to hav e any bearing on quality. Thus a
collection of young "Ivy Leaguers" in a faculty does not correlate with and
imply quality.



"Early Bird" Workshops
Thursday, December 1, 1977, 7:30 a.m.8:30 a.m.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL IN THE
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION STRUCTURE

Daniel J. Zaffarano, Iowa State University'
Robert C. Amme. University of Denver

Zaffarano opened the session by noting that the first Graduate College in the
United States was established over a century ago at Johns Hopkins. The German
committee system for doctoral education was added to the exiting English pattern
of undergraduate academic colleges. For the last one hundred years American
universities have attempted to resolve the question of how, in this superposition,
can one most neatly involve the graduate college dean in the university administra-
tive structure?

Those who state that there is nu diversity and no innoy ation in graduate education
should study the intriguing and ingenious ways in which American universities have
attempted to cope with the problem of defining areas of responsibility for graduate
deans!

Perhaps the most straightforward is to abolish the position of graduate dean.
Indeed, the Universities of Chicago, Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania, for example,
have chosen this route. Graduate programs are within the purview of the collegiate
academic deans and it is argued that undergraduate instruction, graduate instruc
tion, and research are activities of ev ery faculty member, so that it is proper that the
academic dean monitor all of these functions.

Some universities. like Harvard and Virginia. limit the activity of the graduate
dean to the Arts and Sciences. Only in these areas is the Ph.D. given. Other
dept.rtments or sections grant professional degrees. Utah State and other universi-
ties separate the functions of graduate cleaning and administration of research into
two offices, Duke, Ohio State, and others combine the functions and have a vice
provost for research and graduate dean. Usually , w hen the functions are separated,
the graduate dean reports to a provost or y ice president for academic affairs. When
the graduate dean is a vice-president, or vice provost or vice- chancellor, he or she
reports directly to the president. Universities like Cal Tech. Stanford, Wisconsin,
and Penn State have graduate cleans who have additional university responsibility
for research supervision not indicated title.

In Nebraska, a graduate dean exists at each of the state universities, and a system
graduate dean is employed to coordinate these.

Graduate policy decisions are made in some schools by the graduate dean working
with an advisory council of faculty members. In others, a graduate senate exists with
legislative authority. Some schools have a graduate facult3, which is a sub set of the
general faculty, with rigorous criteria foi approval to super% ise graduate work. In
other universities. like Harvard, Chicago, Wisconsin, and the University of Iowa,
admission to the graduate faculty is almost automatic upon employment at the
assistant professor level or above.

Usually graduate deans are at least asked for their opinions on tenure and
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promotions. When graduate deans are also vice presidents they hate additional
input in terms of sakri-is and budget allocations.

From these examples, we see that there are many ways in which graduate jeans
can be involved in university administration. The authority of the graduate dean
may be centralized of diffused. The dean may have a very small budget or a very
large one. It is almost impossible to state that there is any one administrative
structure better than any other for the graduate dean's purposes which are, in part.
to

1. Act as the intellectual conscience for higher education in his/her univ ersity
establish a quality control system for students and their academic programs.

2 Monitor the process of training students to do researchthe major added
ingredient in graduate education, compared with undergraduate education.

3. Encourage the production of knowledge in the university, as contrasted to the
systematizing and dissemination of knowledge. which are parts of the teaching
function.

With so many possible configurations of administrativ e structures and functions,
it is surprising that we still hay e so much in common to discuss' The conclusion may
be reached that almost any administrative model will work satisfactorily Alit suits a
particular university and if the people involved in making it work are compatible.

As examples of structures that suit particular environments, Zaffarano described
the operation of his office at Iowa State in which the graduate dean and vice
president for research positions are combined. He cited the advantages of reporting
directly to the president for the creation of an improved research environment in a
university. and the importance of having a f.nite budget to aid the development of
interdepartmental graduate programs.

Di. Robert C. Amme. Associate Dean ful Graduate Studies in Arts and Sciences
at the University of Denver, described a structure that seems satisfactory for his
smaller, private university. In this case. Amme reports to a collegiate dean but has
university wide responsibilities for direction and organisation of research.

During the discussion that followed it was generally agreed that there is no
optimal model for involvement of the graduate dean in a univ( say administration.
Many different concepts of the graduate dean exist in the nation, all of which work
reasonably well. depending very much upon the tastes and preferences of people
involved. the nature. size. and history of the institutions,

CREATIVITY IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

Wimberly Rooster, I .nireriaN of Kentucky
John (hr on, Southern Ilhnot I'myerstt at Carbondale

Dean Guyon opened the session by pointing out that this meeting was an
outgrow th of the session on CI eat iv ity at the 1976 Annual meeting of the ('ooncil in
Deny er. Dean Guyon noted that he had pi oposed a t omplete wog itshop for the 1977
meeting consisting or three parts as follows.

Creativity in Graduate Education
a) Administrative Views
b) Faculty Views
c) Student Views
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He further mentioned that Southern Illinois University proposed to tackle the
student area, and seek others to deal with the other subjects. Dean Guy on then
briefly discussed the results of a study on student views at Southern Illinois.

Dean Royster presented remarks on administrative mp it on creativity in
graduate education, and the session was opened for general discussion.

A lively discussion followed in which a significant interchange tool, place among
all persons present. The question, and the discussion focused on the three areas
mentioned above. Interest was hibn in the group, and there was a strung feeling that
there shouid be a follow-up workshop. Several expressed the idea that more
research w .s needed and stressed that any subsequent session be based on
ctIlectec iata m addition to the opinions everyone held. Much discussion took niece
with reference to replication of the Southern Illinois Unit ersity study using graduate
students at a variety of universities and an extension of the study to include the
opinions of faculty and administrators regard:lig the variables which promote
creativity.

The Ilea, colsensus was to pursue the matter Ji creativity in graduate education
within the framework of the Council of Gra.-luate Schools.

THE ur Es OF GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT FUNDS

D.C. Spriestersbach. University of Iowa

D.C. Spriestersbach

While putting iogethr , my remarks for this session the thought struck me that the
topic that we are gathered to discuss is quite fittingly relegated to an "early bird
session... That is to say that the question of the uses of graduate student support
funds" is certainly not now a burning issue in graduate education. nor is it
recognized POW as a "crt.iN s,nrie thing about which something must be done by
someone immediately. Yet, in the t rue spirit of an "early bud session." I prectiet that
the question of graduate student support funds" is, though nut a burning issue, one
which is warming up. and, in the context of the proverb that "the early bird catches
the worm." I believe that it is possible that our ciialugut about the issue now may
enable us to validate some other pro- 'Is such as "making tray w hile the sun shines"

and "an ounce of prevention is wort,' a pound of cure."
Certainly those of you who are attending this meeting, who chose this particular

session ov er the other three, who mane ;ed to appear here on this Thursday morning
at 7.30 a.m. in New Orleans. at a location oii vc blocks from the French Quarter
must have some inclination to believe that g, tt stuck tit support funds is amore
than tem-flvial( topic for discussion. But, tc;,.at.'v er your reasons are, I would
counsel that yo,. fire truly ahP :I. ,,f the pack in your expressions of concern for the
issue. Cert Tliii;ry has been very little hub bub nationally about he issue, that is,
at least imtil very recently. Indeed the gr. itest single piece of evidence to indicate
that sttuent support has 'oetn a question of little concern is the great dearth in data
relatei to it. Certainly .meth lip service has been given to the issue but no substance
to speak of.

To make in point let me cite a few examples of difficulties one encounters when
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seeking information about E;raduate student support funds. In 1975 the Board of
Regents in my State asked me to chair a Task Force on Graduate Student
Opportunities. I will not go into the reasons for establishing the Task Force but the
purpose of the Task Force's work was to determine for the three Regents
universities in the State the answers to three questions. 1) How ..iuch does it cost the
average graduate studen . to attend the university in a given year? 2) What ate the
typical resources avallaole to that student to meet those costs? and 3) Are those
resources sufficient to ow the student a reasonable opportc ity to attend a
Regents institution of I ei choice and to pursue satisfactorily a course of study
leading to a degree?

Now this assignment appeared to all of us on the task force to be a relatively
simple one to fulfill, that is, simple at first. We believed that the difficult part of it
would be to determine just how much more support Rinds our institutions might
need in the future 1 ased on projections from the present. But when we returned to
our campuses and began trying to answer the two "simple questions" about the
costs, and the extent of the resources to meet them, we discuv erd that no one had the
information. Moreover, we discovered that, when after about six months of intra-
univ ersity research at all three campuses to generate the information, that which we
generated was in a form for each campus that made it incompatible with the others.
Furthermore, some questions were never answered.

To make a long story short, afte- bout a y ear and a half of work, the task force
submitted to the Board of Regents a report that addressed the issues as completely
as possible and, indeed, more completely, I am confident, than ary other produced
in the country primarily because ',to my knowledge) no other report about
graduate student support funds has been produced in this country that had this
one's scale. This notwithstanding. the report was tabled by the Board for about a
year and then quietly and permanently removed from the docket because, quite
frankly, in my opinion the information It contained and thi measures it recommen-
ded would have made the issue of gracli.,e,c student support funds k "burning issue."

I will speak more later about some of the factors that ar., I believe, destined to
make student support a "burning issue, but right now I wish to continue building
the case that the uses of graduate studcnt stir rot funds is a question thats time and
the recognition of its importance has not yet come.

Anyone who has performed even a cursory survey of the field of student funding
will observe that, relatively speaking, there is a great deal less information about
graduate student funding than funding for .adergraduate stude.it Moreover, he
will observe that, if there is any reliable dat, base in the nation un the subject, it has
been generated by the federal government. Yet, in an article appearing in The
Chronicle of Higher Education (October 25, 1977) onlv two months ago, the reporter
speaking about the head of the new student aid bureau in the Office of Education
observes:

...one of Mr. Kornfeld's first requests was a list of who
receives the Office of Education's student-assistance pro-
gramsbroken down h. State and type of institution.

Instead of a simple three- or four-page answer to what he
thought was a "routine- question, Mr. Kornfeld received
hundreds of pages of nearly undedpherrble computer print-
outs.
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What seems to concern him most (the article goes on) is that,
depite the number of years many of the student-assistance
programs have been operating, answers to the simplest
questions are hard to come by.

In other words, the data collection efforts of the federal go% ernment concerning the
general use of student support funds met with about the same success nationally as
our task force did in dealing with the use of graduate. support funds on a statewide
basis.

If you will bear with me a minute or so longer I would like to present two more
examples concerning the lack data about student support funds. My purpose for
doing so is to point up the extent of the information problem and to begin to lay the
foundation for a discussion of the uses of graduate student support funds within a
context of some current dilemmas in graduate education. The first of the two
examples is a reference in an editorial entitled "Consumes Information and Student
Choice" appearing in Change magazine in May of this year. there it is noted
that:

A new study by tue Chicago Scholarship Service shows that
misperceptions about colleges, particularly with regard to
financial information. continue to plague large numbers of
young people. The failure of many colleges to provide exact
information on financial resources seems. in fact, to be often
behind the general criticism that colleges simply aren't
sufficiently forthright.

One sees the tip of the iceberg when one looks at studies
done :n the area. Sandra Willett, now the executive director of
the National Consumers League. last year conducted an
interesting bit of research on 69 postsecondary institutions in
the greater Boston area. She wanted to find out just what kind
of information might he available to students in search of
financial aid. Though all the institutions she selected were
eligible for up to five federal student-assistance programs and
additional state programs. none estimated how much financial
aid might be available. and only 23 even volunteered to state
their bas'c charges. Determining :he actual price of attending
a Boston institution. Ms. Willett concluded, is "virtually an
impossible task to accomplish with an initial informatiwal
request for potential students see' ing financial aid." She
guessed that the cost of obtaining the necessary information
from each school would average $100 and require from three
to six months to obtain.

The next and final example of the lack of data concerning the amount and use of
student support funds I draw from last rears F,TS surrey. sponsored by the CGS,
entitled Assessing Dime nsions of Qualitv in Doe Loral Edo( (Mon. A 7'cchmenl Report
of a National Study :n Three Fields Table 1.1 of that report is titled "Program
Characteristics Judged Important to Quality and among the four major headings is
"Resources" which is preceded by the headings "Faculty" and "Students" and
followed by a category called "Operations." The first item listed under the resource
area reads "Financial support internal and external (including education and
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general. financial aid fur students. research)." This IN the first and last citation
this item for a hundred pages or so, then. in a section entitled "Problems in
Obtaining Accurate Resource Information." we read:

"Probably the single biggest problem area had to do with
finances, including such specific indicators as dollars ay ailable
to students (for research and teaching assistantships. fellow-
ships and other forms of aid)...

This logistic fact of life has obvious iplicat ons about the
kind of informationand the level of detail required for that
informationthat can reasonably be sought in future efforts
of this kind. It also has implications for the amount of
confidence that we can place in the data we were able to
gather. and in the corresponding correlations and other
statistics computed with these data.

This constitutes the last citation add- ,,,sing the question of financial resources in
doctoral programs except for a "comment" in Table 11.1 a table entitled
"Summary of Characteristics of Vat ious Possible Indicators of Program Quality."
The comment about support resources reads as follows:

Extremely difficult to obtain reliable information across
programs. many analyses intended with these data were not
possible because of concerns about the accuracy of the
information.

These examples, I assure :1/2t)ll, are only minimally representative of a very wide-
ranging set of problems involving the gathering and analyses of informat.on in the
student support funds area. I could illustrate these problems with many more
references to indicate that the field has been, at best, the subject of benign neglect.
This is not to suggest that money. indeed great cp.ant it ies of money, are not the focus
of student support programs but rather that the amounts of money in student
support grew so quic...y. and the number these programs became so various, that
they were often lacking clear direction and necessary control. and. yet. that during
the period of greatest growth those finals were not themselves so great in amount
that they were critical fur the continued development of the postsecondary
enterprise.

Now this situation has changed and increasing interest in the uses of student
support funds is beginning to be exhibited. the recent series of four two page articles
on the subject that appeared in Tht Chronic& of High( r Education is one illustration
of this trend. And importantly, the changed state of affairs that is bringing the
general question of student support funds into the limelight on a national basis has
particular relevance to the use of those funds at a graduate education level.

What are some of the element, of the situation that confront us, the current state
of affairs that, if not now, w ill.1 belie, c, be making most of us involved with graduate
education give considerable attention to the uses of graduate student support funds
in the near future?

One critical element of the situation, we might tti in broadly. "graduate student
enrollment." As you know, it is projected that the manlier of graduate students will
decline dramatically during the decade ahead as d reflection of a reduction in the
nu.nber of freshmer, which is expected to be down by 15 percent in 1985 and as
much as 22 percent in 1991). While the genesis of this decline has not been expressed
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in the graduate enrollment figures of t he past year, cn, was expel ted, it may be argued
that this is due, in no small measure. to d redoubling of retruitinent efforts by
graduate colleges across the nation. Besides the let el of graduate students enrolled.
graduate colleges also face. especially if they expect to sustain their numbers of
students, an increasingly diterse mix of students. a mix characterized by an
increasing heterogeneity of student bodies of arming ethnic origin, age. and
academic and professional characteristics.

A second major element in the graduate student support issue concerns
"capital," that is, the working capital of the unit ersity . In this area the problematic
situation is characterized by inflation, coupled with stringent institutional budget:,
ever tighter purse strings on funds in support Of graduate education fil)FEI state and
federal legislatures and agencies. all this together with steadily increasing tuition
levels, and an increasing tendency on the part of corporate philanthropy and
contracts to decline. These two major elements of the contemporary graduate
education situation (enrollment and capital) are combined with a multitude of other
factors, all of which hate, and should be recognized tiN ha% mg, a relationship to the
question of the uses of gradual student support fonds. Among tl,t se factors are the
admittedly limited job market in atader tic positions, the int tease iii the number of
postdoctoral fellows. the limited non-dead, ink job opportunit for recent Ph.D.
recipient:, the increasing trend toward student initiated tonsumer NUIt:, against
academic institutions and the increasing demands of graduate students for
interdisciplinary degree programs, multiple advanced degrees, and coursework
tailored to meet their particular interest,. and desires.

The multiplicity of problematic element, constituting the situation I hate
described has been contributed to by the mann( r iii whit h graduate student support
rands ha. e been used and. I belie% e. the mariner in whit h those (Midi...ire used in the
future will hate a greater impact than heretofore toward the resolution or
aggrat ation of the situation.

At the heart of this matter is the quest-m[1.f how can the graduate colleges now,
and in the years ahead. help sustain then-Iseh and Fulfill t hen missions through the
effectite use of graduate iident support funds In other words. how can these
support monies be best employed for the benefit of tht aistitutions that distribute
th.em? There are many questions that must bt answl red and some nireetions and
philosophies established I More these funds tan be so .ffect it ely utilized.

Oh% iously the distribution of suth ft/II IN is playing an intreasingly important role
in graduate student recruitment as competition int reases among graduate institu-
tions. as eat h attempts to maintain its let el of enrollment and to vie fur an adequate
share from the small pool of top quality students. This student sum Ili `mid
becomes et en more tritital in the tiontext of seemingly e t c r increasing tuition and
fee rates.

But the a% allability and le% el Of these funds in the current state of affairs.
particularly in graduate education. is %try qt.estionable. How. for instance. can a
graduate college maintain any significant It tt 1 of graduate student support in
disciplines or areasof,tud%uiwhichthe 1,0% ernments state and federal ',erect% e
that there is already an twersupply &glee holders m the discipline or areas of
study ? How can support funds for teat hang and research assistantships be sustained
while, at the same time. the number of postdoctoral fellows is increased in an
attempt to pro% ide employment for the finest of degree reupients and to help
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sustain faculty vitality in an age when academe i.apital is tube exploited rather than
replenished or extended? The impact of this last circumstance is that graduate
students are displaced from support opportunities as TA's. RA's and fellows.

Now I will not pretend that I hate any absolute answers to these or other questions
that may be posed. but I st ill offer bunie suggestions as to possible solutions fur some
of tnem and make some brief predictions about the outcomes.

My first suggestion relates to the area of ..iformation information about
financial support fur graduate students. the amount of funds at ailable. the means by
which students can take ad% antage of them. and the goals and philosophies fur fund
distribution. In this area I suggest that each institution. either now (as an early, bird
action) or, perforce, in the future. should de% elop systems for gathering .ad
distributing accurate student Su ppurt information. Such information, I belie% e. will
be required by collegiate units fur purposes of analysis, to encuurge effectit ely the
fulfillment of the goals of the college through the uses of graduate student Support
funds, and to monitor the achiet ement of those goals un a continuing basis. This
information will also be required fur external funding agencies in response to their
demands to *at/tutor support programs for purposes of accountability. And finally,
such information will be critical in the increasingly consumer oriented market of
potential students as a recruiting device for graduate colleges.

On this last point I belie% e tl. t students will expect to receit e a good deal more
spectfic information than they du now about the amounts of support they are assured
of receiving early on the pre enrollment, post applicatiui. stages of their relationship
with any graduate institution. Schools that can accurately and reliably offer this
information to the potential student after an initial contact will hate a significant
advantage in the recruiting processes over those vthu cannot offer that information.
or those w hu can offer at only in late stages of admissions and enrollment programs.

The collection of thi, information and its distribution in a useable form will be a
major undertaking, as I know well from my own experience. In order for such
information to be truly worthwhile it will hat c to take a form that adequately i eflects
institutional goals, is understandable to monitoring agencies, and is comparable
with information offered by other similar institutions.

Clearly, if these information ubjectit es are to be achiet ed. those who are in charge
of de% eloping the philasophies, policies, and goals fur the graduate enterprise at an
institution must hate in mind and coney to central administrators a very clear
concept of what those philosophies, policies, and goals are and how graduate
student support funds should be employed to further the graduate school's
objectives. This means. at the outset that those in charge of the graduate schools
must be git en some direct cuntml user a significant quantity of graduate student
support funds, that these funds be distributed to departments or to students
directly by the school, and that the graduate school delineates the goals to be
advanced and monitors progress in achieving those goals.

The pnncipal arguments or rationales presented to central administration fur
receiving such purse string control are the ones I hate already mentioned. I will
briefly enumerate them again. It As tuitions increase. the effet tite employment if
financial aid becomes more critical. 2) as funds from external support agencies
become more scarce aid, in the Iq,ht of declining employment opportunities. the
school must be able to delineate and Justify its vests to extet nal moniturim, agencies.
and 3) with an expected dee.ae in the number of pp-suns who compose the pool of
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prospective students, the school must be capable of readily instituting measures to
advance its goals and to insure sustained le% els of enrollment.

At the Univ ersity of Iowa my office has disbursed a sizeable amount of graduate
student support funds for something more than a decade. These funds, which
constitute what we term a "bloc allocation," are distributed by my office on an
annual basis directly to graduate department:, fur their use in the form of tuition
scholarships, non -sere ice fellowships and research assistantships. (The other major
supply of graduate student support monies is disbursed by the Vice President fur
Academic Affairs who provides funds through the collegiate structure to depart
ments for teaching assistantships.) Until the last two years the monies under the
Graduate College's control fur graduate student support did not, quite frankly,
figure too prominently in the total package of institutional program support. Monies
in all areas of program J u ppu rt were relativ el), adequate and justification for the uses
of student support funds v.as, in general, nut d critical matter to agencies within or
external to the institution. The effect of this situation upon the Graduate College's
distribution of its bloc fund:, was that what monies we had available were distributed
generally on a largely intuitive basis among graduate depdrtaients making requests
for them. These graduate departments were allowed M turn to employ the funds at
their sole discretion, within the single restraint of use as scholarships, fellovvships. or
research assistantships. No accounting for departmental employment of funds,
either in terms of the achievement of depitrtrricutd1 or Graduate College goals and
objectives, was required.

All this has changed. Now the Graduate College is actively engaged in using
graduate student support funds to further clearly defined collegiate goals. This
change came about in response to a general and :significant decline in program
support funds which made. relatively speaking, the graduate student support funds
the Graduate College had at its disposal among the few sizeable "pots" of flexible
monies in the institution. The changes also came about in anticipation of the need to
be able to justify clearly the expenditure of institutional funds in support of students
when it might reasonably be perceiv ed by external funding agencies that there were
already too many graduate degree holders in Nume areas of study and that the
enrollment of additional graduate students in these cued:, was questionable in itself.
Moreover, the encouragement of continued enrollment through the provision of
institutional support funds to secs students could be considered not only financially
irresponsible but perhaps morally reprehensible as well.

Our new distnbution policies and processes are. quite frankly. exclusively based
upon the philosophy &Ad merit system support program. It was and is our belief that
by distributing our funds on merit alone. consistent with institutional objectiv es, we
have the greatest chant e of increasing t hi quality and scholarly productivity of our
programs, of being able to justify the expenditure of institutional funds in support of
gt iduate students, and, in the end, perhaps of increasing the amounts of funds
which are generalb available in support of graduate education at our university.

Functionally. our inent based student support program has been carried out by
instituting policies and procedures fur fund distnbutiun which give priority tv
requests for funds for graduate student support in the form of research assistant
ships. The rationale for doing so s that depcirtrr,-nts requesting research assistants
are more likely than those w hich request fellowships and scholarships to be the most
scholastically act.% e and productive. in short. they are our programs of established
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high quality or they are our programs which show evidence of mining toward high
quality. Nloreover, since research assistants, as opposed to recipient:, of ether fort].
of support. perform services for faculty members. the continued funding of the
graduate student in this area can be justified to external monitoring agencies under
the aegis of the arguriitnt that this use of student support funds contributes to
faculty vitality. And finally, we believe that these funds, focused upon our best
departments and directed specifically toward the encouragement of their continued
and extended research efforts, is likely to increase the quality of those departments.
This last brings with it the expectation that. in ti .e. programs of greater renown will
attract more high quality students !the. cby reinforcing the maintenance of adequate
let els of enrollment), that the finer the research programs we have. the more likely
will they be to attract additional external support funds, and finally that such
programs. with more frequency . will be able to attract students that bring with them
their own external funding aniVor. by their direct research activ ities in the program,
significantly contribute to the program's grant seeking success.

This is not to say that our graduate student support program no longer funds
fellowships mid scholarships, although requests for these forms of support from
department, hat e declined during the past year. This is due not only, we believe. to
the Graduate College's advice to departments that priority in funding will be gi% en
to research assistantships, but also to the requirement that departments indicate
their goals in the choice of spending money in any of the three areas and
substantiate, on a yearly basis, the progress they are making in achiev ing thc seals
by the use of the funds distributed to them. Departments are required to give
evidence, for example, that the RA position has contibuted to the research
productivity of a particular professor or his or her department while, if funds are
spent on fellowships or scholarships (since the emphasis is placed upon merit rather
than quantity). the department must show evidence that the qualm'- f their
students, so recruited. has increased. This last is difficult to substanti'.te ess the
program is already of fine quality or is actively invoked in efforts to ....ar,vve its
quality and, in either case, such programs appear to be more likely to op, for funding
research assistants (fur the service they would provide the department) than for
scholarships or fellowships meant simply to attract the minim m number of
students necessary to maintain current enrolment levels and perhaps current
academic quality.

If annual reports from requesting departments reveal that the department is not
employing its student support kids to the University's advantage by increasing
program quality either through an improvement or expansion of faculty research
efforts or through an advance in the quality of graduate students admitted into the
program, the department is subject to a reduction of its funds from the previous
year's level by up to, but no more than, 10 percent annually. By so doing the
Graduate College emphasiv.s its Longman ent to the continued de: elopment of
quality programs and. by such use of graduat student support funds, highlights its
intention to cunt! ibcte significantly to that development. The commitment is strong
enough that, for programs either incapable or unwilling to make effective use of
student support holds for program quality enhancement, the College is wiling to
continue the reduction of funds for a =teak department to the point, in effect, where
there is no central collegiate support fur its student recruiting program or financial
aid activities. In effect the College is dedicated to a policy of helping strong and
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improving programs even at the cost of allowing the continued decline of weak and
weakening ones.

I realize that the measures which we hay e taken in the Graduate College at Iowa, to
get what we consider the fullest benefit from our student support funds, will be
neither apps opriate nor perhaps possible for Some, if not many, other institutions to
perform. My discussion of these measures was, however, not intended to prescnbe
what other institutions should do but rather to describe what une institution has
done in an atten pt to alley iate a number of problems .t, along with other graduate
colleges, will confront &ring the years immediately ahead. In the course of the
discussion I :lay e emphasized that. 1) the pro' :ems of maintaining adequate ley els
of enrollment and capital and of improY ..,E, program quality are common to all
graduate institutions. and 2) that the i.ses of student support funds can (giy en the
peculiar current circumstances that sarround graduate education) be a particularly
effective tool to affect development, and momentum fur the solution of enrollment,
capital and quality problems.

PROBLEMS IN THE DELIVERY OF FIELD-BASED
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

Moderator: Richard Rapp, Appalachian State University
David Hager. Old Dominion State University

James King, Northern Illinois University
Ronald Schultz, Cleveland State University

Lon Weber, West Chester State College

The panel presented ten questions regarding field based programs
I. Why should graduate schools my oly e themsely es in off campus programs?

Old L,aminion's mission statement creates an imperatiy e which requi;es that it
must at least seriously consider field based graduate programs either as
complete packages or ir. a mode where substantial course work may be
completed at an off campus site. . . At the present time the University offers
graduate programs in public administration. history, engineering, and business
management, which are either completel, ur substantially conducted at off-
campus sites. (David Hager)

2. Are entrance and exit requirements identical for both on campus and field
based students?
a. Yes. (James King, Richard Rupp)
b. I believe that the essential ingredient in maintaining qu.'!.ty in such programs

is to insist on the same standards for admission, faculty preparati a, and
student performance that are demanded on campus. There should be no
difference on these quality factors even though a course or program may be
offered 50 miles away from central campus. Faculty who participate in such
programs should either be regular members of the instructional staff, who
have been certified for graduate instruction, or very carefully selected
adjunct faculty who hay e met the same criteria for graduate instruction as the
regul ir staff. There should be no lowering of admission standards and the
program itself should be offered in the same way it would be offered at the
home campus. The only yanance that should be considered here is some
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tailoring of the courses or content to the specific need, interests, and
demands of a select group, should it be that kind of situation. Simply put,
don't alter your standards just because the program is offered off campus.
(David Hager)

3. Do you distinguish between credit for field-based work and credit for work
taken on campus?
a. We require 10 hours in a 36 hour M.A. program to be residential.

Ordinarily that work is taken in successive summers, e.g., 6 hours in a
41/2 week semester one summer, and 4 hours the next summer, plus a
comprehensive. The 10-hour residency requirement was mandated by
entral administration in order to insure some degree of traditional control.

Whatever the merits of such constraints. Audents seem to prof't from work
taken on campus, particularly since it gibes them access to computer and
library facilities and to processing operations in the graduate school.

In addition we allow residency credit for internships, indisidual, and
independent study. (Richard Rupp)

b.There should he absolutely no difference between un campus credit and
credit acceptable for such purposes as residency or completion of degree
requirements for courses taken off campus. It has long been the policy of Old
Dominion Unisersity to treat courses taken off campus exactly the same as
those courses taken un campus. There are other institutions which du not
hold the same view and do not recognize such credit as equisalent to that
taken on campus. It seems to me that there is nothing magic or sacred about
credit given to courses taken on campus. As loi.g as the sant.. standards are
enforced for off campus experiences, there should be no differentiation on
the quality and the value of the credit given. (David Hager)

c. Northern Illinois does maintain a residency requirement. (-James King)
4. How do you staff and pay for field-based instruction?

a. At Appalachian State we require that a majority of the courses taught
off campus be taught by full-time faculty, either as part of their regular
load, or (more +-sten) as an overload. Part -time or adjunct faculty must be
reviewed by the Graduate Council and meet minimal requirements for
associate membership on the Graduate F'aculty. Faculty can teach no more
than two courses off campus during any one semester, and no more than one
such course may be taught as an overload.

Our faculty are paid accordin:t to the following scale:
IN LOAD OVERLOAD

S.F. AMOUNT
I $100
2 $150
3 $900
4 $250
5 $300

S.H. AMOUNT
1 $ 350

700
:3 $1050
4 $1400
5 $1750

For cluster programs, an academic c oordinator is pasd $350 per semester.
All faculty recene trasel and per diem allowances for teaching off campus.
(Richard Rupp)
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b. It is sometimes difficult to generate enthusiasm among faculty members
to drive 50 miles to offer a graduate course in, or to be a major
component of the graduate pi ogram. Two things eem necessary in addition
to departmental and faculty cooperation. First is the acceptance of the
principle that faculty should be engaged in off campus and hour instructional
activity. Second, there needs to be an accounting system devised that
permits the faculty member's home department to at least break even a
loan/borrow situation, when the faculty is committed to off campus study.
The loan/borrow arrangement is particularly useful when a separate off
campus coc. dinating activity such as a School of Continuing Studies has
been established. This kind of accounting sy stem is not without its problems.
Departments often feel cheated if the number of students enrolled in a course
exceeds the minimum for supporting the loaned portion of the faculty
member's load. Many departments find it to their advantage to lend out
faculty to the School of Continuing Studies to service off campus programs
and thereby balance FTE faculty authorization with enrollm.nt. In the case
of a program offered completely or almost entirely by the faculty of one
department, some of these problems are minimized. In programs which are
multi-disciplinary efforts, such as the master of public administration or
master of urban studies program at Old Dominion University, there is a
considerable amount of coordination necessary by the department, the
graduate program director, the School of Continuing Studies, and its field
service staff. (David Hager)

c. All off campus, credit courses are administered t'irough the Division of
Continuing Education. The Division determines the number of students
necessary for a break-even point in the teaching of the course, makes the
arrangements for the location, any fees that must be paid for any facilities,
etc. The admissions to the courses are handled through the Graduate
College. The courses are taught mainly by our first line faculty and very
seldom by the poorer or part-time faculty. We have various categories of
admission into the Graduate College, one of them known as the Non-Degrec
admission status is for those persons who do not wish to seek a degree but
wish to take certain courses in a given area. These may be special workshop
courses or special advanced courses for which they would like to gather credit
but are not interested in pursuing a degree. Other admissions are to degree
programs and applicants must meet all the standard requirements for that
particular program, including GRE scores and recommendations. (Ronald
Schultz)

5. How do you coordinate the planning and administration of field-based
programs?
a. For reasons of quality control and academic integrity, Northern Illinois

prefers to administer such programs directly out of the Graduate
School. (James King)

b. Old Dominion has established a School of Continuing Studies (see 4b.
above). (David Hager)

c. Appalachian State has established a Division of Community and
Regional Services within the College of Continuing Education, whos.
responsibility it I-, to foster, develop, and implement non credit programs
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(CEU), single courses (extension), and clusters (programs given to a specific
group over a two year period, culminating in a master's cm Jpecialists's
degree). To that end a Manual fur Fit Id-Based Programs has been dev eloped,
outlining the academic procedures, areas of responsibility, funding policy,
and other matters. The Manual is available to graduate deans on request.
Interested deans should write to Ronald Terry. Director, Division of
Community and Reg! +al Services, Appalachian State University. Boone
NC, 28608. (Richard 1 upp)

6. Doesn't the Graduate School surrender some control and autonomy by
allowing site selection. scheduling, employment, etc., to be done by an
entity which reports to an office other than the Graduate School?
a. In our opinion, it does. (James King)
b. Because of the coordination and publicity efforts required to successfully

conduct a field based program, it is desirable, if not essential, to establish
some major sub-unit within the University structure to be attentive and
service the off campus activities. Old Dominion University has established a
School of Continuing Studies, which has primary responsibility for conduct-
ing, stimulating, coordinating, and facilitating the outreach efforts of the
University at undergraduate and graduate levels. There is considerable
coordination between this school, its staff, the other academic schools,
graduate studies, and departments. The School t f Continuing Studies and its
administration is also active as a bridge to the community, being a source of
identifying what community demands and . dutatiotial needs are, su that
programmatic efforts can be mounted. (David Hager)

c. Some disagreement on the subject has occurred among faculty at
Appalachian. Our field based programs are receipt supported, they are
not supported by apprc.priated funds. Charges of empire building, excessive
cost to the student, departmental enrichment at student expense, etc., have
led us through a campus wide dialog and a task force to adopt uurManualjor
Field-Based Programs.

The role of the Graduate School is to oversee the programs offered, the
degree requirements, the qualifications of both faculty and students engaged
in the program, academic record keeping, and procedural advisement. A
field-based coordinator in the Graduate School is supported by student
receipts. Her job is to track each student in each cluster, answer and initiate
curresponden..e. visit cluster sites, work with the academic departments and
Community Services, and generally be available to the a ademic coordinator
and the students fun assistance in the processing of students through the
program.

In our view, this commitment of time and energy makes graduate school
responsibility for financial, staffing, and marketing arrangement impossible
and probably undesirable. Our field-based coordinator is a vital liaison
between the Graduate School and Community Services. The function of the
two offices is different, but they must work closely fur the effectiv e delivery of
off-campus graduate instruction.

The Graduate School preserves ultimate responsibility for policy affecting
field based students, Community Services provides the delivery system.
(Richard Rupp)
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7. What are the problems concerning physical arrangements, library re-

sources, computer facilities, interaction with the program faculty, and use
of normal campus facilitie. for students enrolled in field based programs')
a. Some of these problems are without good answers, 01 marginal ones at

best. The problem of physical arrangements or physical space raciline_ is
usually accommodated by or can be accommodated by rental °I use of public
buildings, such as high schools or ci% k centers. A location for the courses is
often minimized if there is a specific requesting agency in%olved, since
arrangements for classroom space can be made part of the bargain

Library 'sources pose a more difficult kind of problem. There is a partial
answer available in the establishment of books and materials at the
Instructional site. Often only a skeletal set of reference works can be
provided. The student must use the major library facilities located on
campus in order to du effecti% e research in his or her particular discipline
Unless the total library can be traasported to the off-campus instructional
site, or unless some computer linkage can be established to search the library
collection and display selected areas. there seems to be no alternative except
for periodic visits and use of the campus library, or other research libraries
within reasonable distance of the instructional site. (David Hager)

b.The problem at Northern Illinois is financing instructional materials.
computer time, etc. It is difficult to know what percentage of support
funding should be charged tu.students in the field and what percent to the
departmental budget on campus. (James King)

c. At Appalachian State we have worked out a financial model in
recognition of the problem Jim King raises at Northern Illinois We
require that such programs be self-supporting, since North Carolina
supports neither FTEs nor overhead costs.

For cluster programs we estimate an attrition rate of 85 percent and figure

the tuition on the number of enrollees. For 40 (a more students, tuition is 827

per semester hour. for 30-39 students it is $36. for 20-29 students it is $54. A
model cluster will generate $2,754 per 3 semester hour course. A 36-hour
master's program will generate $33,048. The following fiscal model outlines

expense anticipation for a one-semester hour course:

Instruction/Salary $ 350.00

Instruction/Fringe 52.50

Academic Coordinator 58.33

Academic Coordinator/Fringe 8.74

Travel/Subsistence 66.66

Learning Resource Material 58.33

Support Personnel 66.67

Evaluation 16.66

Phone/Postage 8.34

Office Supplies 10.00

Administration/Community Services 161.67

Faculty Development 33.34

$ 891.24

A full explanation is available in our Manua/ (Richard Rupp)

a
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8. How do you handle the problem of faculty advising for field-based
students?
a. Interaction with faculty can be handled in a number of different ways.

The easiest arrangement we have found in our experience has been to
establish office hours for faculty members at the instruction site. to provide
general advising for graduate students. In addition, a great deal of advising,
conversation, and counseling can be done over the telephone or by
appointment with the faculty member on the campus. An effort must be
made, however, to establish some system whereby the student can have easy
access to faculty, particularly if and when a major research project is initiated
and under way. (David Hager)

b. At Appalachian State we distinguish between academic and procedural
advising. Academic advising is the responsibility of the academic coordinator
for each cluster. This person helps to plan programs of study, make
substitutions, prepare readings for comprehensives, etc. In addition the
individual professor sets aside a certain time during each 3 hour session for
meeting with students. Some come early, some stay late, some utilize breaks
during the period.

Procedural advising is the role of the Graduate Schools' field-based
coordinator (see 6c above) In essence that person functions as an assistant
dean. About one third of her time is spent in the field, going from cluster to
cluster. In addition she relays questions and problems from students to the
departments. She works closely with the academic coordinator, the class
instructor, and the chairman. (Richard Rupp)

9. How large an area do you serve with field-based courses?
a. Northern Illinois serves the northeastern corner of Illinois. an area

roughly bour.d by the Wisconsin state line, the Rock River, Interstate 80.
and Chicago. Maximum distancz from campus, one way, is approximately 80
miles. (James King)

b. Old Dominion's area of operation extends along eastern Virginia from
North Carolina to Maryland. on an approximately 50-60 mile radius
from Norfolk. (David Hager)

c Appalachian serves northwestern North Carolina, an area bound roughly by
Winston-Salem. Salisbury ,Gastonia, and Nlorgantown.The university resists
the tendency to pre-empt turf from the other 15 institutions in the UNC
system. Generally speaking no courses are offered more than 100 miles from
Boone. Chancellors coopci ate on the establishment of programs on the
fringes of the delivery arca to avoid duplication of effort. (Richard Rupp)

d. The geographic area served by Cleveland State University is Cuyahoga
County and very limited portions of Lorain, Lake. Geauga and Medina
Counties. (Ronald Schultz)

10 In your opinion, can universities mount field based graduate programs
requiring the same standards of quality as those found on campus?

One of the questions that is important to our operation is that of the type of
faculty used to staff these courses. Since we have such a limited geographic
area, it is no problem for our faculty to travel to these points. However, if we
were located in a situation where we had to have total programs off campus,
5,200 miles away, it might be a different story. It then becomes a matter of
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hiring faculty who are going to be eery icing only the remote locations or sending
your regular, first-line, on campus faculty to these locations on i regular basis
Much of the success of programs is dependent upon the type of faculty that are
involved.

Another question should be related to the academic conLent of the program
or the course. At CIL-veland State I:my ersity all courses, except for workshops
that are taught off campus. have exactly the same content as those taught on
campus. Any course that anyone takes at a remoi.s.: location can be transferred
back to the campus without any problem. Workshops are de% eloped foz special
topics as the need arises and they may range from multi-cultural to mental
disabilities, learning disorders, etc. However, the number of workshop credits
that can be counted toward a degree (or in any other field) is limited to eight A
student may Lake as many workshopS as desired, liut they cannot be transferred
into a credit area. A question relative to the a ademic content. I feel, is
important since it is no use fot us to offer programs away from the main campus
if they are not as good or better quality than thole on campus. There are enough
.Laversities from out of the State of Ohio offeri..g courses and programs within
the State of Ohio that are below par that we cannot afford ourselves to be
offering such types of programs or courses.

Another concern that eve should question is that of consumerism. We must
make sure that our courses and/or programs being offered a. e quality programs
leading to a specific goal. We have had a rash of outside-of-the-State
universities cowing in oaring courses that we have brought before the Ohio
Board of Regents on the basis of consumer pi otection. These courses will not
every carry credit at their home institution towels graduate degrees, but yet
they continue to advertise that they can be taken for graduate credit. Students
then become very upset when they are not accepted for credit at a local
institution because they were advertised by the out-of State ution as being
acceptable for graduate credit. So it is important in our course and program
offerings that we offer a good. solid degree Kuwaiti end keep consumerism out
of it.

Finally, we must ask ow selves w t it is the uniqueness of as offering programs
off campus. As INee it. the uniqueness IN in the %Ale of the credit that is offered.
if it is only for learning experiences, this «dd he done by consulting groups or
local educational institutions f various kinds which 1 ave sprung up across the
country and that could come in anr' 'ler the patic ular ty pe of course, in many
cases much cheapci than we can. 1 he real nub of he whole thing is that we as
universities are unique in that for a gis en amount of work on behalf of the
student. in a particular area, we award something that is termer, credit. These
credits serve eventually to the atv,Lrding of a legree which is something that the
local consulting at even outside of state consulting type or educational :ype
institutions cannot ffer. We should tiler fore be willing to protect this credit
and make sure that it is earned honestly and does have value

I think we should all remember that there must be integrity in all off campus
courses and program. After all, the bottom fine c,f our dew zes must be the fact

that the students have gained a certain amount through their
participation in the progann. These levels must he constantly checlred and
every, ne must work towards keeping them at a Iry el that prosides our ste:derts
with superior abilities when the program is finished. (Ronald Schulte
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The panelists felt that further attention might well be git en to these matters at
subsequent conv-ltions, since field based instruction is a matter of increasing
concern to American graduate schools.
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Third Plenary Session

Thursday, December 1, 1977, 9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF
GRADCOST PROCEDURES

Chairwoman. Margaret N. Perry, University of Ti nnessee-Knoxville
Joseph L. McCarthy, University of Washington

Jesse B. Morgan, Tu lane University

Joseph L "ICarthy

Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is a pleasure to be with you today, and 1 am especially happy to be joined by my

co-worker and colleague, Dr. William Garrison, -Jr., of the University of Washington,
who spent full time on the Gradcost III study for the last two ur three years and has
made major contributions to its advancement and completion.

We are very fortunate to have with us also Mi. Jesse Morgan, Vice President fur
Business of Tulane Urns ersity , and retiring President of the National Association of
College and University Business Officers, who worked closely for a long time with
Jur late colleague, Dr. David R. Deener, on the Gradcost HI project.

The Gradcost III study was under Aken in 1974 .with major financial
assistance from the National Institutes uf Health under the policy guidance of the
CGS Gradcost III Committee, and with Joseph L. McCarthy, University of
Washington, and David R. Deener, Tulane University, serving as Director and Co-
director, respectively

The work pt,,ceeded luring 1975 and 1:37G. During the tatter year, we suffered
the loss of two of our colleagues, Dr. Stev en IL Hatchett of the National Institutes of
Health who almost single handedly promoted support fur the Gradcust project, and
Dr. David R. Deener who contributed much to graduate education and to this
project. The activity has been carried uut mainly in Seattle at the University of
Washington.

This investigation has been carried out to study alternative methods for
estimat;ng the costs of programs leading to the degrees of Master and Doctor of
Philosophy, to i -taffy one or more relatively simple procedures which could be
carried out usi prevailing and data available in most graduate schools
in the United States, and to apply the dev eloped procedures to data -ullected from a
number of universities and colleges in the United States in order to generate
estimates of the costs of graduate programs in the fields of Biochemistry, Cell
Biology, Chemistry, Economics, English, Mathematics and Psychology.

Definiti.ns
As conceptual base for the study, a um% ersity or college has been visualized as

carrying out three mai:, programs, instruction, research and public service.
Instructional programs include those leading to the degree uf bachelor, Master, and
Doctor of Philosophy and diet,: are uf major interest. Research programs are seen as
closely related to and usually extensively apping with instructional programs.
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and especially those leading to Doctor's degrees Public ser% ice Pi agranis are often
separately funded, and these are the minor interest in the present studs

Institutional funds are considered in two categories. "unrestricted" and -re
stricted."

Total programs costs are defined as the monies expended by ur through a college
or university to provide for operation of a particular graduate degree program Unit
costs are obtained by dividing total program costs by numbers of mast= lr
doctoral students enrolled in a particular degree program or by the niurii.tr of
master's or doctorate degrees awarded in relation to the program. or bs the total
number of graduate students associated with the subject department.

Procedure-Departmental Costs

To estimate graduate degree program costs, data were collected mainly from
institutio,iiil annual reports, and by use of questionnaires. Total program costs were
considered to consist of three elements. departmental costs. institutional support
costs, and graduate student appointment costs. Of these, the first is the most
important.

Several alternative procedures for allocating funds from departmental budgets to
departmental Doctor's, Master's. and Bachelor's programs were studied_ Accordu'g
to one method (CLASSCUT), allocations were made to programs based upon the
main student clientele for the classes offered by departmental faculty. In a second
method (CREDCUT). student credit hours pro% ded the basis. These, together with
a third method (COMPCUT) described below, were found to give widely differing
results.

It was concluded that the COMPCUT procedure is more useful for estimating
departmental costs. COMPCUT is based mainly on data derived from Faculty
Activity Analyses (FAA), Crossover Analyses (XOA), from departmental statistics.
and from Student Credit Hours (SCH) information relating to five levels of
instruction. lower division (LD) and upper dicks-ion (UD) undergrirluate classes.
graduate classes (GC). independent study and Master's thesis (ismT, and Doctors
dissertation (DISS). Generally, departmental budget funds were allocated to a
particular instructional level based upon the proportion of faculty time reported by
FAA be devoted to that level. These by -level total costs were divided by the number
of SCH generated at each level to secure by level costs per SCH. These were
multiplied by the appropriate numbers of SCH taken by all the students in a subject
program, and then summed by level to ubtain the total program costs. Di% iding this

by the number of enrolled studeats ur awarded degrees gave the estimated unit
departmental costs.

In general, this COMPCUT procedure was found to be app:.table with moderate
satisfaction to data assembled from the participating institutions in the several
fields studied. Its main weaknesses are the Umited reliability of the FAA at graduate
levels of Instruction, and tl.e tlifficults in securing consistent reporting of ;CH for
the individual student-professor contacts such as those which occur in independent
study and research. master's thesis. and doctoral dissertatit .1 activities
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Proceeures-Institutional Support and Student Appointment Costs

Costs of institutional support of departmental programs were approximated by
multiplying or dividing total annual institutional expenditures fur libraries, student
services, plant operation and maintenance and general institutional and administra
ion activities by certain factors called "proxies" and, in some cases, applying
'weighting factors." For example, institutional expenditures for student services
were divided by the total number of students enrolled in the institution to obtain the
estimated costs of student seri, ices per student enrolled in a departmental doctoral
or master's program. In general, these procedures were found to be satisfactorily
workable to provide useful approximations. However, the weighting factors used
might desireably be chosen differently in certain cases for individual fiells andlor
institutions.

Data ere collected for each department concerning student appointment
expenditures for fellowships, traineeships, teaching assistantships, and research
assistantships. Tuition waivers were not included as cost elements. The other
named expenditures were summed and then recorded on a per student basis boas to
reflect the level of financial support a% ailable to assist in the recruitment and
maintenance of graduate students. It was concluded that only those expenditures
made in favor of fellowships, traineeships, and also research assistantships
supported by unrestricted funds, should be included as graduate degree program
costs.

Estimated Research Program Costs

In view of the major importance to graduate programs, and especially to doctoral
programs, of research actively by faculi, members and graduate students, proce-
dures were developed to permit estimation of these expenditures. It was concluded
that two categories should be taken into consideration, those expenditures made
from unrestricted departmental fund,. and those made from restricted funds in
favor of sponsored research. Approximations were made of the magnitude of both
types of expenditures, and the sum of the two was then calculated and taken to be an
estimate of the monies used to support the Research Program of the department. It
was recognized that this sum is much less than the replication costs of the total
departmental research program because it does not recognize for the research
activities often conducted without stipends by students carrying out research for
their master's thesis and doctoral dissertation.

The estimated total Research Program exi,endtt ores were divided by the number
o: faculty members and of graduate student .o obtain rough approximations of the
expenditures on a unit basis so that comparts.,,, could be made among fields and
institutions with respect to the magnitude of departmental research programs.

Estimated total research expenditure, per faculty member per y ear N arced widely
in individual departments studied, but on the average were largest in Biochemistry,
substantial in Chemistry and Economics, considerably less in Nlatheniatics and
Psychology and smallest in English. Department research expenditures were
similar in the several fields, but sponsored research mon:es ranged from high values
for Biochemistry and Clic mistr; . through medium values for Ec nomics, Nfathema
tics and Psychology, down to almost zero for English. Research program e..pend'
tures per graduate student showed a similar rank order.
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It was concluded that sponsored research costs should not be included as
elements of the cost of graduate programs.

Estimated Graduate Degree Program Costs

Estimated total graduate degree program expenditures per enrolled graduate
student per year also vaned widely among the individual departments studies. but
on the average were found to be highest for Biochemistry. considerably lower for
Che:nistry, and then decreasing fur Mathematics, Psychology and Economics. and
lowest for English.

Estimated annual cysts per ..,,,dent enrolled in master's and in doctoral programs
followed a similar rank order with respect to fields although the doctoral costs are
generally substantially higher than the master's costs. Costs per awarded doctorate
and master's degrees likewise followed similar trends respect to fields.
although dispersion of the program costs among individual departments in a
particular field was quite high for the awarded master's degrees.

Correlations are being developed to relate departmental costs with the character
istics of participating departments and institutions.

Status and Plans for the Study

Cost-estimating procedures and computer programs for carrying out calculations
have been developed and applied to all available data. Writing and rev lc v of the
report is nearly finished. and it is anticipated that the Gradcost III project will
be completed by -Lamar) 1. 1978. and the final report published shortly thereafter.

It is hoped that this study. (a) will help interested persons to understand the
nature and magnitude of the costs of graduate education. (b) will pro.ide generally
applicable procedures by which approximately valid estimates of the costs of
graduate degree programs may be made expeditiously and inexpensively, and (c)
will give some examples of ranges of estimated graduate degree program costs in
several fields.

Comments and suggestions concerning this investigation and possible applica-
tion of the findings will be welcomed and may he addressed to the writer or to Dr.

Garrison at Benson Hall IBF-10), I. nivcrsity of Washington. Seattle. WA 98195.
Thank you Jesse B. Morgan

I have followed the Gradcost stud, with c onsiderable interest and I commend the

report to your attention. In my opinion. the task of quantifying in dollars and cents
the cost of graduate education by disc. iplines with a high degree of preciseness is a
difficult, if not impossible, undertalnp. However, the techniques suggested in this

study do provide a frame% ork fur developing an approximation of the various cost
elements and their re:ationships to eac h other. It will not provide a set of absolute
numbers. nor will it guarantee comparability with other instil uti .is. The very nature
of thz effort to be costed and the vast differences between institutions, probably
defies accurate costiog rind comparison. Education, research, or scholarly effort and

public service have a jo.nt relationship which cannot and probably should not be
dissected. The academic enterpnse cannot be nieasured with the same costing
techniques applicable to an industnal enterprise. When the Federal government or
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any other entity chooses to support research, it is encumbent on the institution
accepting the funding to complete the assignment as economically and as
expeditiously as possible. if in the process the educational effort is enhanced or the
total body of knowledge is increased, this does not mean that the research itself is
diminished or that the sponsored support should be discounted or shared. It is
unfortunate that the bniz word "accountability" has caused auditors and accoun-
tants to emphasize cost input such as percentage of time and effort related to a 40-
hour week because of their admitted inability to measure the lung-range 'Values of
the output or product delivered in precise economic terms.

With regard to this particular cost study, there can be honest disagreement vt:_h
many of the approaches or techniques which the study suggest. For example. the
rationale for some of the proxies employed. the handling of the value of tuition
waivers, the accuracy of the faculty activ ity analysis as it relates to cost distribution
and the application of spt nsored research cost to the educational effort. Disagree-
ment does not belittle the effort. It may. in fact. result in the building of better
mousetraps_ As long as accountability is with us. we need to argue for rationale
approaches.

Finally, as my colleague at Tulane, the late Dav id Deener. would probaitiy have
said. "cheers."
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Fourth Plenary Session
Thursday, December 1, 1977. 10:30 a.m.-12:6 noon

THE CHANGING ROLE AND SCOPE OF
ACCREDITATION IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

Chairman: Sanford S. Elberg. I. niversity of California. Berkeley
Moderator: Robert F. Kruh. Kansas State University

Kay J. Andersen, Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Hardy M. Edwards. Jr.. University of Georgia

Sanford S. Elberg

The session un the Changing Role and Scope of .Accreditation is ready to begin.
Dean Kruh and Hardy Edwards and Dr. Kay Andersen comprise the panel.

Dean Kruh is the Grauuate Dean at Kansas State Unit ersity. He did his doctoral
work in chemistry on the X-ray examination and structure of liquids and solid;
therefore has assured us that there will be a yery penetrating examination of tie
subject. He had his academic and administrate e apprenticeship at the University of
Arkansas where he was for about fifteen years before coming to Kansas State as
Graduate Dean.

Dr. Kay Andersen hJs for many ,cars Ler. the guiding light of the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges Commission un Accreditation where he see es
as executw e director and executive secretary of the association. He taught me the
fundamentals of accreditation such as it is and has always had a very open mind on
the results of our accrediting tasks. Dr. Andersen did his graduate work at the
University of Southern California in higher education and his post doctoral work at
the University of Michigan. He has gone all the way up the ranks as t acher and
administrator in the public schools, as a dean and as a professor st the state college
and university ley els. He is also one of the authors of ants hook published this year
by Jossev Bass on The Academic Department.

Our thIrd panelist. Dr. Hardy Edwards. has spenty twenty -one years at the
University of Georgia and the last six as Dcan of the G duate School. He is a
professor cf animal nutrition in the College of Agriculture, has been a career
awardee at the NIH. a Guggcnheirn fellow and has studied at Cambridge. I take
pleasure in turning the panel over to Dean Kroh.

Robert F. Kruh

The subject of accreditation is Jsely connected with educational quality.
Because the Council of Graduate 3L11001:5 rs very much concerned with quality it



seemed in order devote a session to considering how accreditation affects
graduate education.

The current preoccupation with educational standards is exemplified by activities

on many fronts. For instance, the Council has had a hand in initiating the study in
Dimensions of Quality. which has been discussed in length at this meeting And it

has issued recent position papers on standards for graduate education Statements
on standards have been issued by bum e of the state organizmions of graduate deans
as well; the CIC schools hate recently issued a paper on the subject In ad diticn. the
regional associations of graduate deans have been dealing with questions of
standards and accreditation. with the Western Association of Graduate Schools
having assigned a committee to study the relationship between the accrediting
agencies and the universities. The Conference of Southern Graduate Schools has
established a close working relationship with tnc Southern Association and CGS

and the Council on Postsecondary Acci editation hate had a task force working
directly with the question of graduate accreditation.

The subject is becoming more pressing.% ith many instances of marginal activities

on the part of a number of :schools. It is nut unreasonable t., say that accre-htation is
at a crossroads. For abuses on substandard oper -lions have even .mulated
legislative action, and several stases hate enacted legislation Jet tii forth the
cond;tions under which higher education is to be offered.

Dealing with abuse. whether by accreditation or I .gislation. is difficult. for no one

seems to want to impose orthodoxy in graduate education. Most people agree that
there must be latitt:e for a t..riety of educational approaches. Dr. Hackerman
argued for this yesterday. But that very flexibilit opens the door to .buse.

Students nowadays are seeking credentials for economic advancement. For their

part some schools are seeking students be ause they bring increased revenue
whether in the form of fee income for imitate schools or a combination of fees and

appropriations for public thse circurn.-aances one wonders if it s in the
immediate interest of either students or schools to put quality first.

Given the problem of defining quality it is difficult to level successful criticism

against some of the questionable programs. Critics an ,uickly charged with self-
serving motives and with wanting to maintain the status quo. The established
schools are left wringing their hands.

The question is how to allow for diversity while fostering the intellectual rigor
characteristic of graduate work. Accreditati .a provides one avere.e for attention to

this question. And the graduate community more and more interested in how it

can influence the accreditation process. After all. tne :sanction for the authority now
exercised by the accrediting a,:sooations is provided by the constituent members.
each of which is represented tit e graduate dean here at this meeting. As a result our
influence can be felt if we make known uur interests to those accrediting agcncies

The presemations .f my two colleapes, Dr. Andersen and Dr. Edwards. together
with the ensuing discussion can help us decide what part the graduate schools. the
regional giaduate associations. and the ('GS might play in keeping effective
accreditation in the serice of graduate education.
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DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPECTATION:i REGARDING THE
ACCREDI'T'ATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION

Kay J. Anderse n

In his confirming letter to me, Bob Xruh. stated clearly the major issue. "How
standards and rigor are to be maintained while allowing for diversity."

This is not a new question. I am sure that this issue has appeared many times. as
the boundaries of higher education. and consequently, accreditation have
expanded to include new. or what some would classify e.s substandard. institutions
and programs. What is new is the degree ,.1 rapidity of boundary enlargement and
the effect this has had on society. If some of the issues identified at this conference
go unresolved for too long. the character of bolt graduate education and the
accrediting process may be adversely affected These are substantial groundswells
rather than insignificant ripples.

During the few minutes I am here with you. I will make a fe,s ut en Mums about
the following topics:

1. Gradually increasing awareness of need for flexibility and diversity.
2. Response to the need for change.
3. Dangers seen by the establishmentimagined and real.
4. Accreditation caught in the middle.
5. Accreditation responsibilities. opportunities. and limitations.

Increasing Awareness of Need for Diversity and Flexibility
In the No ember .976 issue of Th( .American Nev it t Sanford made a

comparison of graduate schools of the 19.30's with those of today . 'tie ubsen ed that
there hive been losses with respect to some values. for example. purity of motives
for intellectual work. and gains for uthei values. such as democracy in admissions.

The Association of Graduate Schools. in its 1976 report to the American
Associatioa of Universities. called for eclectic approaches to tope with the diverse
needs of new students. but also urged that areas of excellence in existing doctoral
programs should not be sacrificed.

The final report. Outlook and Opporkantst s fur Grad.:(ilf Educaizun. of the
National Board on Graduate Education. recommends melt. ased exper.mentation
with non traditional programs serving new clienteles and encouraging greater
diversity among graduate schools.

In the 197.3 Educational Test iite Sem ice public at ion. Si Warship fur Society. on,
reads. "The diversity of institutions is potentially the greatest source of streng
that the system possesses. We also belie e that at this /norm nt di% erstty is a cause of
Chao, and cannot cease to be until deal definitions of mission have been articulated
and accepted by all parties."

Studies such as the one dune by the Western ANNUL wiion of Graduate Schools in
1976 dispelled the notion that all inno% (Acta s outside established instit JilUhS
This study reveals tilat ther: is a widesprea.I awareness and acceptance of the
changing context of gr,,,itiate educatiou within established institutions. More
change is occurring than expected. and Unto% awns are nut concentrated in a
relatively small set of curricular areas.
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Response to the Need for Change
There has been an veer-response from the nun ti aditiunal cummunit and from

established institutions moving into ur expanding graduate offering, Justification
for much of this comes from the aforementioned urgings for change and because of
other conditions of which we are eery much aware. While non traditional education
is leavening the lump. it is also used as a means of increasing institutional re% enues
and as license to recognize almost any thing as graduate credit for any kind of degree
or educational objective, ur to market programs in other states. regions, or
countries. All of these are serious temptations in a time of declining enrollments_

As part of the non-ti-aditional moeement. there is also an increase in free-standing
graduate and professional sthoo:s. A stated reason is lack of flexibility within the
tradit.onal university. flexibility to adjust programs to new clientele in distant
locations. In California. the Senior Commission has accredited or conferred
Candidacy on 18 bee-standing graduate or professional it,hoolit, and another 11
have presented applications or expressed serious interest. These 29 institutions
include schools of theology, law. psychology, drama. educ ation. etc. Some, such as
theology and law, also have program accreditation.

Already. committees bin e been formed in Ne, eral other states to plan nonunie er-
say connected programs such as those recently accredited in California. Some of
these will establish ti..-mselyes firmly among their colleague-, and in the accrediting
community, some may be ine it ed to join established institutions, and some may not
succeed at all.

77te Reaction of the Establishment
Some graduate councils dae e reacted to these development, with resolutions of

opposition, pressure on regional accrediting agencies for higher standards, and with

some self-policing.
A short while ago the Conference of Southern Graduate Sc hook issued a strong

statement to regional eonimission, tau erning the quality of off campus graduate
prc.z.ams .nd urged a :se commissions to examine each off campus program
offered at a branch. center, or duster.

In July. 1975. the Michigan Council of Graduate Deans issued similar concerns
and standards..carning that. "unbridled t- otreprenecirship and assumed license are
more likely to produce havoc than enlightened creation."

In 1976 the Council of Graduate Schools. in its policy statement, The Master's
Degree. detailed the structure of a master s degree in specific terms.

At their last meeting the Western As,ociation of Graduate Schools suggested that
perhaps regional accrediting commission . shot id limit accreditation to the under

graduate lee el because, it is claimed. regional, unprep, red to deal with graduate

programs and with free-standing graduate Is. In in, estimation, this is not a
sound recommendation, because the cone ept and pr. less of institutional accredita
tion would be weakened.

Roger Heyns, former president of ACE, and Charles P. Saunders, . Director of
Governmental Relations for ACE. spoke recently about the need for self regulation
by institutions and accrediting agencies created by them. Saunders said.

It is the failure of install:ions to articulate standards that has
led the government to determine them for us. The mast critical
area demanding attention is the accrediting process. Elite
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institutions should suppoci the accrediting process with
money, evaluators. and time necessary to develop broad
standards of quality, not rigid standards, but rather a range of
standards and measurements of quality for the whole of higher
educe ,r.

Accreditation in .ne Middle
As accrediting cc rnmissions and professional :societies such a, thc Council of

Graduate Schtio:s have translated their concerns into more specific guidelines and
standards for the development and evaluation of graduate education, there ha%e
been mixed responses from the nun-traditional sector and from some of its
supporters. They have cried, "unfair. more is required of us than of traditional
institutions." They challenge the assumption that a graduate school must have
expensive library facilities, full-time faculty, or residential requirements. Further-
more, it is claimed, good graduate education need nut co.,t more, and in fact might be
revenue producing. Hopefully, accrediting agencies and graduate councils will have
the interest and resources to dispassionately examine these claims.

Some of these institutions have benefited from the accrediting commun.ty 's
flexible position and desire to foster suand innov ation, others see little hope of
accreditation by existing commissions. A few year:, ago several of these institutions
developed their own accrediting association. now called the National Association of
Private Nontraditional Schools and Colleges. It was incorporated in Colorado, and
has un.,ucessfully sought recognition from the U.S. Commissioner of Education and
from COPA. It has apt& mately nine or ten members. must of them in the candidacy
stage, mostly graduate schools, and most from California. ! du not know what the
future of this and similar accrediting bodies will be. What wt, ild be the impact of
competing accrediting agencies, if they were legate tated by recognition from COPA
or the government' Existing accrediting agencies might be relieved to abdicate
respon:Aility for such institution,. but would it not contuse the public, for whom the
term "accreditation" means the Good Housekeeping seal of approval?

There has also been a response. at least in California, from some unhappy
9galitarian legislators w hu feel that the accrediting process has damaged or
unnecessarily delayed some fragile innovative endeavors. The result has '-een a
spate of bills designed to control or replace entirely the voluntary accrediting
process. So far these ha%e Ueen sit zessf .11y opposed through the tremendous
support of member institutions and inc,iduals and of associatio , outside the
region,

ReNponsibihties. OpportuntuYs, and Limitations
Once c riticized as elitist and as obstructing change, have regional commissions

now become too responsive' I am told that Gur present qualitative, elastic
accrediting process received its impetus around 19.10. when the North Central
Accrediting Association found it unconifortable, it not impossible to deal with
Antioch Cc :lege innovation:. T-1 the name of diversity and pluralism, accrediting
commission, mov ed from th ire quantitative approac h to a process which made
accrediting decisions largely cae basis of an institution's ability to satisfy its own
purposes. T here are now strong and sometlines strident voice:, which claim that this
is wrong, that there must he clearly stated standards and a dear reference point if
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institutions are to know what is to he expected of them and if accrediting teams and
commissions are to discharge their responsibilities effectively I support that
position, but with ample opportunity for nun-traditional inAltutions to challenge
those standards which they feel are dysfunctional.

With regard to one of the most thorny issues all of us are dealing with, that of off
campus and contract undergraduate and graduate programs, regional sec r eta, ie-, in
February 1977, drafted a statement to submit to their respectis e commissions on
accreditation and off-campus educational actis ities. Thei e is general agreement on
the following points. One calls for advance notification to the accrediting commis-
sion of proposed off-campus educational activities. This might result in on-site
evaluations and special commission action before an institution proceeds to
implementation. All of the regions have agreed that uff campus educational
programs and courses fur academic credit are integral parts of the institutiui. and
should not be viewed as in any way peripheral. Therefore, they most be of quality
equivalent to that of other programs in the institution and be under the complete
_ontrol of the institution. Because of the tiemenduus inter-state and inter regional
educational activity of some institutions. it may be nec2ssary for us to formalize the
understandings among the regions.

In September, 1975. a group of us identified some serious problems connected
with the nun-traditional mos ement. and high on the list ss as a «incern for the quality
of graduate education. We questioned the ability of many institutions barely
adequate to offer decent undergraduate work to mus e into graduate fields.

Funded by the Kellogg Foundation and sponsored by COPA and regional
commissions a project is now under way to develop evaluative criteria for the
accreditation of aun-trachtlunal education. The project director. Gruver Andrews,
Associate Executive Secretary of the Southern Association's Commission on
Colleges, is working with a small staff, including Patsy Thrash of North Central, who
is here today , John Harris of Tennessee, Paul Dressel of :Michigan State, and myself,
on a study hillh we believe toll provide much needed direction. Approximately 80
institutions in the Unitt:d States classified as nun traditional are participating in the
study. An important part of this project. under Dr. Dressel's direction, is an analysis
of non-traditional r,raduate education.

In July, 1978. this study will be consummated, and may well result in natie:ial
guidelines and standards for the evaluation and accreditation of nun traditional
education.

As you know, there is in the final stages of completion a joint COPA-CGS
statement which represents a major revision of the 1973 joint policy. In my
estimation. the draft which I have seen is a distinct improvement user the earlier
policy in that it recognizes newer forms of graduate education and the problems of
quality in off-campus graduate work. It states accurately ,"Alt hough accreditation is
generally considered to be the most effective vehicle lot the recognition uf quality. it
cannot and should not be considered an toil alified s- -1 of approval which
guarantees every aspect of an instituti ,n u program for speuf. . number of
years."

Failure to recognize this fact has led scant t,, place full respunsibiL!v for today's
problems at the feet of institutional accrediting agt. les. Responsibility must also
be shared by consumers. professional societies. speciallit d accreditation, and the



institutions themselves
Among the purposes of at creditat ion inc luiled in the proposed COPA-CGS

statement is the assurance that an institution or plug-tam has cleat ly de fined an
appropriate obeictiv es, has the resources fen reasonable assurance of the attain-
ment of stated objectives. and is making a continuous aft)i t to produce e% 'done of
the attainment uftfa objectives. I belie% that statement should be strengthened by
reference to specific ...andards. It is no lunges enough that an in,titut.on or program
merely satisfy its own purposes

The statement goes on to say that except for the !note( cum of the health, safety,
and w ell-be of the public int crest specialized ace! ditat ion should be a% oided. I
agree, hut, in a recently completed accreditation impact study in out region, heads of
faculty senates called fin more rather than fewer sue( ialiied ace! editations

Institutional and specialized accrediting agencies should continue to explore
more effective means fin inter-actual and loopeiatIon. I am serving on the COPA-
sponsored task force on lute( agency cooper ition. and within the near future we will
be presenting to the COPA Boat d sonic pro. c iples that we hope will reduce some of
the expensive and unnecessary accreditation duplication in the C.S.

The COPA-CGS statement also l ails fin ad%anc c t onurnssion approv al of new
graduate programs at a level for w Inch t he institution has ey too, authorization.
agree that programs at a higher lc-% el in thus, muuvhiced at distant locations should
require sue h approval. but should a lai tie, established urn% ei say need commission
approval to introduce every new graduate piogiam^ That t unl lodes my continents
on the joint statement.

The accrediting community would <Aso like to look to educational outcomes as a
more effectiv e means of evaluating t aditional 01 nun Uaditional graduate education
The applied and professional maul e of Lei tain gt aduate programs does seem to lend
itself to output measurement. However, the recently completed COPA study of
educational outcomes confirmed the suspil It'll of many that the state of the art is
still in as infancy . Some of you know that the Soother!) Assoc iation's Commission on
Colleges has special procedures fin non-ti adit li na! programs and institutions,
procedures which call for the development of insu (uncut., for the assessment of the
attainments of students which would l,e al I eptable if independently examined by
experts m the field. I pi edit t that we will ..ee more such pi essui e for attainment data.
but for a long time we will still rely heavily on inputs, stiucttue. and process.

have already suggested that institutional alt reditat ion. at least with its present
structure and funding. cannot comphsh all that many expect of it. As a private,
largely voluntary pro( ess, there vv ill always be some slippage and sluggishness. It is
not a day -to -day regulatory agenly. should not attempt to protect every consumer,
should not ac edit by program in ley el. and must continue to operate with
somewhat flexible standards. The foundation of I inonal accreditation is It

carefully executed self- study. but even here we shot.id be more modest in of
expectations that it will necessarily lead ti improvement.

liegioaal accreditation l au bei owe a nun It more powerful ['ince if the institutions
which created it wish and ti e w ilting to pay min e than the present minunlIM fees. If
regional fees %vele doubled. at ir edit ation would still be a bargain when one
considers the total impact of tegional acci ditation Additional revenue would
permit the selection and ti inning of mine is pable evaluators at the in aduatc
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make it possible to send teams wherever programs are located, and would provide
the added stiff time to carefully develop and implement policies and procedures.

If accreditation fails to do the job at the graduate let el. each one here must assume
some responsibility. Our institutions and programs must develop more explicit
standards and ethics. I urge you to become actin e in accrediting affairs within your
own institution, region, and professional society, and not just w hen your institution
is up for a visit or when some marginal programs mote in next door. When a
questionable program does appear. why not send a delegation from the regional
graduate council to inquire about the program and make suggestions for imprut e-
ment" The institution might respond positively. and r isiturs might learn something.
When a school district is dissatisfied with the quality of graduate programs offered
to its teachers. it can, and often does. contact the appropriate accrediting agency.
_Before doing so. it should make a direct assessment of those programs to be certain
that the complaint has some substance.

Conclusion
Although the accrediting prccess may not mote fast enough for some, I am

reasonably confident that regional accreditation, the Council of Graduate Schools,
their regional affiliates, govern tent agencies. other pt esssional societies. COPA,
those consumers who want more than paper credentials, and any others committed
to the preservation and elevation of quality in graduate education will lend support
to the development of standards, policies, procedures. and rt. ources necessary to
address today's lifroblem In a voluntary system there will always be those W ho can
find loopholes in the standards, yet. accreditation should remain qualitative and
judgmental. rather than quantitative. We desperately need both high quality
graduate programs and the benefit of serious innovation. At the same time that we
are developim more precise standards. we must. abut e all, demand institutional
integrity. which, in the final analysis. makes the real difference. Thank you for
inviting me to this meeting.

Hardy M. Edwards, Jr.

What has been happening in graduate education during the past decades that
stimulates us to discuss a change in rule and scope for accreditation? Clearly. the
changes have been profound. They have also been h u gradual as to make it difficult
to identify them even though they are now a significant part of gradual education.
Let us start with some general t,bservations about these changes and then proceed
to a discussion of some of their effects.

Graduate education has experienced tremendous grow ri in the past two decades.
This growth has been evident in the number of students, number of faculty, and
diversity of programs an institution. This extremely rapid growth. however, in my
opinion, has brought with it a decrease in the quality of students. faculty, and
programs_ Student quality has decreased as a larger number of institutions granting
graduate degrees compete for students. The lower qualit_ student has become a
lower quality faculty member and is presently fostering lower standards in graduate
education. The result is that on nearly every campus today one finds students
receiving sub standard training in traditional programs and questionable training in
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many new program areas.
Many new programs developed to meet a ris: :g demanc. for graduate education

are offered in areas were there is no bachelor's degree knowledge base to build upon.
It is questionable, in many instances, whether they should be graduate degree
programs at all. This lack of requirer sent for knowledge in the art a from a bachelor's
degree program makes it possible for personnel from these areas to argue for
admission of students with poor undergraduate records since there is nu required
knowledge base. Thus, nearly every student who receives d bachelor's degree can
find sonic program to enter and hopefully receive a graduate degree.

Outside the walls of academia. more and more pressure is applied to incF iduals to
secure a graduate degree to fulfill the requirerne nts for licensing or meeting specific
job descriptions for initial positions or advancement. In some cases a whole
bureaucracy has developed around the requirement for specified credentials for
employment. Once employment is begun, the employee becomes subject to
pressure to enter a continuing education and/or a graduate training program. The
process then goes on ad infinitum.

There is another side to the need for credentials. A greater demand for credentials
has resulted from a failure of practicsaly all institutions in our society (public
education. business. industry. arid government) to develop effective methods of
mea,anng people's ability to do a particular job. the result being that in many cases
they rely on degrees earned to license or give credentials to people in certain
positions. Thus the pressure that would pi eciously haye been exerted by indiv iduals
within their organizations to secure promotion has betn redirected toward high2r-
education, particularly graduate education.

As a result of this outside pressure, educational institutions are finding
themselves more and more in the credential granting business an activity they
have neither the experience nor the organization to carry out. Furthermore.
oftentimes the student is more interested w the credentials, than the education. The
result of this attitude is a further lowering of standards.

Other changes ha% e taken place. New Hints% ativ e programs, such as off campus,
offerings and campus without walls,. have developed to meet societal needs and
group demands. On a short term basis the misfit, ati.sli fur their de% eloptnent was
good and the fiercely ed. harm small. but many of them now pose a .Seriuw, threat to
quality graduate education. Another recent phenomenon has been the establish
ment anew institutions of higher educ., .on whit h grant advanced graduate degrees
in a restricted number of special areas and often operate in a not, traditional
manner. These institutions may or may not possess a campus. a permanent faculty,
or a library, and often will operate over laiges geographic areas. In some cases,
these programs may be compin abh to traditional campus degree pr .grams. and in
other cases not In some tithe:, they mo be of high quality. in many instances they
are of poor quality.

Given this rattle' distta lung situation, what then is to be the rule and scope of the
accrediting agencies? The at crediting agencies, have traditionally focused on two
concerns. educational quality anti institutional integrity What are the strengths and
weaknesses, of the accrediting association in tarry mg out evaluations of educational
quality and institutional integrity? Tie accrediting association's strengths are
derived from their history of past performance. their experience. their freedom of
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expression, and the fact that they arc private. Their weakness in the past has been
their inability to enforce miniroc..ii standards in all programs in all institutions. In
addition, several new problems may develop for accrediting agencies and the,
center around. court judgments, sunshine laws. interaction with the federal go% ern-
meat, and the possible defection of strung members should association standards
become too low.

Accrediting agencies hac e in the past had as members a group of institutions that
were fairly homogenous with regard to studeats, faculty, facilities, and the general
educational deli% ery process. The methods and criteria for e% aluation of educational
quality at member institutions have been based on this horno;r,er.,:ity of institutions.
Their standards may contain some reference to quality of individual graduate
programs, but ir_ general. the evaluation of the inch% idual programs was left to the
member institution.

At my on institution we ha% c a graduate program ev altnitiun process designed to
utilize members of the graduate faculty to snake an evaluation after the program
faculty conduct, a self- study. It may be useful to look at the strengths and
weaknesses of e%aluations as ca.ried out by an accreditation association as
compared with internal e' aluations.

Accrediting Association evaluation of graduate programs:
Strengths Weaknesses

1. National or regional minimum stan 1. Accreditation and,for certification re-
dards applied. quireinents for professional degrees

2. External reviewers should be more may not result in the best possible
objective. program of study and may actually

3. Tendency to concentrate on tangible interfere with programs.
objective data. 2. Accreditation teams may become ad-

4. The threat of external sanctions may cocates which can lead to difficulty in
make it easier to thiplement return local attempts to imp, ov e programs.
mendations. :I. External evaluations often fail to

5. Evaluations should hate greater focus on less tangible variables, e.g.,
awareness of National -,ad Regional leadership. teaching quality, morale.
situations in many instances etc.. which may be serious problems.

4. Exhaustive, detailed study is simply
not possible. Faculty and student im-
pact may be limited.

5. Process is a one-time operation, not
inherently self-correcting.

6. Process dries not always allow for
consideration of idiosyncratic local
needs.

7. Responsibility for selfimprovement
tends to be external. Response in-
volves meeting external criteria and
may not lead to program commit-
ment to improve.

99%
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Internal program evaluation process:
Strengths

1. Broad range of information is covered
(objective and subjective. tangible
and intangible). Wide range of direct
information from people is insured.

2. Considerable depth of evaluation (ex-
cept for research quality) is possibb

3. Process tends to be self-correcting as
it proceeds through several levels of
review.

4. Produces greater involvement and
communication among graduate fac-
ulty of the university and the program
faculty and students.

5. Process can be easily tailored to meet
local needs and conditicns.

6. Allows for detailed followup to insure
continuous progress is made.

7. Does a good job in uncovering leader-
ship and program management defi-
ciencies.

8. Ennurages continual self-evaluation.

Weaknesses
1. Detailed examination of resea. -h

quality is not possible because of lack
of unbiased expertise.

2. Lack of regional and national stan
dards for comparison.

3. External consultants rarely used.
4. Heavily dependent on evaluation

committee quality and objectivity in
proposing recommendations.

It would appear both the institutional internal review process and the accredita
tion review process are useful and the ,trengths of one process might be the
weaknesses of the other. It is also apparent that many of the deficiencies of the
institutional internal review process could be overcome by combining it with an
external process however it administered. Thi, strongly suggests the accrediting
associations should institute as part of the institutional review an evaluation of the
institution's internal review of graduate programs with the option to request
additional in-depth evaluations of programs of questionable quality.

The role of the accrediting association's evaluation of new graduate programs.
whether they be at old member ins itutions or new institutions, is elusive. In those
situations where the program to be initiated is well defined and Standards for a
reasonable quality orogram have evolved either regionally or nationally. the
accrediting associat.on should recriire that the institution meet the standards.
However, wheic e..cirely new programs. new delivery sy stems. or new institutions are
concerned and acceptable standards have nut evoked. it would seem more
approj late to place the program on a probationary states and to defer acceptance to
membership to the institution if it IS their only program. Those programs put in this
category should be carefully reviewed by both .he institution and the accrediting
agency before they are accepted as standard programs approved under the umbrella
of institutional accreditation. Accrediting of new programs and new methods of
delivery of education, as well as new institutions. it. this manner should not have a
stifling effect on their development. At the same time. a definite probation period
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would give time fui careful study to assure that only new graduate programs of high
quality became accepted under the institutional umbrella.

In conclusion. accrediting agencies should assure greater responsibility for
guaranteeing the quality of graduate education and limiting the abuses inherent in
societal demands for "credentializatlon.- They have a new role to play in the
evaluation of individual graduate progiains under tl.c institutional umbrella. Fast.
'hey should work with graduate institutions to make certain that proper program
reviews are conducted on a regular basis at the local level. Second. the accreditation
of new or non-traditional programs should involve. on a routine basis. a period of
probation and careful evaluation before final approval is given.

If these responsibilities are met. the accrediting .igencies can help us to ensure
that t`.. redentials which we is .ue in the form of graduate degrees will have the
value we would all like to ascribe to them.
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Fifth Plenary Session
Business Meeting
Thursday, December 1, 1977, 2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS

J. Chester McKee, Jr.

During the past year, your Executive Committee has been searching for the
natural heading for CGS. We started out by circulating a questionnaire that was
entitled "Issues 1977." This questionnaire was most helpful to the Executive
Committee in preparing our analysis that was pros ided to the membership in a very
brief report published in the CommuniLator. This has been a year of work and we are
very appreciative of the fine staff in Washington for making this pussibb and to each
and all of the members of the various committees, task forces, and those that have
been called on to do extra work for CGS.

Out of the "Issues 1977" questionnaire, arose two special committees. One was
the committee studying membership criteria fur institutional membership in the
Council. That special committee will report to you after this first part of the business
session. They have circulated in accordance with the constitution a recommenda
tioa for your adoption or rejection at this meeting. The second special committe _
was charged with the task of reviewing the structure and function of CGS. This
committee has met and worked very hard this year and has completed a draft
document which has been circulated. The draft report will be discussed later this
afternoon. The committee hopes for an open discussion and free exprP,sion of y our

slings about this important subject.
A particularly activ e committee this year which has made a strung impact all over

the country is the Publications Committee. I would like to call attention to the
membership of that committee. Deans Jacob Cobb. Dexter Whitehead, Wendell
Bragonier, and Shirley Spragg have dune yeoman work this year and lave produced
several very important statements which have been well received throughout the
entire country. Many of these statements have alread:, been reprinted. Several of
the statements and particularly the statement Gradual( Credit. rte ReLognition and
Transfer has evoked much discussion, ..uth pro and con. I was recent]. asked to
address a group known as CAEL which many of you know is the Council for the
Advancement of Experiential Learning. This group has taken great issue with our
statement Graduate Credit_ Its Recugnaion and Transfer. This area is going to be
probably in the next year or two a lively topic for discussion as we aJd-ess the
problem of experiential learning and whether or not credit is provided for
experiential learning or credit Is green for experiences that have been completed
outside of the purview of the academic institution. This one of the many subjects
and problems that confronts CGS and the graduate community today.

We has e had two special projects that are nearing completion. One is the
Gradcost study headed by Dean - Joseph McCarthy anJ Will Garrison. The other, the
"Dimensions of Quality" projcct. was undertaken jointly by CGS and ETS with
Mary Jo Clark serving as the princif.al inv estigatur. We :tau an excellent conference
at Reston, Virginia, on the Dimensions project recently and we expect to come out
soon with results of that conference and the results of the study.
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We have had increased activity in the area of federal relations in response to the
"Issue, 1977 questionnaire. Dr. Ryan has added un to his duties by representing
CGS both over on the "Hie and particularly by working cooperatively with the
other associations at One Dupont Circle. John meets regularly with tliuse
representativ es of the other associations and is aired in on the at ,ties and we hay e
had excellent results.

In turning to another matter. the Executive Committee received a .ter on
October 26 which did shake us up sorneahat. I would like to read that I .ter to you
now.

Dear Colleagues:
I wish to inform you that we have decided to opt for earlier retirement

looking toward mid-1978 rather than the end of 1979.
There will. of course, be final details to be discussed and a firm mutually

agreeable date set. I trust. however. that with this early notification it will
be possible for my successor to be chosen in time to assume responsibility
by August 1, 1978.

I wish to say to you with all sincerity that I have and do consider it a
privilege to have served the Council for what next summer will be eight
y ears. For us these have been personally rewarding y ears. made particular
Iy memorable through the close personal ties we have enjoyed and do enjoy
with the members and officer:, of successive executive committees

The affairs of the Council are in goo shape. It has been and continues to
be a strong force for betterment of the total graduate enterprise.

I pledge my continuing best efforts in the remaining months in the
presidency to keep the many activities of the Council at a high level of
effectiveness and to work with you to provide for an effective transition.

Sincerely.
J. Boyd Page

This is a communication through the Executive Committee from our President.
Boyd Page. which .ve received with great surprise and regret. The Executive
Committee has voted to accept Boyd's request fur early retirement. At the same
timq, the committee has asked him to consider remaining until there Is a decision on
the structure and function question which at do have before us and until a proper
successor can be named. We certainly do not wish to impose on Boyd and Helen. We
appreciate his wonderful approach to this and we ain decide mutually on an
agreeable date. but no later. of course. than mid1979.

We wish to inform the membership that wr expett a search committee to be
appointed that will be in touch a ith can h member institution and ask each member
institution to provide the committee with suggested names fora successor. I would
like to comment that Dr. Page has -served this organization in a exemplary fashion
since 1970. He was formally involved with CGS. both as an Executive Committee
member for three year, and as the President. Chairman Elect and Chairman of the
Executive Committee. He has been intimately involved with the activities of CGS
for a penod of well over twelve Yeats and has had a great hand in shaping the destiny
of this organization. In fact. he had a large hand at the very birth of CGS and we are
indebted to his immense help at that time. Boyd h. been =ry effective with the
other organizations at One Dupont Circle and has viewed t. = rule of CGS as being
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one that is very supplementary and complimentary to the other or I tgan.za..ons by
recognizing that as institutions guided by our presidents. we are incolv ed with many
of the othe- organizations. I would like to say from in standpoint that I think he has
done a magnificent job at One Dupont Circle in Washington and around the world
He has represented CGS in a significant fashion on a numbs. important boards
and commissions in this country such as COPA and GREB. not to niention other
International groups. These ndeav, ors have brought both prestige and recognition
to the Council of Graduate Schools. From a personal btandpuint. 2u. d. I appreciate
the tremendous help that you have given me this year. It would ha% e been impossible
to serve as Chairman of the Executive Committee without your guidance and help.

Returning briefly to one other matter that is simply a personal concern. I do haw e
one comment to make t iyou. It is similar to., story that happened aboard my ship in
the Navy. My little ship was engaged in the activity of supplying radio control planes
for other ships to shoot at. This was an interesting thing and as we had many
VIP's coming aboard. One morning. bnght and early before getting under we to go
out for exercises. we had a brand new commander attempt to come aL 'cad. He came
alongside in a small boat. The coxswain %%us inexperienced and brought the small
boat alongside the Jacubs ladder of this ship. This newly appointed commander
grabbed hold of the acob's ladder but he didn't step off the small boat. So, surely
enough, the boats parted and as they parted he was stretched between the two until
finally his feet slipped off the gunnels of the small boat and he collided with the side
of the ship and down he went. Well. this man happened to be very bald headed. and
when he came up. his bald head was shining and our boatswain's mate looked down.
whacked him with the boathook. and said. 'Go down and come back up again right
side up.

Now, the point of that story is may be we :.ad better take a close look at w hat we are
doing and go to Congress and the federal establishment right side up. I have the
personal observation that we seem to think that we can look to people in Washirv-ton
to turn the crank for us on all activities. We In e in a politic al systcm :Ind I think that if
there is any thing that we have to learn instate unit ersities and working with political
systems is that decisions are made through the political process. This means that we
must have the support of the people who vote and have the power in these positions.
We have to be very careful that we inform our representatives and senators of our
activities and our concern.. and our needs. I am of the opinion that very feu dm in
higher education d. a % er good job in informing our senators and cong-essmen of
what our real concerns are and what we are really doing on .r campuses. I wonder
how many of us have had a senator or a congressman. or better yet. an entire
delegation visit the campus recently to see what we mean when we speak about
discovery of new knowledge. what we mean when we talk about innovations. what we
mean when we discuss des eloping manpower fur fill ore generations. I think if there
15 anything that we ha% e to sell nght now rather d , selling the record is trained
manpower. I think the commodity that we really (di. .J1 best is what Dr. Hackerman
was referring to yesterday and that is hacking away at this great stockpile of
ignorance or selling the idea of innos ation emulating from the graduate community
in the various colleges and universities around the country. We have seen and
discussed with many organizations over the last few Nears the decline of the United
States' position relative to the development of new t et. hnulutz, and innovation in the
world. We have seen the Japanese. the French. the West Germans and others.
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outstrip us in this very important aspect of our economy. It really is a national
concern in that it affects the econom) of this nation. .k t. as the shipbuilding
ineastry was able to sell and make its case to Congress for support to stay in
business through the lean yea. s. just as the steel industry is making its case now. I
think we have an opportunity in graduate education and research to devise and make
a case for the promotion of innovation and the protection of this impo..dtl.rt f aspect of
higher education in the various colleges and univ ersities around the land. In my
opinion, the way to dc this is at the grass roots le% el and not looking exclusiv ely to
Washington.

It is our responsibility in the various states to work with uur delegation and inform
them about this important aspect of the national concern. The CGS staff has a
tremendous opportunity and with the propc.ed expansion of the CGS staff. it is my
hope that one of the prime factors in suet. an expansion will be to help devise the
plans for mounting such an effort and coordinating the activities of the many
institutions of the fifty states so that we may have this grass roots approach.

In concluding, I would like to say to you that I appreciated the opportunity of
serving as Chairman of the Executis e Committee this y ear. I enjoyed the a isuciation
with each of the Executive Commit ee members and wish Dun White the % er best
next year and hope that each of yot will pledge to him your complete support. Thank
you.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

J. Boyd Page

I continue to feel it is a privilege to sere the Council and. for the eig' time. to
report as President. There are. I feel. good things to report.

Since, if present plans are reclized. this may be my last report. there are a few
comment. I should like t, make beyond those normally expected in a report. ihese
will refer mostly to histcry and to activities of the Council. What follows is 'akely to
appear sketchy and lacking in continuity. but I feel btrungb, the constraints imposed
by a full schedule for the remainder of the afternoon.

First to the report:
The affairs of the Council are in good shape our membership mends at an all

time high. It is notable that unlike most other higher education associations we have
lost no more than s:x members since our founding -and in every case the losses
have been for compelling and understandable reasons.

The Council can justifiably claim to represent graduate education in all of its
complexity and diversity and the.-ein he both uur strength ond our challenge.

Our staff is small with one possible exception. in the smalle,t of the associations
at One Dupont Circle:Quality is. howev er. high and I am plea&ed to express sincere
appreciation to Dr. Ryan. Judy Peluso and Ann Evans for the fine work they do in
your behalf.

Our financial situation is sound, at least in terms of adet uate reserves. but you
should be aware that our annual expenditu: es now exceed income, a bltdatiun w Inch
cannot, of course, be allowed to continue. I should remind sou also that onlike
almost every other education association, our membership fees has e remained
unchanged for nine years.
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Your Executive Comra.ttee is hard working and dedicated. It has worked most
effectively under the able Chairmansh...) of Chester McKee both the continuing
and the terminating members are deserving of you: appreciation.

Much of our work is done by committees and task forces on which more than 70
individuals serve. Ours, to an unusual degree is an association of. by, and for
member representatives.

As you have seen, several major activities has e come to completion this y ear
Gradcost, the Dimension of Quality projects, ar,d issuance of .7. most significant set
of position statementsall of which continue to be much in demand. These are
widely accepted as setting standards which quality graduate study should meet

The annual CGS-GREB enrollment survey has just bten completed by Leslie
White, Assistant Program Director of the GRE.* Copies will be as ailable at the close
of this session. This study is recognized and widely used as the most current and
best indicator of trends av ailable. Regrettably , the study rev eals a small decrease :ri
institutional responses-2.4 percent, but overall, 83 percent of the tot..1 CGS
enrollment is represented.

Briefly, at Master's-highest institutions enrollments decreased 1.3 percent
Overall enrollments remained essentially constant but the small difference
was up (by 0.6 percent) rather than down.
First time enrollments showed a 1.1 percent increase this clearly is most
indicative of future trends
The sample for applications was sumew ha less inclusive (from institutions
comprising only 71 percent of CGS enrollment). For these representative
institutions applications decreased by 1.6 percent
Graduate assistants on appointment increased by 2.3 percent overall 16
percent of total enrollment were graduate assistants
Fellowship reappointments increased by 1.7 percent which represents 4
percent of total enrollment
Master's degrees awarded increased by 2.3 percent
Doctors degrees awarded decreased by :3.0 percent

So much for an all too brief report.
Let me now comment briefly on some history not that it is unkncwn to many of

you, but to help put some of our later discussions in context.
There arc a few in this room, myself included. who on the basis of their own

experience can testify that graduate edu. ation of high quality can be and was
conducted with little or no federal support. At that time, graduate education both in
support and supervision Was left to the states. and it is noteworthy that by
compartsu. with today, most institutions enjoyed essential autonomy. Some
eighteen t. v- enty years ago, it be, ame the dearly enunciated policy of the federal
government to expand capability and production of holders of the doctorate,
particularly in the sciences. In effect. the government undertook to buy Ph.D.'s
I must say those of us who were then administering graduate schools responded
with alacrity and soon became addicted to periodic infusions of increasingly large
numbers of d Mars supplied by the different agencies of the goy ernment. You knew
the resultsthe euphoria i...f the sixties rapidly gave way to withdrawal tram la Ten
years ago. an imanriounced decision was made b} the government to, in effect, get

*Editors NoteThe entire survey may be found in the Appendix on page 165
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out of the market and nu longer support expansion or maintenance of the graduate
enterprise.

A dramatic decrease in gradaute student Nub% entiun has resorted. Today one sb
hard put to find one thousand fellowships mailable. A recent study reveals that only
4 percent of the total student aid is now going to graduate students-decreases in
graduate student aid cannot be tracked directly but they have been more than
matched by transfer to programs designed to increase entry at the beginning level of
postsecondary education.

Why labor what is probably obvious not to continue to v iew with alarm but to
emphasize that the reversal ir. federal policy is not only real there IS no indication
that change is in prospect or to hope for new legislation for at least aeverai years. We
should not indulge ourselves in nostalgia or fantasty.

An all too prevalent myth is that a rational. carefully prepared presentation of
graduate education as an essential social resource which it is-as worthy of
support again, which it is -will clearly and rapidly lead to new funding will not.

The prevailing attitude freely expressed -is that graduate education is a good
thing but that there is no evidence that lack of federal subvention is critical since
both total capacity and production are both considered to be surplus. These are
tough arguments to refute.

I have with some reluctance been forced to the conclusion that the processes by
which helpful change might be produced are primarily political and only minimally
rational and this means that measures uf potential votes or the direct pressures and
persuasions that can be mustered out there- will ca.-r} much 9re weight than
presentations in Washington.

A statement made just last week by President Carter promising increased federal
support for scientific reseach is encouraging. particularly fur th /Se of our member
institutions most heavily engaged in research. We should note particularly. h rweuer,
that in the same statement the President mentioned that "we are not trying to
establish or maintain a college aid program

I hope the foregoing will not be taken as indication of a defeatest attitude -I hate
tried only to be realistic. There is much to be done and we need additional staff to
help do it. But if our "pitch.' is that more money particularly for student aid
(excluding specially targeted programs) is essential, our proposals are not likely to
be effective or even to be welcome.

I hope it might prose useful, particularly to those of you who may not consider
yourselves as "old hands,- to give a s ery brief history of how the Council came into
being and what has been considered to he its role in the higher education
community.

Probably no more than four of us here present, Deans Ark. Elberg. McCarthy and
I participated in the action in 1900 61 by the Association of Graduate Schools which
lE d directly to the formation of the Council. An almost equally small number of
deans now present were among the one hundred institutional representatives who
implimented the recommendatious and in 1961 established the Council.

The motivation for the action was that AGS, although representing a major
segment of graduate education, could not truly speak fur all of graduate education -
this was and the central theme. Let me quote from the original report.

. . a national organization is needed (1) to provide a channel through-
which the wisdom and experience of all those most knowledgeable about
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graduate education may be brought to bear, in concentrated add effec tit e
fashion, upon governmental agencies and foundations interested in
questions affecting the graduate schools, (2) to p :de assistance tr) both
the established and the newer graduate echools 'n the working out of new
programs and in the revision of the Processes and procedures of graduate
education, (3) to provide opportunity for a comprehensiv e annual meeting
of representatives of these graduate schools; and (4) to collect and
disseminate information about the country's graduate schools.

It is appropriate that the activ ities and accomplishments of the Council be evaluated
in terms of these objectives.
A few additional quotes from the minute!, of the first meeting of the Executive
Committee of the newly organized CGS may be of interest in light of recent
developmentsremember this is April. 1:361:

It was reported that the AAI: had recent* reaffirmed as vote tv has e a
Washington representative.
It was pointed out that the ACE right be planning to mos e into graduate
education.
Some felt that if the ( until waited too longuntil the AAI: had a
Washington representat.v e and the ACE had expanded into graduate
ed .cat,on it would be extremely difficult for the Council to set up a
Washington office.

It was stated that the fear of the president!, was that deans ,like the me dical
school deans) might assume an independent rule and present themsehes
as spokesmen for higher educationiey,ardless oft 'le a ishtsuf the presidents
or the needs of the total institutions.

I think they say something to us now.
The last quotatior 'eads me to make the following observation. We should

recognize that in representations in Washington. except n a few situations. a
graduate dean will not have as much impact as a president. Maybe it should not be
that way but in our system it operates just that Hay. If this is true. and I have seen
ample proof that it s. the presentations that are made in behalf of graduate
education must be carefully orthestiated with other associations and if it turns out
that the most effective spokesman would be president. preferably one who
happens tv be in the constituency of the Chairman of the hearing ,ummittee. that is
the way the job gets done.

Enough of histon. nuu t,, today it is IA. urthN of note that the strongest !special
interest group in CGS. the deans of he institutions. hasty never. to my
knowledge acted as a group to dominate or control the organization. Furthermu. c.
dues for all member institutions have been kept equal. representation is mull, and
to the best of our abilit, services have been kept equal. A rev ICA of .he composition
of the succeeding executive committees will reveal that all our members
institutions have been well and equally represented.

The purpose of CGS is carefully spelled out in the Constitution we have been
guided by those principles in setting priorities and ma;shalling our limited
resources we have not neglected independent efforts to obtain increased federal
support but we also cooperate with. supplement. and provide inp..it to other
associations in their targeted areas of activity. ThrotiA cooperation. our efforts art
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magnifiedif we were to act independently, except in special cases, we would in my
opinion, most likely be ineffectual and wasteful.

We need additional personnel and stepped-up effort to expand direct services to
our members, to participate more actively with the more than 15 full-time federal
relations experts now covering higher education both broadly and specifically
Special interests of many ;dentifiable sub-groups within CGS are now being
addressedand new personnel are being added. I urge that we increase our efforts
to strengthen our ability to cooperate and supplement.

At the outset I mentioned diversity and breadth of coverage as being both our
challenge and our strengthwe need to target our efforts in terms of a realistic
interpretat ,n, not just on what would be desirable, but on what is probable, in the
political world in which we must operate, to be achievable as well. Furthermore, we
must keep 'n mind that needs and concerns of our 357 member graduate schools are
spread rather widely. Approximately 30 percent of our members award the Master's
as the highest degree. Twenty-two of our member institutions are AAU institutions,
26 hold membership in both Land Grant and AAU, 59 non-AAU institutions hold
membership in Land Grant, for a total of 107 research universities (30 percent of
CGS) represented by one or another or both of these associations which are activ e in
promoting the causes of their member institutions to government and the public.
Similarly, others of our members belong to additional associations which actually
promote the special interests of their member institutions. Finally, all hold
membership in ACE. Altogether this represents a strong and effective effort of
which we are and must be a part.

Summing up I see the Council as an important organization playing a significant
role in helping to shape the graduate enterprise as it responds to emerging social
pressures and individual needs. Additional resources are needed to enhance and
broaden our influence. I belies e that the Council is needed now more than ever
before. As most organizations change, and are now changing in response to
emerging perceptions, the Council too must change biu I do not believe that drastic
change will Le required. Needed changed should be ev olutiunary, , not rev ok,ionary,
and should be directed toward strengthening dnd expanding where necessary, and
toward assumption of new roles as need for such change becomes evident.

I urge that the potential for effectiv eness in representation of whomever will
succeed to the position of chief executive officer, not be diminished by . .esser title
than President. Washington may be unduly concerned with titles and protocol but in
the way things operate in Washington, these are especially important.

I urge that augmented staff be centered not with limited focus on broad sere ice to
our constituency. Relations with the federal government should be prominent but
not, in my, view, dominant. A model of two competent, thoroughly professional
indo, Adm.'s appointed as Vice Presidents, une possibly focusing directly on services
to members and internal operations, the other focusing more on external activities,
primarily governmental relations both fcderul and state and public relations as well,
is suggested. These assignments should nut be exclusive but overlapping and
supportive of a strung President. :t is imperative, I believe, that close cooperation
with other associations which have shared concerns must be maintained.

We do foresee the inevitability of stepping aside for others to carry on and to
build an ever more effective association to keep graduate education strong. That
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time is not yet, however, and we pledge our best efforts to serve effectively and to
work toward a smooth transition at the opportune time.

This is not in any senae farewellI appreciate your continued support and for the
privilege of continuing to serve, and thank you for your patience in allowing me to
express some of my views relating to future directions.

Committee Reports

REPORT OF THE AFGRAD COMMITTEE

Gustave 0. Ark

The African Graduate Fellowship Program has been in existence for fourteen
years, and since it has never made a report to the Council I thought that this was a
good time to do so, especially since there will be some changes in the program this
coming year. AFGRAD was conceived in 1962 and first went into effect in March of
1963. The functions of the committee include the establishment of policies for th.1
award of fellowships to graduate students from African countries studying in
American universities, assisting bi national committees in African countries in the
selection of such students, making the final selection of those who are nominated by
their own countries or by their universities, and placing the students in American
universities.

The program is a combination of three different powers which includes AID of the
U.S. State Department, which supports the African students through their study in
this country, the African governments who supply the international transportation
for these students, and the American universities who become hosts to these
students as they are selected. These American universities are all members of the
CGS.

From March, 1963, through June, 1977, 1,301 students from 33 African countries
have received awards. Of these 1,301 students, 92.3 percent have completed their
degree requirements and receiv ed degrees while 7.7 percent withdrew for various
reasons, either academic or personal. If ae compare that to the like rating figures for
the indigenous American students we find that they are really considerably better
than our indigenous e. Repatriation rates of the students who have completed
their work is 90.7 percent. In other words, more than nine out of every ten of these
African students will complete their work here and will go back to their own
countries where they will occupy positions of importance and prominence.

Throughout fiscal 1977, there were 438 African graduate students enrolled in 104
of our member institutions. Of these, 318 were continuing from the preceding year,
and 120 were new appointees. Graduate deans are always interested in costs, and,
therefore, I will give you cost figures here because I think they are of some
significance. For FY 1977 student costs reimbursed by AID were $2,089,050. This
was expended for the maintenance of these students. That makes the average
program cost per student $4,655. In addition, AID paid ar erage of $1,184 per
student in administrator e costs, which brings the total cost per student to $5,839.
Compared to the cost of maintaining an American student in an American



university, this is relatively low. The contribution of the academic community from
the CGS members who have been host to these students amounted to a whopping
$820,681 in one year. If we average that out over the fourteen years, it means that
the American academic community has contributed between $11 and $12 millicn
to the maintainance of this program. Final:y, the Africar. governments paid an
estimated $191,000 in transportation costs.

So much for the historical situation. Now I come to that portion which is of
immediate interest to us. Beginning with FY 1978, that is this current year,
AFGRAD has undergone a considerable restructuring that was directed the
Congress through AID. The participating agencies are all under constraint now to
carry out the continuation of this program under the new director. In the first place,
nominations by African countries have to be backed up by specific manpower needs
and the acting government must report these manpom er needs to the AID mission in
their ov, n country. The AID mission then submits these figures to AID Washington,
where they are reviewed and then in the consultation with the African American
Institute and with the CGS committee on African Graduate Programs, the
determination is made whether the fit:ds which have been recommended can be
accommodated in American universities. Without going into too much detail, the
manpower requirements for the various African countries will vary considerably,
however, the following fields which will receive the most emphasis include
economics and business administration, engineering, sciences, both physical and
life sciences, agricultural fields, and education. The humanities and fields that do
not represent immediate manpower needs for African countries will not immediate-
ly receive consideration in the further award of fellowships. That has always been
the case, however, we have always been able to make spccial arrangements with the
State Department outside of AAI structure to get a few humanities students into the
picture where they seem to be needed and especially wanted.

REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON GRADCOST

Joseph L. McCarthy

Since the last annual meeting of the CGS in Denver in December of 1976,
substali,ial additional progress has been made toward the CGS "Gradcost" project
goal of estimating costs of graduate programs leading to the degrees of Master and
Doctor of Philosophy by several different procedures at several different univ ersi
ties and colleges.

The Gradcost Study was initiated in 1970 .,th major financial assistance from the
National Science Foundation. The results of this study were published in 1972 by
the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States in the font of three reports.
Two were authored by John Pow el and Robert Lamson and were titled "An
Annotated Bibliography of Literature Relating to the Costs and Benefits of
Graduate Education" and "Elements Related to the Determination of Costs and
Benefits of Graduate Edu ation." The third was written by Joseph L. McCarthy and
David R. Deener under the title ... "The Costs and Benefits of Graduate Education.
A Commentary with Recommendations."
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The Gradcost II project consisted of developing preliminary statements of
procedures and also estimates of the costs for Master's and Ph.D. programs in
Chemistry at two universities. This work was conducted by Joseph L. McCarthy and
Daivd R. Deener with financial assistance from CGS. The resu... have been
summarized in an informal report which was accepted by the Executive Committee
of CGS and filed during 1975.

The Gradcost Ili Study was undertaken in 1974 with raajot financial assistance
from the National Institutes of Health under the policy guidance of the CGS
Gradcost Committee and with Joseph L. McCarthy, University of Washington and
avid R. Deener, Tulane University, serving as Director and Co-director, respec-
tively.

The work proceeded during 1975 and 1976. During the latter year, we suffered
the loss of two of our colleagues, Dr. Steven H. Hatchett of the National Institutes of
Health who almost single-handedly promoted support for the Gradcost project, and
Dr. David R. Deener who ccntributed much to graduate education and to this
project. The ac *vity has been carried out mainly in Seattle at the University of
Washington where Research Associate Dr. William D. Garrison has devoted full
time to this work.

Ext,,iisi.e academic and financial information was collected from some twelve
Caiverse types of universities and colleges in the United States concerning Master's
and Ph.D. programs offered in the fields of Biochemistry, Cell Biology, Chemistry,
Economics, English, Mathematics, and Psychology. Costs were considered in four
categories. "Departmental Costs"-those reflected directly in the departmental
budget; "Support Costs"-those reflecting extra departmebtal institutional support
such as library. student services, plant operation and maintenance, and general
ii titutional and administrative costs, "Student Appointment Costs"-those associ-
ated with graduate student fellowships, assistantships, tuition waivers, etc, and
"Grant and Contract Research Costs."

Cost estimating procedures and computer programs fur carrying out calculations
have been developed and applied to all available data. Writing and review of the
report is nearly finished, and it is anticipated that the Gradcost III project will be
completed by January 1, 1978, and the final report published shortly thereafter.

It is hoped I.:A this study. (1) will help interested persons to understand the
nature and magnitude of the costs of graduate education, (2) will provide generally
applicable procedures by which approximately valid estimates of the costs of
graduate degree programs may be made expeditiously and inexpensively, and (3)
will give some examples of ranges of estimated graduate degree program costs in
several fields.

Comments and suggestion:, concerning, this study and possible application of the
findings will be welcomed and may be addressed to me or Dr. Garrison.

COMMITTEE ON THE PART-TIME GRADUATE STUDENT

Herbert Oyer

Mr. Chairman, the report will be brief since tomorrow we will be presenting a
workshop on the findings of the committee study. The Committee on the Part time
Graduate Student was constituted approximately twu and one half years ago, and
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since that time the membership has changed somewhat and presently consists of the
following. Jan.es McLeod, Assistant Dean, Washington University, Sam Webb,
Dean, Georgia Institute of Technology. Nelson Horn, Associate Dean. University of
Southern California, Alicia Tilley. Dean, :Memphis State Uri-. ersity, , Norman Mintz,
Associate Dean, Columbia University, and myself. Miss Penny Foster of the
National Science Foundation has served in an ex officio capacity as a consultant to
the committee, and Mrs. Barbara O'Kelley of Michigan State has J e n ed as research
associate.

The charge to the commAtee wa , to consider the statute of part-time graduate
student. and the many implications associated with part time study. To fulfill the
charge, the committee developed a questionnaire which was distributed to all the
CGS member institutions. A part-time graduate student survey instrument was
then developed. It was mailed in mid June and achiev ed a 75 percent response rate,
for which we were very gratefa:. The two major problems highlighted by the sure e,
are financial aid for part time students and the lack of institutional information
about part-time students. The final report is being developed with iecomnienda
tions and will be submitted to the Executive Committee in the very near future
Thank you.

REPORT ON THE TASK FORCE ON TRANSFER & EQUIVALENCY

David S. Sparks

The task force has not met during this past year. We feel the ball is in the other
court. We are waiting for more response of the kind you hay e described today from
the membership of CGS. We are quite willing to go hack to work if there is a desire
that we do so.

COMMITTEE ON THE MASTER'S DEGREE

Bernard J. Downey

The chairman of this committee is Dean Dale Comstock of Central Washington
University who as not able to be at this meeting. The ummittee met once during
the summer to der elop a second draft of a proposal to sudpurt a study on the nature
and quality of the Master's degree. This study was envisioned as making use of all
pertinent and existing documents as well as de% clup.ng a comprehensive question
naire to be distributed to the CGS membership. The draft was submitted to the
Executive Committee by Dean Comstock at its recent fall meeting.
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NEW BUSINESS

REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE

Margaret N. Perry

The Nominating Committee this year consisted of Deans Joe N. Gerber, Stephen
F. Austin State University; John Ne llor, University of Nevada; Harry Sisler,
University of Florida, and Albert Yates, University of Cincinnatti, and I want to
thank them all for the help they gave me in this task.

We have three nominees for three-year terms on the Executive Committee
Phyllis Bober, Bryn Mawr College, Beverly Cassara, University of the District of
Columbia, and Paul Albrecht, Claremont Graduate School. Nominated for a two-
year term to fill a vacancy is Earle Canfield, Drake University. Nominated for a one
year term, again to fill a vacancy, are Bernard Downey, Villam... a University, and J.
Knox Jones, Jr., Texas Tech University. Nominees for the Nominating Committee
for 1978 are Giles Brown, California State University, Fullerton, Mary Ann Carroll,
Indiana State University, and James Reeves, Tennessee State University. Mr.
Chairman, this represents the report of the Nominating Committee.

J, Chester McKee, Jr.

Thank you, Margaret. This report of the Nominating Committee comes as a
seconded motion, and the floor is now open for nutninations. Are there any
nominations for the Executive Committee from the floor? All in favor of the
nominations presented by the Nominating Committee say "aye. Opposed. So
ordered. This then has the effect of electing Phyllis Bober. Be v erb Cassara. Paul
Albrecht, Earle Canfield, Bernard Downey, and .J. Knox -Junes. Jr. to the Executiv e
Committee and Giles Brown, Mary Ann Carroll. and James H. Reeves to the
Nominating Committee.

I would like to announce that the Executiv c Committee at it:, meetings on Monday
and Tuesday elected as the incoming Chairman Elect of the Executive Committee
Dr. Robert Knih of Kansas State University. Dean Donald J. White of Boston,_
College moves from Chairman-Elect to Chairman of the Council in 1978.

MOTION FROM RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE

William S. Willis

The Resolutions Committee has three resolutions to bring to you. First, be it
resolv ed that the Council of Graduate School:, express its deep appreciation to J.
Boyd Page for his productw e years of service to the Council and that the Executive
Committee be t mpowered 'u determine an appropriate means of demonstrating this
expression of appreciation.

Secondly, whereas. Deans Sanford S. Elberg, Past Chairman, Joe N. Gerber,
Michael J. Pelczar. Jr.. and Margaret N. Perry have rendered priceless and
invaluable service for the enduring benefit of the Council of Graduate Schools and
graduate education during their tenure as members of the Council of Graduate
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Schools' Executive Committee and whereas. their distinguished intellectual
contributions have been matched fully by their exemplary warmth of feeling,
understanding and wit be it therefore resolv ed. that they be extended the deepest
gratitude and appreciation of their adminng colleagues on the Executit e Committee
with heartiest best wishes for their continued success and happiness.

Thirdly, on behalf of the members of the CGS. the Resolutions Committee it fishes
to express its keen appreciation to all those whose indit idual contributions mode
this 17th Annual Meeting of the CGS such a liv ely and. at times. hammering success.
We wish first of all to thank the man} fine speakers for bringing to us some of the
fruits of their diverse talents and experience. We thank also the v arious officers and
comn.ittee members for their gene -out, and ongoing t +Torts in bringing to such a high
state the art of arranging annual meetings. Finally, we expi ess our gratitude to the
Marriott Corporation fur its cooperation in making atonable to us its impressive
hotel and conference facilities in the historic and gracious city of New Orleans.

J. Chester McKee, Jr.

Thank you very much, Bill. That finishes our business down to the report of the
two special committees unless someone has some item of new business to report.
There being none, I will then recognize Bob Kra, who is chairman of the special
committee dealing with membership criteria.

Robert F. Kruh

Mr. Chairman. this is a Nei) beef report. I will simply depend on the memorandum
of August 23. which was mailed to all tnembership deans. setting forth the proposed
constitutional amendment and additional by laws having to do with criteria for
membership in the Council of Graduate Sr howls. Most of you are familiar with the
fact that over they ears the current language of the constitution is rather quantitatit e
and it actually allows for perhaps a clerk to determine the plans for this provision. A
number of our members from time to time have expressed some desire that a more
qualitatit e statement be incorporated into our t wistitution. and so at the request of
several of the members of the Council, the committee Ads established to propose
new language, that committee cunsistiog of Dean Spnesterbach, University of Iowa.
Charles Nelson, Tufts. James Bartoo. Penn State, George Kunze, Texas A&M. and
myself.

The proposal that we generated is embodied in the memorandum I referred to.
There have been. however, a number of comments resew ed in the Washington offic e
about the language contained in that proposition and so each of you should have a
one-page sheet written in the sort of amended statutory sty le showing some of the
changes which have been incorporated as respon..es to the members suggestions to
the memorandum. Mr. C _airman. I would be glad to answer any questions about this
but would submit this report as a seconded motion fur the consideration of the
Council.
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J. Chester McKee, Jr.

Thank you, Bob. You have all rrceived copies of this with the correct notice.

ninety days before this meeting. There have been minor editonal changes made in

this since that time. To be perfectly legal and within our constitution, I will ask for a

motion that these editonal changes he accepted for consideration before we vote on

the final document. Is there such a motion? All in favor say "aye." Opposed. That

has the effect then of roviding that this document meets the constitutional

requisites. W,: have then before us aseconded motion by the special committee that

this be adopted. Is there any discussion? We have called for the question_ If you are

ready to vote I will out the vote to you now. All in favor of the circulated document as

changed say "aye." Opposed. So ordered.

COMMITTEE ON STRUCTURE & FUNCTION

Dean Robert F. Johnson. Florida State Unive,.sity, serving as chairman of the

Committee on Structure & Function, presented the preliminary report of the

committee to the membership.
The main substance of the report contained seven majorrecommendations which

included the following:
The prese... Executive
Directors.
A new staff position. Associate Direct ,n- of Federal Relations. should be

created.
The position of Assistant Director for Administrationshoulti:ontinue largely

as it is now.
Since income from present membership fees is inadequate for operation of

the proposed expanded Council. an increase in the annual dues was

proposed.
The title of the chief staff officer should he changed from President to

Executive Director.
The Pr' sident of Ct;S should be elected annually by the member institutions

from institutional representatives to sers e as Chairman of the Board of

Directors.
One-half of the Board of Directors should Le elected from the membership -

at -large and one-half should be elected by the four regional associations.

After Dean Johnson concluded his presentation. he and other members of the

committee responded to quest ions from the floor concerning the proposed changes.

Several deans commented on the madvisabilit% of changing the title of the chief

resident executive officer from President to Executive Director.

There was also discussion regarding the framing of an equitable dues structure

policy. Finally, several members commented on the need to delineate the proposed

functions of the staff to prevent overlapping,

The committee members thanked the membership for their comments and

concerns and indicated they would be taken into consideration in the formulation of

the final report. Since the report was presented for discussion purposes. no formal

vote was taken.

Committee should be replaced with a Board of
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J. Chester McKee, Jr.

This brings us now to the final act, and I would ask Don White to please comeforward and let me pass on to him this gift. Don, it is a real pelasure to turn this gavel
over to you, and we wish you a very successful year.

Donald J. White

Time is short, but I do wish to express abiding appreciation to all of the officers ofthe Council with whom I have been privileged to serve these lastyears. My thanksespecially go to Sandy Elbeg. Past Chairman. who is leaving us and is truly a man
for all seasons! To Chet McKee, one of nature... noblemen; to Margaret Perry who
made extraordinary contributions with the Summer Workshop and chaired the
Nominating Committee; to Joe Gerber, a steady source of strength and wisdom; toMike Pe lczar, who is retiring, and will be much missed as a steady source of first-rate
ideas and invaluable advice; and Gail Fullerton. who is leaving us because she ismoving up to Executive Vice President at San Jose. and who contributed so much tothe Executive Committee. I am looking forward eagerly to working with those whoare continuing on the Executive Committee and those newly joining in.

I want to pay special tribute to the members of the Program Committee who
provided so much assistance in developing this N,ar's programPhyllis P. Bober.
Giles T. Brown. Earle L. Canfield. Norman S. Coln Frank J. Hilferty. Benjamin F.Hudson, William H. MacMillan. Peter S. McKinney. Louis G. Pecek. Arnold E.Schwartz. and James G. Traynham.

In closing, may I say that I believe that institutions. no iess than people. are
measured by the majesty of their dreams and the degree of their dedication topurpose.

Therefore. may I suggest that we take the advice of an anonymous author: -Make
no little plans; they have no magic to stir men', bloodmake big plans: aim high inhope and work.

With the cooperation of all. there is no limit to what we can accomplish.
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"Early Bird" Session

Friday, December 2, 1977, 7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m.

GRADCOST

Approximately .fifty persons attended and participated .n a discussion of the
Gradcost III procedures and results which were res iewed in further detail by Drs.
Joseph L. McCarthy and William D. Garrison. Jr.. of the Uno. ersity of Washington.
and Mr. Jess Morgan who is Vice President for Business of T,.lane Unis ersity . and
also retiring President of the National Association o' College and University
Business Officers. Comments and questions ranged 1,w:el) user the whole field of
costs and benefits of graduate education. The procedures for estimating costs
seemed to be of particLlar interest in relation to possible application to compare
departments within a single institution. and also with a system including seseral
institutions. It was noted that the estimated costs for a particul... field s aried rather
widely among departments associated with different institutions. and hope was
expressed that these differences could be correlated, at least to some e A.. nt, with
the characteristics of individual departments.

Almost all of those attending remained present through the session, and many
indicated that they hoped that the final Gradcust III report would be a, ailable
for detailed study.
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Concurrent Workshops
Friday, December 2, 1977, 9:00 a.m.-10:15 a.m.

THE PART-TIME GRADUATE STUDENT

Chairman: Herbert J. Oyer, Michigan State University
Penny D. Foster, National Science Foundation
Sam C. Webb, Georgia In 'Rule of Technology

Nelson T. Horn, University of Southern California
Resource Person: Barbara O'Kelley, Michigan State University

Herbert J. Oyer

Good morning. I am Herb Oyer, Dean of the Graduate School at Michigan State
University. My distinguished colleagues participating in the workshop are Deans
Sam Webb of the Georgia Institute of Technology, Nelson Horn of the Univ ersity of
Southern California, Penny Foster, Acting Director of the NSF's Universities and
Nonprofit Institutions Studies Group, and Barbara O'Kelly, research associate in
the office of the Graduate School at Michigan State University.

The plan of the workshop is to have four brief presentations and to allow some
time for discussion of the implications of data presented. The data, in the main, were
generated by response to a questionnaire that was developed by the CGS
Committee on the Part-Time Graduate Student. The Committee members were
Deans Alicia Tilley of 'Memphis State University, James McLeod of Washington
University. Norman Mintz of Columbia University, in addition to Deans Horn,
Webb, and Oyer. Ms. Foster served as a consultant ,l'o-the committee, and Mrs.
O'Kelly did most of the data summaries and analyses.

Purpose
The purpose of the survey was to determine the status of part time graduate study

across the country in relation to institutional policies. procedures, and attitudes.
Additionally, we v.,re interested in learning about student mix, types of programs
offering opportunities to part time students, lev els at which part timestudy occurs,
adjustments made by institutions to accomodate the part time student,. the
financing of part-time students. and something about the kind of information
institutions have concerning their part time graduate students. In some instances
our findings seem to be rather conclusive, in others they .,imply raise further
questions, whereas in still others there are rather well defined issues that emerge.

Definition of Part-Time Student
For purposes of the study a part time graduate sti dent was defined as "a post

baccalaureate student who is considered to he a part time graduate student (on or
off campus) by your institution."

Instructions
It is important to point out that a suggestion on the front page of the questionnaire

read as follows. In answering this questionnaire please give responses that indicate



a general trend within your instit,Aion. It is not expected that you make a detailed
statistical analysis of units." Thus responses to some questions were estimates
rather than detailed assessments.

The questionnaire was sent to all CGS memtkr institutions. and the response rate
was 75 percent.

As we move along you will see that for most analyses the institutions were
classified into the four types used in other CGS studies:

L Private Master's-granting
IL Private Master's-and doctorate-granting

III. Public Master's-granting
IV. Public Master's-and doctorate-granting

Plan for the Workshop
With its 29 questions, the questionnaire generated a great deal of data. Our plan

today is to highlight those areas of greatest interest from which flow some issues that
deserve further consideration. I shall describe the comparati% e picture of part and
full-time graduate student numbers as a function of "type" of institution, "type" of
program, discipline, and student mix. Ms. Foster will present a comparison of the
overall status of part-time graduate students with those in science and engineering
as shown by the NSF surveys. Dean Webb will discuss faculty. -cademic and
administrative adjustments to the grtm.ng numbers of part-time graduate students.
Dean Horn will present data concerning institutional attitudes towards part-time
graduate students, their financing and some concerns regarding the status of
information about part-timers and their general welfare.

Comparison of Part- and Full-Time Graduate Student Enrollment Through
Time
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FIG I PART-TIME AND Fli...L.TIME GRADJATE
STUDENT ENROLLMENT, ,97I-1976

The participation of part time graduate students has risen dramatically since
1971. You see here the comparison of full and part time graduate students based



upon reports of CGS-GRE Survey data. In 1971 there was a difference of only
12,883 between full- and part-time (51.2 percent part-time). Since then full -time
graduate enrollment has increased only 10 percent whereas part time graduate
enrollment has increased over 30 percent and now accounts for over 60 percent of
total graduate enrollment.

Part-Time Graduate Study and Type of Institution

TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS
1 . PRIVATE , MASTER'S - HIGHEST

11 . PRIVATE , DOCTORATE - GRANTING
III . PUBLIC, MASTER'S - HIGHEST
I V . PUBLIC, DOCTORATE-GRANTING

THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS
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FIG. 2. PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME GRADUATE
STUDENT ENROLLMENT, FALL 1976.

This graph shows a comparison of part time and full time graduate student
enrollment in Fall. 1976. by type of institution. as den% ed from our questionnaire.
As you can see, the tnajority of the graduate students are part tame in all types of
instittitions. The preponderance apart time students is much larger, however, in
master's-highest institutions. where o' et 80 percent of graduate students are part
time, c mpared to slightly ocer 30 percent in doctorate granting schools. An
additional analysis was done of part tune enrollment as a function of urban,
surburban. or small ,twn setting but there were no substantial differences based on
location.



Comparisons of Full-Time/Part-Time Study and Level of Students
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The data on this graph show the part time, full time comparisons according to the
levels of program in which graduate students are enrolled.

a. Non-degree students comprise 17.45 percent of all graduate students
percent of these non-degree students are part time.

b.Master's degree students comprise 61.70 percent of all graduate students. and
63 percent of them study part time.

c. Doctoral students comprise less thai 20 percent of all graduate students, with
nearly 38 percent enrolled part time,

d. Other students, e.g. Ed.S. and D.A.G.S.. etc.. comprise 1.20 percent of all
graduate students, 69.3 percent of these students are part timers.

In summan , then, accord ig to the 1977 sury . part -time students prec:ominate
at all levels of graduate study except ir, 1.,wral programs. Inv. esting1). full-time
doctoral students comprise only 12 percent of total graduate enrollment.

Full-Time/Part-Time Graduate Study: Minorities and Women
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This chart presents some percentage comparisons on the part-time/full time
graduate student picture in relation to minorities and women.

Minoritiec
One can see at a glance that in both public and private institutions and in both

master's-highest and doctorate-granting schools, minority student,-, t..omprise a
larger percentage of the full-time than of the part-time student body.

Women
The situation for female enrollment is more complex In pris ate institutions a

greater percentage of full-time student body is female. while in public institutions
the percentage of women as part-time graduate students exceeds the full-time (50.3
percent part time/39.8 percent full time).

When the analysis is made on the basis of the highest degree awarded by
institutions, the percentage of women among port time students exceeds full-time in
both those institutions offering the master's as the highest degree and doctorate-
granting schools. (Master's-part time. 52.4 percent/full time. 50.6 percent)
(Doctorate-part time: 45.1 percent/full time: 39.1 percent).

Full-Time/Part-Time Enrollment and Disciplinary Area
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FIGS DISCPL'NE AREAS OF PART.TIME VS ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS

This figure compares part tune and full tune graduate enrollments m the various
areas of study.

The lower bar shows a percentage breakdown of the total full- and part-time
enrollments by disciplinary area as per the 1976 77 CGS-GRE Annual Survey. Note
that the field A Education comprises almost un,. third of the total enrollments. The
next highest is Social Sciences inclusb, e of Business. These two areas alone account
for 55.6 percent of total enrollments.

Insofar as part-time study is concerned the responses to the questionnaire
revealed that in 1976. the field of Education accounted for 40 percent and the Social
Sciences and Business jointly accounted for 22 percent. Thus Education, Social
Sciences and Business accounted for 62 percent of all part time students.

Summary

1. Nearly 60 percent of the graduate students in the U.S. attend part tun
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2. The majority of part-time graduate students ranges from slightly over JO
percent in the public doctorate granting institutions to 83 percent in the priv ate
masters-granting institutions.

3. Minority graduate students are more likely to be enrolled on a full -time basis
than their other co`leagues, while women are more likely to be studying part-
time than their male counterparts.

Questions and Issues

1. Should the predominance of part-time graduate students affect budget and
curricular planning? If so how?

2. What are the implications for program quality. if any. in view of the rapidly
escalating part-time graduate student involvement?

3. What implications are there for the traditional statute of limitations and
residence requirements in v icw of rising part-time graduate student enroll-
ments?

Penny D. Foster

Dr. Oyer has set the stage in his description of the CGS survey as it applies to all
part-time students in graduate schools. I will describe the National Science
Foundation's statistics on the graduate science and engineering component.

First, to put these data in perspective they are part of a national data base
maintained by the Division of Science Resources Studies that includes statistics
collected from universities un an annual basis. The university science statistics
program collects science and engineering data on graduate enrollment. employ
ment, and R&D expenditures, augmented by a survey of 14 Federal agencies and
their annual obligations to univ ersities and colleges These surveys of the univ ersity
sector form an important part of NSF's ro:e in measuring the national scientific
enterprise. The charts you were shown on Wednesday by Dr. liackerman in his
leadoff speech were developed within this Division and many of the R&D figures
were supplied by your universities' business offices. As you can see, they form the
basis for the making of Federal academic science policy and as such ace a vital
ingredient in the decision-making process.

The graduate enrollment data collected by NSF are of equal relevance in
measunng the current status of our scientific manpower resources. The Fall 1977
Survey of Graduate Scene Studtra Support and Pustducturals will probably be on
your desks when you return hume, and many of you have already participated in our
quick response survey, the sample of 1,700 departments that is mailed early in the
academic year. As you can see in Chart 1. I has e cons erted the trend data to an index

12 :4
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CHART 1. GRADUATE SCIENCE ENROLLMENT IN

DOCTORATE-GRANTING INSTITUTIONS

BY ENROLLMENT STATUS: 1971 - 76
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format, beware of jumping to conclusions, however. The part -time component is not
larger than full time in science the index chart makes it look that way at first glance.
What it shows is the 30 percent increase in part-time enrollment over the period
1971-76, as compared with the 10 percent increase in full-time enrollment, growth
that parallels the national totals shown earlier by Dr. Oyer. Be sure you understand
that we at NSF are keeping track of only about 80,000 science/engineering part-time
students out of the nearly 400,000 being surveyed by the Council of Graduate
Schools. Note the slowing down in recent years of this race of growth, and begin
thinking of your own university's experience in this regard that you may wish to
share with us later.

CHART 2.

PART-TIME

ENROLLMENT IN

INSTITUTIONS OF

HIGHER EDUCATION:

1971 - 76

;PIACI PoADONAL 50INC( ANJ
eAtIONA1 ClNitt ror ttiKATIOti STATISIKS

In Chart 2 I have shown, again in index terms, he 1971 -76 growth in part-time
enrollmc,at in alllev els of higher education and in all bzademic fields, as reported by
NCES. Science and engineering enrollment on a part time basis grew at about 30
percent while all part tiu.e enrollment grew at about 50 percent ov er the period. The
downturn on the top line is illustrated further in the next chart, (Chart 3), showing
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CHART 3. CHANGES IN PARTIME GRADUATE

ENROLLMENT: 1974 - 76
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part-time graduate enrollment in all fields down nearly 20 percent between 1975
and 1976. This turnaround at the graduate level also affected the science and
engineering componentwith a severe drop in the growth rate. Sharing with us your
similar experience at your institution would be most help;ulto NSF in its monitoring
of the scientific manpow.ar supply.

CHART 4. PART-TIME GRADUATE SCIENCE ENROLLMENT IN

DOCTORATEGRANTING INSTUTUTIONS BY FIELD: 1971 AND 1976
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The shift in scientific emphasis is shown on Chart 4. In 1971, a heavy enrollment
of engineering graduate students on a part-time basis was evident, by 1976 there
was a shift to the life and social sciences. As industrial support of engineering
students phased ou.. they apparently shifted to other fieids. and many did so at their
own expense to improve their academic credentials and ensure a better chance for
employment.

This survey's response rates have been traditionally excellent, bordering on 100
percent of the Ph.D.-grsnting institutions surveyed. To relieve your reporting
burden somewhat. future plans call for alternating between a short survey
questionnaire one year and a more detailed one the next. This will allow NSF in the
off year to provide more in the ..,ay of analytical reporting that draws on several
sources of material for insight into the dynamics of our scientific manpower
resources.

On the table before us there are sets of tabulations from o.r 1976 survey for you to
take with you. Let me know 'f we can serve your data needs in any way. We have



recently published a Data User Guide that describes the data tapes for all of our
university surveys and I'll be glad to send it to you on request.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity of describing our program and will turn the
program over to Dr. Webb for further discussion of his survey results.

Sam C. Webb

In this part of our presentation, we will report data concerning the number and
nature of programs for part-time students.

To accommodate these students, a number of schools either provide separate
tracks within programs designed for full time students (8.2 percent) or programs
designed especially for part-time students (49.8 percent). If we consider all these
together, after correcting for overlap, we can see from figure 6 that 53 percent of all
schools responding have some kind of special program for part -time students.
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FIGURE 6 SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR PART-TIME GRADUATE STWY FALL 1976

While 32 percent have special on-campus programs. it is clear a greater
proportion of private than public institutions ha% e such programs 44 percent LS 27

percent.
Thirty-three percent of all institutions ha%e off campus programs. More public

Ph.D.-granting institutions (41.3 percent) provide such programs than do the other
three type institutions (approximately 25 percent each.)

While not shown on the chart, approximately 30 percent of all institutions have
some kind of restriction on ur du not permit part time study in one or more
programs.

As the data in this chart also show, 33 percent of these special programs have a
professional orientation, while 11 percent ha%e a research orientation. This fact is
furthe. emphasized by the distribution of special programs among disciplines. Thus
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the largest percentage of programs is in Education (20 percent), the next largest
percent is in Business (15 percent), followed by the social sciences with 14 percent.
In contrast the percentage is comparatively small in the remaining disciplines
percentage in Business (15 percent), followed by the social sciences with 14 percent.
2 percent for physical science, and 1 percent for psycholoo.y.

For most all disciplines, there tends to be a larger nun,be, of special off campus
than on-campus programs. This is especially true for Business and Education.

Of special note is that some institutions (15.4 percent) rept..t that all or most all
programs are designed for part-time study.

As the data in figure 7 show, institutions make a variety of arrangements to
accommodate part -time students. Thus 86 percent of all institutions report efforts
to provide convenient scheduling. Examples of types of scheduling, ,ed include
evening and weekend classes (82 percent), weekend short courses (26 percent),
short courses meeting daily (34 percent), and to a lesser extent (12 percent) a v ariety
of other arrangements, such as summer programs.
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While a wide variety of formats and approaches for presenting programs were
reported, as you can imagine, the seminar and lecture methods were must frequently
mentioned-82 percent.

Inquiries as to whether there are differences in academic ur other requirements
for part-time students showed that 16 percent of responding institutions reported
differences for part-time students in regular programs, while 41 percent of 91
institutions with spe .ial programs reported differences. Fur the must part, howev er,
these differences relate to relaxed residence requirements (28.6 percent) and
expectations that part time students will take a longer time to complete a degree
(12.1 percent). However, some differences in academic matters were noted in such
areas as admissions standards (18.7 pei cent), course requirements and comprehen
sive exams (12.1 percent each) and laboratory requirements (11.0 percent). Few
differences in regard to transfer credit were reported (5.5 percent).

As .night be expected, the enrollment of part time students dues lead to the
employ r,ient of additional faculty by at least 40 to 4 percent of institutions enrolling
such students. Part-time faculty tend to be added for teaching special part time
programs (C8.9 percent c..s 35.1 percent), while inure full .nve faculty appear to be
added when part-time students are enrolled in regular programs.
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Figure 8 relates to the frequency with which special administrative arrangemeats
are made for special tracks and programs for part-time study.

.
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For each type institution the data show the Dumber of institutions that reported
sI ecial tracks or programs, and the number of these that have new administrative
arrangements on campus, off campus and both un and off campus. Here new
arrangements are defined to include such items as separate administrativ e units, the
evening college, different application procedures, and on site registration, fee
collection, and counseling.

Tn 42Tn-stitutions reported-they had special pro-grams ur tracks. Of these 50
percent reported some type of new administrative arrangement. The percentage
varies somewhat among types of institutions. For example, 63 type IV institutions
reported special programs. of which 54 percent had special administrative
arrangements. Fifty-eight percent of 26 type III institutions reporting special
programs had special arrangements. Forty -three percent of 33 type II institutions
reported special arrangements. But only 11 percent. or only one. of nine type I
institutions noted special arrangements.

The next graph relates to the use of institutional services and facilities by part-
time students.
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As can be seen, 54 percent of all institutions repurted limited ur nu use of av ailable
health services by part-time students. Thirty -three percent reported limited or nu
use of psychological or educational counseling services, (In this connection we also
found that very few institutions seem to have counseling or other advisory ser ices
specifically for part-time minority students.) Little or no use of library facilities was
reported by 26 pecent. Eighteen percent reported no use of laboratory space.
Thirty-two percent reported little ut au use of recreational or cultural facilities.
though as will be seen the percentage reported vary widely amung institutional
types. Finally, 14 percent reported little or no use of administratis e ser. ices. such as
placement services, consultation in the Dean's office. and so on.

Data related to participation in various types of governance activities, such as
faculty and senate committees, graduate student council and departmental
committes were quite varied and hence difficult to summarize briefly. In general
slightly less than one-half (47 percent) of the reporting institutions indicated full
participation was permitted by part-time students. Between 30 to 40 percent
reported part-time students are eligible but seldom serve. Seven percent reported
they are not permitted to serve on department committees, 13 percent said they
were not permitted to sere on the graduate student council. and 28 percent said
they are not permitted to sere on faculty or senate committees. Unfurtunateb we
have no data for full time students with which to compare these percentages.

While time does not permit a full discussion of the data just presented, they do
raise a number of questions worthy of consideration. For example.

1)What further (if any) adjustments of academic_ programs need to be made to
accommodate part-time graduate students?

2)Do part-time graduate students, in both un and off campus programs, have
sufficient access to regular full-time faculty fur course work and for advising?

3)Should educational and psychological counseling services be more accessible
to part-time graduate students? How?

4)Should part-time graduate students he brought into fuller participation in
institutional governance activities? How?

5)Are additional counseling or other services needed fur part time minority or
female graduate students?

Nelson T. Horn

This survey attempted to collect nut merely statistical information but also to try
to gather some impressions concerning institutional attitudes toward the part-time
graduate student. We wanted also to try to make come assessments about areas
which may be ignored or neglected in our consideration ur nonconsideration of the
needs, performance, and achiev ements of part time .students. Finally, we thought it
might prove interesting to discover some of the things we d not know about our
part-time students. As you have already heard, there are large numbers of part time
students in our graduate schools and they represent a wide variety of persons,
programs, and arrangements. We should. therefore, pay close attention to them.

One way of getting at the question of institutional attitudes toward the part time
student is to ask how many institutions actively seek to enroll such students. Jur
results show that 69.5 percent of all isChuols do actively seek part time students.
Over 87 percent of the master's- granting institutions replied yes to this question.
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They represented :17 percent of the respondents. The private doctoral granting
institutions responded yes, 60.3 percent, and 63.1 percent of the public doctorate
granting institutions replied yes. Interestingly, a larger proportion the public
doctorate-granting institutions report soliciting part-time students although a
smaller proportion of their enrollment IN part time. It may be that interest in Cie part
time graduate student is increasing in these schools and that future surveys will
reflect this trend.
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We asked some specific questions about the importance of part-time graduate
programs to the institutions. We hate prepared a graph which summarizes these
data in a slightly different format than that found in the formal report. The
measurement scale we used was. very important. not very important, and
unimput tant. Of course. these questions arc NOITILMLIt in the patriotism category
and we might expect fairly high assertion rates of "very important.- But as you can
see from Figure Iti t here are 'unit: differences among the ty pes of institutions. When
broken down between !Arift and private institutions. the responses are fairly
uniform. although public institutions respond a bit more often in the "not very
important" category on the questions of institutional goals and societal needs. It is
interesting to note. however. that the public schools cJn.....ler that in five years the
rule of the part -time graduate student w to be somewhat greater than it is today. The
pn ate institutions. on t he her hand. show only a slight increase. When comparing
master's- and doctorate-granting institutions. the gap in peiceist :;:iportance is.
perhaps not surprisingly. 'miler greater, diva being a 20 pert ent spread between
them on the question of the importance of part time students 6 institutional goals.
When projecting into the future. the gap between master's and doctorate-granting
institutions begins to narrow quite a bit. The forme: regard the future part time
student as "s ery important- at the rate of 96 percent and the latter at t lit rate of 84
percent.

Another way of trying to learn something about institutional attitudes is to ask
whether part-time students are worth Lot hc lig about. Thus. we asked about
attrition rates. academic achievement. and research quality. Figure 11 displays
some of the information we gathered. Most reporting institutions found no
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appreciable differences in rate, of attrition between full and part time students.
There is a remarkably high agreement that the academic achievement of part time
students is the same as that of full -time students. This may be related to the fact that
very few institutions report different standard:, of admission. thus implying little
difference in the quality of part- and full time students. It should be noted, tame% er.
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that several institution:, claimed that pat time students are not enrolled in
programs requiring research. Those which did suggest an infenor research product
among part -time student. Indicated that it i, because such students rarely conduct
research or write a thesis, that they du not hav e enough tune to get deeply involved in
research activities. and, that they get less supers, isiun than full-time students.
Again, the only really noticeable d:fferences in response dit litt%trLt. master's- and
doctorate-granting institutions un the issue of attrition. These institutiulis repurt nu
appreciable difference between full and part time students at the rate of 31.3
percent.

While it appears that in general the part time student receives most administra
five services on a par with full time students, there IN one very large and important
area in which they seem not to do very well and that :, financial assistant e. We asked
a detailed questton about this matter, and Figure 12 illustrates our findings.
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Generally speaking, financial assistance is much awls readily available to master's-
granting institutions than in doctoral granting institutions. Because of its complexi-
ty, the data are shown in composite form on the slide, but you Jhuuld bear in mind
the large differences in eligibility between the master's and doctorate-granting
institutions. In well'Over 50 percent of doctorate granting institutions, and up to 84
percent of them, the part-time graduate student is not eligible at all for fellowships
or scholarships, teaching assistantships, research assistantships. or traineeships.
Tuition waivers are unavailable to such students in 55 percent of public doctorate-
granting institutions. Only loans are available either full) or proportionally to
academic load to part time students in the majority of the types of schools. Even
this form of aid is denied to nearly 22 percent uf such students in the total picture. It
is easy to see, then, that while nearly 70 percent of all schuuls activ el) seek part-time
students, they most certainly do not provide compar.bie financial aid. It may be that
as levels of federal support decline without a commensurate increase in other
sources, the doctorate-granting institutions and perhaps ss,me of the master's-
granting institutions, really are activ ely seeking more self-supporting student, who
of necessity are more often enrolled only part-time.

Our survey tried to assess something of what we don't know about the part-time
graduate student. Five of our question:, listed as one response alternative, "don't
know" or its equivalent. The pattern of these response:, reveals some interesting
information which we have summariLed on the final chart. The master's granting
institutions chose this respon a rate considerably less often than the doctoral-
granting institutions. We referred earlier to academic achievement, the qua:ity of
research product, and attrition rate. Here we see, however. that significant numbers
of graduate deans felt they had to respond "don't know." Ov er 43 percent of them at
doctorate-granting institutions responded thus un the question of attrition rates,
well over 38 percent on the question of research quality. and between 26 and 36
pe-cent on the issue of academic achievement.
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We asked if there w as feedback from employ ers concerning the possible effects of
graduate btucts, by part time students on their performance as employees. Eighty
two percent of our respondents said they had nu knowledge of possible effects.
Sixty -seven percent did nut know how many uf their part time students might be
receiving educational or job-related benefits from their employers.

Some conclusions from these data are fairly obv ions. The importance of part time
students in graduate programs will remain high. A large majority of institutions
actively seek the part time student. An even higher percentage of graduate deans
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regard part time students as important in meeting present institutional needs, and
their importance in this area is likely to increase in the future. It appears also that
part-time students usually perform as well as full -time students, but this conclusion
has to be tempered with the observation that many of us simply du not know how
they compare.

These data also raise a number of issues which should be of concern to graduate
deans. Should a greater proportion of financial aid gu to part time students and what
forms should that aid take? Should Federal restrictions un financial aid to part time
graduate students be relaxed and how should this be done? Is there sufficent
communication between graduate St huul s and other segments of society, par titular
ly the work world, when it comes to understanding and providing for the needs of
part-time students? Last, and of course a perennnial kind of question for us all, do
the deans of graduate schools hav e enough inf =lotion un their part time students
and how do we get. it?

Thank you for your attention. We would be pleased to hear your comments and
questions.

Discussion

Barbara O'Kelly

Several questions arose during the discussion pointing to a need for additional
information regarding the education of part-time graduate students.

There is an obvious need to distinguish between several categories of part time
graduate students (e.g., on-campus Ls off campus. holders of assistantships Ls
those with outside employ ment, those making steady progress towards a degree Ls.
intermittent students) and to explore the status and problems associated with each
group.

More study is needed of those institutions w.th large majorities of part-time
graduate students, both to discover the special problems they have and to explore
solutions they have developed which may be relevant to other institutions with
expanding part-time enrollments.

The role of professional programs in part time graduate education also needs
further investigation.

Two particular issues were brought up, but unfortunately time constraints did not
allow full development of discussion of possible solutions.

Given the much different age distribution of part time graduate students, what
admissions standards should be used for them? A grade point average of twenty
years ago hardly seems relevant. One response was that at (east some programs
which have relaxed admissions standards for older applicants have found these
students to perform very well, perhaps because they are more highly motivated.

Gruen the confirmation by the present study that part time graduate students
have limited access to many institutional services and facilities, how can part time
graduate students recoup a fair share of their act ity fees? At one institution, these
students determined their proportion of the student population, deruarided and
received that proportion of the fees, and used the money fur supportive services
such as typists for graduate students.
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RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION ISSUES FOR GRADUATE DEANS

Chcirman: Eric Rude, University of Wisconsin-Madison
John Hitt, Bradley University

William Koehler, Texas Christian University
Albert Yee. California State University. Long Beach

Eric Rude

I am pleased to be chairing this workshop on "Research Administration Issues for
Graduate Deans" and to have this opportunity to introduce the panelists to you

These persons represent an excellent cross section of institutions, experiences,
and responsibilities.

Albert -Yee, -the Graduate -Dean at-California State University, Long Beach, is the
"old hand" having been a dean for five years, and represents a public. state-
supported institution.

Bill Koehler, Acting Dean of the Graduate School at Texas Christian University,
is "new" to the game having been in office about five months and represents a
private university.

John Hitt, Vice President for Academic Affairs at Bradley University, will look at
the role of the Graduate Dean in research activities as viewed from "higher up" in
the university administration. John previously served as Graduate Dean at Texas
Christian University.

Prior to their actual presentations, let me state that w have all agreed that the
administration of the programmatic and policy aspects of research activities
shouldif at all possiblebe under the aegis of the graduate school since research
impacts so directly and significantly on the quality of graduate education.

John C. Hitt

As we have doubtless reminded colleagues, tin. general public and ourselves on
numerous occasions, the three time-honored missions of the univ ersity are teaching,
research, and public service. I hope you will indulge me in the platitude that we
should judge our organizational framework, our procedures, and our policies
according to how they serf e these ends. Thus, as a chief academic officer my concern
must be that the university work toward the fulfillment of these missions, rather than
satisfy my own or anyone else's notion of what would be most coaganial to, or would
work best for, any particular office or would be most satisfying for any particular
point of view of what the university should be. So if it can be shown that in a
particular university it is best for research policy to be set and research
administration to be done in the business office, the development office. or
independently by each of the colleges, schools, or departments, then I would have to
support such an arrangement as the best way of meeting that university's over riding

objectives.
Having said the obviousa halm which I have found increasingly useful as I get

farther and farther from the classroom and laboratory let me now say that having
worked in universities where research administration is done to varying degrees in
all of the ways I have enumerated abov e, I hay e come to favor a strong inv oh ement of
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the graduate school and a key role for the gra& ite dean in the development of
policies governing research and in the administration of research. In the remarks
that follow I shall attempt to elucidate some of the reasons that I have come to this
view.

Indeed, we have already heard today some of the key arguments for this position.
and I shall not try to recapitulate presentations ably made by Doctors Rude, Yee.
and Koehler. But let me mention some of my strongest reasons for arguing that the
university (not just the graduate school) seems to benefit most if research is
administered through a system in which the graduate dean is heavily involved in a
key policy-making role. First, the teaching and public sere ice goals of the univ ersity
are impacted significantly by its programs of research and advanced study and by
the policies which govern them. Fur this reason. it is important that the graduate
dean, as the representative of programs of advanced study. be involved in the
formulation and administration of policy governing research. Secondly, there is a
clear need for a centrality of view of anything so clearly important-as the research
activities of the univ ersity, and the graduate dean is a central administrator forced
by the complexity of his or her role to take a comprehensive view of the university
or that graduate dean will surely perish. Third, the graduate dean is in almost all
instances a faculty member doing administrative work. As such, the dean has the
educational experience, and (we hope) the temperament to be attuned to the
educational impact of programs, and their implications fur the total enterprise of the
university and for its key assets, which are its faculty and students. Without
belaboring this point, let me offer one example of its true importance. Any univ ersity
with even a modicum of research activities funded by outside agencies must develop
a policy on released time and a policy on cost sharing.

Who will do this if not the graduate dean or his designee? In cases the person
who does this by default of the graduate dean ur the central administration will be a
bachelor's degree level accountant who has become a controller ur research
administrator or a development tail. ei assigned to "foundations. governmental
relations and research support.- Now in a giv en instance this may work passably
well, but in most cases it will no' In no case is it all likely to lead to a coherent policy
which effectively encourages faculty members to seek support fur research and
graduate study And if such support is nut sought, then the research and advanced
study programs of the university will nut be as robti a or even in most eases as
attuned to the perceived needs ()ism iety as they might and should be. In thinking
about auditors and accountants as policy makers. I am reminded of a definition
which someone gave me of an auditor a soldier who marches bravely onto the
battlefield after the battle is fought and shoots t he w minded. I i eally du not want that
mentality, or even an auditor of enlightened mentality. defining research and
advanced study policy in my institution. I know that in man,, areas I am heavily
dependent on auditors and accountants. but they should not make educational
policy for an ins:itution.

Let me return to the point that I made at the outset of these remarks. namely, that
any administrative arrangement should he judged by hum, it aids our work toward
university goals toward the furtherante of teaching. researc h. and public ser. ice.
If we view administrative policy the way we view any biological social system, we
conclude that to a large extent its features determine behavioral outcomes. Faculty
and students are nu less sensitiv c than we to the t ont Ingenues at work to shape their
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behaviors. If those contiagencies do not pros ide support for the maintenance of
vigorous programs of research. should we be surprised if such programs are un our
instit .::anal endangered species list? In thinking of my own institution and its needs
;xi the area of research policy and administration, I was mot ed to consider the
following: (1) If I wanted the accounts of a new unit ersity ned corporation to be
structured to the full satisfaction of an external auditor. I would hire a good
accountant; (2) if I wanted $100,000 to offset an athletic program deficit, I know the
development officer I would try to hire, (3) if I want, as I do, a rigorous research
program at Bradley, I know to whom I should turn for that. They are not the same
people.

The kind of person who would structure a set of policies and procedures so that
perceived rewards are suitable :or faculty and student efforts is not likely to come
from the university's accounting office or from a development office. Again, there
are doubtless exceptions to this rule, but I would stick to the generalization offcrec:
several times above. one is most likely to find such a person from the ranks of faculty
who have gravitated toward administratit e assignments. By t irtue of the centrality
of the graduate school in most unit ersities and the necessary breadth of sew which
this requires of a gidduatc dean, he of she is almost uniquely qualified to put sue the
goals which I have envisioned above. To be sure, many graduate deans will find it
necessary to designate someone other than themselt es to perform this role, but it is
dearly advantageous that administration of the university's programs of adt anced
study and research be wed to assure harmony between them. So, in sum, I have
reinforced f :om a slightly different approach the dews outlined by Dr. Rude in his
opening remarks and by Dr. Yee and Dr. Koehler.

In conclusion, let me offer a few cauticnary notes to graduate deans who are
attempting to structure their offices and their roles to sere the objectit es of the
furtherance of good research policies and the enhancement of exti timurally funded
research on their campuses. My cautions would include the following.

(1) Do not bite off more than you are prepared to chew some offices "grab'
policy enforcement and then find it is something they are just not willing todo.
Nothing is more frustrating than someone who insists that it :6 hi., or her
prerogative to do some vital task and then refuses to do it! Su unless you are
willing for the graduate school to become an accounting office and to de, so
cheerfully and well, do not insist that all agency accounts be kept in your
office. Insist that they be kept well. but do not fall into the small minded bap
of assuming that nothing can be done well if it is not done by you of sotneone
under your direct control.

(2) Take very seriously your obligation to represent faculty interests to the other
members of central administration and your fellow deans and to inform
facu' adequately of expectations and obligations which flow the other way.

(3) If you enter the game, learn the techniques of play and the rule l'he National
Council of University Research Administrators, t! CGS. and other organs
zations to which you can and should belong, if you ale in the research policy
business, provide many opportunities to learn iron techniques of promoting
and administering research programs. If you define your role in your
institution as being a key member of the research policy administration team.
then you must take time to !earn this role well If you do not, you will soon lose
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the respect of your colleagues in the administration as well as the faculty
you will expose your university to some very real risks.

(4) Most importantly, make a sincere effort to establish mutually supportive
relationships with other deans. Your job is different from theirs and they are
at times your competitors. But it is exasperating to all to see programs
founder on personal conflicts. Time spent in getting to know your colleagues
and in defining for them your view of y our role in *he furtherance of research
can reduce the possibility that contention between you and other deans over
questions about who sets policy or who monitors performance can result in
proposals missing deadlines or in endless memo wars between sev oral parties
concerned in filing a simple report.

(5) Finally, at the risk of being judged guilty of special pleading, I would urge that
you give your chief academic officer a reasonable chance to support you. Find
opportunities to inform him or her of your programs and their opportunities
and possibilities when you are not immediately and directly seeking the chief
acadtunic officer's assistance. Perhaps I am overindulging my habit of saying
the obvious, but remember your on experiences. None of us likes the time
waster who makes repeat ed appointments to discuss trk alities of the person
who never shows up without an emergency which must be dealt with within
the next fifteen minute,. In the interstitial spaces between those roles is the
person who keeps us adequately. but not exhaustingly informed, who is a
knowledgable and independent member of the team. who is a nanager
who is seldom (or at least not repeatedly) surprised by Jictable
developments. Offices do not make .tensions. people do. And unit, .anately,
in most univ ersity -ley el offices decisions are made in situations where the
people involv ed know that their knowledge is incomplete. In such cases trust
and respect for the person putting a decision or recommendation before us is
of great importance. So help the chief academic officer to reach the
conclusion that the graduate dean is an obvious choice for research
administration and polity dev elupment by letting the person see the issues as
you understand them. If at all possible. give the chief academic officer a
chance to form conclusions befort here is d i eat emergency or great pressure
for immediate decisions. And i en, ober that a decent chief academic officer
will insist upon a systematic (pei haps even real "systems") approach to
policy development in pursuit of the ba .ic goals of the university. He or she
will insist on seeing how each elenk at of policy works to foster or to impede
progress toward the attainment of the 11111, ei goals of providing good
teaching. research and pubic service.

William H. Koehler

Any Institut um involved in graduate plow aninung must be inv olv ed in research
because research is an integral pact of this educational process. R gal dless of the

pe of Institut ion or the ley el ofeffortatthe Ism ut ion. I belie% e t here are four main
concerns in the area of research ion winch should be addressed by the
administration of the .nstitution. These are as follows:

Maintain and f'- der dev clop an env nonment which is supportive of research
Provide services needed by the faculty to pursue scholark activity.



Provide faculty with specific programming to enhance their knowledge of
funding opportunities and grants policies and stimulate their interest in
extramural funding.
Protect the university from disallowances resulting ft om nun compliance with
regulations.

One important consideration a graduate dean must confront is the or ganization :

the research administration function within the institution. This is of critic.,:
importance because the graduate dean is responsible for graduate education. whirl,
is dependent upon restat ch. Although there are numerous models of research
administration, TCU's administrative structure has proved quite successful for an
institution of our size and let el of funding. The organizational stnicture is as follow,.

Research administration. excluding the accounting function. is
the responsibility of the Dean of the Graduate School. who
reports to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, the chief
academic officer. The Director of Research Coordination re-
ports to the Dean of the Graduate School. The accounting and
auditing function of research administration is a component of
the Business Office. There is a close working relationship
between the Business Office and the Director of Research
Coordination.

The Director of Research Coordinatitm 1) maintains a research administration
library and disseminates information concerning potential funding. '21 acts as a
con,ultant to faculty members on proposal preparation tw it h part lcular emphasis un
the budget preparation). 3) advises the graduate clean on regulations and research
policy matters, 4) reviews proposals. 5) is an administrative member of and the
dean's representative to various unit ersity committee, with research issues
such as the committee on safeguards of human subject,. unit ersity research
committee, etc.. and 6) supervises research support functi,ns ,uch as research
property management and the various technical shops.

The graduate dean is an administrative official 1) authorized to sign for the
university for grants, however. contracting authorization 1, maintained at the vice
chancellor level. The Dean of the Graduate School also has 2) final authority on the
level of cost-sharing, 3) administers financial aid lincluding that from giants and
contracts). and has a 4) discretionary account to support re,earch activities.

Assuming the organizational structure is v sable for the conduct of research. two
paramount concern:, must be considered. 1) How does one increase funds available
for research and program development, and 2) How does one pi ()tea the UM% 4.. .ty
from disallowances 01 adverse litigation? hi my °potion, extramural funding will
increase if the research administration office adopts a posture of service and if
sufficient incentives are made available to the faeulty Any testa' ch administration
structure which creates a barrier to the submission of propo,als and;ot the conduct
of research will discourage the faculty. The faculty must believe and it must be
demonstrated that the Office of Research Administ: ation i, intere,ted, will assist.
and would welcome the opportunity to help them.

What are some of the services which can be Pk l/ aled to faculty to aid them in then
solicitation of extramural funds?

1)Provide current and accurate information Involving potential funcling sowces
directed to specific faculty members.
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2)Aid in proposal preparation, particularly the budge,. in draft stage.
3)Expedite proposals through the signature process.
4)Act as a liaison between faculty and he agency to establish initial contacts.
5)Prot ide travel funds for faculty to r. EQt and discuss funding opportunities with

appropriate agency contacts.
6) Act as a liaison between the faculty and the accounting office of the university.
What are some of the incentives which can be used to stimulate the faculty's

interest in seeking extramural funds?
!)Summer salary. Graduate and Post doctoral stipenas, equipment. etc.. all of

which are items of allowable cost from grants or contracts.
2)Continuation of "seed money" from the University.
3)Selective use of discretionary ft nds to productive faculty members.
4)Merit leaves.
))Return of academic year released-time monies to the unit.
How does an Office of Research Administration pr :ect the University?
1)A person in the academic. component of the Unit, must he very familiar

with Federal regulations. I think it is important that this person be in the
academic component because such a person genet ally is more in sympathy with
the faculty member's needs and can perhaps figd 1k114:, of interacting with the
agency to circumvent apparent obstacles created by regulations.

2)A person must lie sumo that the committee structures and policies of the
University are in compliance with Federal regulations.

In conclusion, let me say that our office consists of a Dean of the Graduate School
(and President of flit, Re.st:art h Foundation). an Associate Dean of the Graduate
School. a Director of Researh Coordination. and four secretaries. During our last
fiscal year we submitted proposals totalitig S' million and administered appicxi-
mates $.3 million in extramural fundir ruin Federal. State. and a few private
foundations. To date this year. from June I, 1977. to Nov ember 30, 1977, we have
submitted 46 pi oposals requesting a total of $5.1 million. This let el of activity is at a
University offering d variety 4,f Master's degrees and Ph.D. degree- in chemistry.
physics. psychology, mathematics. histui. and English. The University has schools
of Arts and Silent Education. Rusin 'Is. Fine Arts. Dit laity and undergraduate
Nursing.

Albert H. Yee

I surely agree with Ern Rude that th,, iesponsildities of research administration
at universities ate most appropriatcl, those of the giaduat. deans and graduate
school stag. Concerned as that are with the adininisti anon of graduate programs.
especially in promoting and chaining the quality of the univer,-;tt's advanced
studies. graduate deans have become tl- chief administrative fcr e in support of
faculty research and scholarship at most in estigious, research institutions. N irm21-
1y, other central administrative offices hat e not been as well constituted to pro., ide
the scholastic stimuli of the i.racluate office. Examination of the typical resources
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and responsibilities held by the various administrative posts explain why the most
common pattern is for a mutually reinforcing union of graduate and research
administration.

As institutions established to promote intellectual:creativ e interchange and
knowledge, universities have a trem: ndous mission to fulfill through their many
parts, the foundation of such is the scholar. Schools. academic departments, faculty.
staff, and students provide a great mix of interests and aspirations. all seemingly
going in their own directions at times. However. assessed across some span of time
and against other comparable institutir, universities dev elop academic standings
which raise or lower them intrinsically to their proper level in the hierarchy of
scholastic communities. Athletic records and presidents come and go as well as
other important reflections of a university du as time passe.), but the university's
reputation and the academic standing of its departments must be considered vital
and central to itsraisen d'etrc. Professors and graduate students working together in
advanced studies. their pursuit of new th, 4,ht and learning through research. and
the publication and other scholarly/artistic works and activities of the faculty
provide the basic elements determining the institution's academic prestige. This
community of scholars is the mainstay of an irstitution of higher learning and focus
upon it can be lost if someone. usually the graduate dean, does not attempt to
sustain it appropriately or is not properly assigned responsibilities and resources to
carry out such functions. Therefore, administering graduate degree programs and
sponsored research activities fit naturally together.

Their everyday operations bringing them together with graduate students and
professors on issues of scholarship and the education of new scholars, graduate
deans have the opportunity to participate vitally in the university's mission for long
range fulfillment and prestige. Study of the CGS director!, and announcements of
openings in the Chronicle of Hight,' Education the last several years indicate a
growing trend toward expansion of the graduate dean's authority and respunsibili
ties. It is not unusual to find titles such as "Vice President- or "Vice Chancellor" in
place of "Dean" when the position includes responsibilities fur the university's
research activities. Under pressure to counter the effects of constricting state and
private funding, universities have had to depend .,lure heavily un research funds
from federal agencies and foundations. all of which create greater competitiveness
for such funds and the need for more efficient, insightful administration of a
university 's research program. It goes without say ing that graduate students as well
as professors rely on grants and contracts. the latter to carry out research and the
former to obtain employ meat and experience as research assistants and to complete
their own projects.

To get the job dulie, deans of graduate studies and research must have the fall
support of their president or chancellor. The job is tough enough without
contradictory and fuzzy administrative channels of authority, such as might occur
between other central administrators and school deans. Let us consider the
situation where efficient patterns have not been established. which may be the case
in newer institutions or institutions which have been laissez fain toward research
and are embarking upon a serious, university wile program. As an example, I have
observed that the task of routinizing the sign off authority on proposals and
acceptance of awards at such institutions can be difficult to streamline. but it must
be done.
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Researchers and granting agencies need to know who is responsible and obtain
information and negotiate without bother. confusion, and red tape Administratit e
competition for the scarce resources available to support rest... J. must be avoided
It can be a chore to accomplish concise processes, such as reviewing and approving
proposals for transmission to funding agencies and neguticting awards, but well
worth management study and change. Within the institution, the routing of
proposals beyond the project director normally covers the department ur institute
chair, the school or college dean, and concerned auxiliaries such a._ the computer
center before they reach the graduate dean or whomever else might ht.-.ve the
authority of the institution's chief executive to approve proposals in the name of the
university. Why more individual might sign-off at the various levels, often without
reading the proposals at all, can only be explained by insecure instincts toward

t.nd red tape. The in-house sign -off as just listed is basic and tells
the graduate dear that the proposal has departmental and school approval.
Granting agencies r Jrmally require uniy one univ sign -off on proposals, most
universities will have no more than two signatures, one to cover university or
academic approval and another possibly to cover f seal administration, such as by
the university 's foundation of it handles the award accounts. Anymore obfuscates

The significant responsibility of the graduat'. dean to review and approve all
proposals transmitted un the name of the unit erity them efore. speaks naturally for a
competent administrator and staff who have a global v iew of the university and its
research resources and insight into the range of research projects and faculty
represented in a typical comprehensive university. No one person can be fully
acquainted with the Nuphimit ated language and issues of al' disciplines, so the
graduate office must rely on the repute and credibility of the proposer, the
departmental chair, and the sc hool dean to a large extent. Howe% er. I can say that
few proposals are so tee [maul that one cannot read them for literacy and format
Besides presentation features. proposals shoultl be t hecked for representations in
the name of the institution. bunting t uninut merits for employment, space. equip
ment, cooperative arrangements with other inst it talons. compliance to federal and
state regulations such as affirmatit e action. human and animal subjects. and of
course. the budget. Rubber stamping proposals t an only lead to fiscal and
management pit fal's and embarrassmems. the dangers of which should cause chief
executives to select ;,radiate cleans vs isel and back them unstintingly

There is nut sufficientlent time to go beyond the one example of processing proposals
and mut h more t an be said on that and other aspec ts of research administration.
such as more can be said on the preparation and processing of research providing
editing and other tee hni al Nen i4 es. the ads usability of lead tittle for rev icy:. meeting
deadlines. responding to requests fin proposals tRIT's)innual competitions. and
sole-source bids, methods of matt Fling funds when required, methods of record-
keeping and reporting. Washington contacts and publications. etc

Research administration should awoke more t han the rev iew and processing of
proposals and grant, contract awards. Important as it is. such work. which can be
somewhat mechanical. should be complemented by an attitude of service and
encouragement to stimulate professors' research and creative interests Graduate
cleans and their staffs normally are millivolt ed with matters such as faculty hi-ing.

tenure, and promotion and au e generally thoughtight to be short of resources ot her than
persuasion. Therefore. research administration should identify faculty research
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interests and experience. and develop dialogue with individual professors and
research teams through face-to-face and written communications. In time, the
graduate dean has a fair idea of what professors are :nterested in research challenges
and opportunities, which are activ e and what their specialities are. Many professors
do not need a grant or contract to carry forth their scholarship and could make du
with a grant-in-aid or assistance to cover publication, copying, and travel costs,
which graduate deans should have available to provide.

The first priority of most professors is rightfully instruction and working with
learners as a teacher. I join more elegant speakers on the view that the best teachers
are more often those who are activ e scholars and lively students Themselves. Also, no
matter how challenging teaching itself can become, years without complementary
interests of the complete scholar, such as pursuing research interests and
interchange with one's peers through conference and publit.ations.t.tin bring about a
staleness in professors that is tragic and wasteful. One need not bring in a grant or
publish a book every other year, staying alive in one's chosen discipline through
continuous study and refleion keeps the spirit, if nut the content, of teaching fresh
and provocative. Senior professors who cling to their doctoral dissertation as the
culmination of their life's scholastic efforts would no doubt find it difficult to obtain
promotion and tenure in the academy today if their careers had started later. This
brings up the special duty of the graduate dean to encourage promising young
scholars who may be new faculty members, eager to succeed or graduate
students/graduates looking for employment.

Therefore, graduate deans hav e a great opportunity to make it possible that more
professors satisfy their scholarly pursuits. They :should feel challenged to work with
individual professors and faculty groups to help them find greater fulfillment as
scholar-teachers. As far as I am concerned, the essence of a universit, is the scholar.
Every thing else, perhaps even students. can be stripped away but a university can
exist if the scholar remained, perhaps two, three, . . .
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PROBING THE MASTER'S DEGREE

Chairman: Eugene B. Piedmont, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Carolyn H. Hargrave, Louisiana State University

Etta S. Onat, Yale University
Louis G. Pecek, John Carroll University

Car! J. Schneider, Montclair State College

Eugene B. Piedmont

Something must be wrong with the master's deblee, or at least the people who put
together meetings of this sort think so. The topic keeps coming up, with predictable
regularity, wherever the faithful are gatherednationally, regionally, or by disci-
pline. It is dragged out, thrashed moderately (but not usually thoroughly), and then
returned to its "business as usual" status. The fact that we seem unwilling to desist
from this exercise suggests that something is wrong indeed. Simultaneously, the fact
that we have yet come to any definitive, operable conclusions suggest. that our
approaches have been superficial and lacking in precision, insight, or resolve.

The tendency has been to criticize master's degrees essentially for their
shortcomings toquality. And. since quality is revered by academics as a goal ever to
be pursued but never fully to be acquired ("there's always more where it comes
from ") such discussions tend more to frustrate then illuminate. To say that
master's degrees lack quality is like a physician diagnosing dermatitis; it's a
symptomatic surface irritation giving little due of the process r juices gone astray
underneath.

So. for the next few minutes. let's make a serious attempt to "probe it," as our
workshop title suggest It lays before us, blob Lke. Rather than merely describe it
(as accusations of imperfect quality customarily do). let's poke at it a bit. Is it a
sleeping dog that we really ought better to let lie? Or, worse yet. is it a dead duck that
no amount of prodding can arouse? The poker assigned us by CGS is the question,
"What ought to be studied about the master's degree?" What a remarkably
impertinent question! It denies us the comfort of a facile description.

Each of the panelists who represent divergent academic environments will
briefly discuss the assigned question (what should be studied about the master's
degrees) from only one or two points of view. Then we will invite you to add your own
suggestions and help us sharpen ours. An immediate result, hopefully, will be that
subsequent panels or workshops in this field will address specific problems about
the master's degrees rather than resurrect the truism that its quality ought to be
improved.

Let me start the process by mentio, ng some of the more obv ious problems, with
no claim to exhaustiveness and without going into detail for any. These are not
necessarily mutually exclusive:

I. Do we still need master's degrees at all? If so. where are the:. needed most,
where least?
In doctoral programs (i.e.. where the master's degree is not terminal), why
bother with it at all?
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2. What is the intellectuaYeducational value of the master's today?
What is its vocational value?

3. What kinds of "educational experiences" should students hate as part of
master's degree programs?
(For example, what is the optimal proportion of course work to non-courses,
what is the best amount and type of research exposure. should there be a
mini-dissertation or a mere term paper, or none. should there be "little
comps" or no exam at rill at the end?)

4. How should the Masts.' degree be certified?
That is, what is the tece. of competence/achievement that ought to be
required, quite apart from the areas of competence/experience?
Should these levels differ if the master's degree is terminal for a gi. en
student, or terminal to the field, or terminal to that institution's degree
authority?

5. What should be the standards for master's degrees in fields where there is a
doctorate?
Should this vary if the master's-granting institution does not award the
doctorate, even though others do?
Apply the same set of questions to fields/programs without the doctorate.

6. What should be the difference, if any, in requirements for arts and sciences
master's versus professional master's degrees?

7. Should the standards and/or requirements for a master's "in passing" differ
from that for terminal students (or terminal degrees)? How?

8. What should be the qualifications for faculty teaching in master's programs'
9. Should we resist the apparent proliferation of degree designations (Le , MIL,

M.S., M something else)?
10. What should be the difference between the master's degree and other

"intermediate certificates" (e.g., CAGS, "ABD," M.Phil., Specialist, Certifi-
cates, D.A., etc.)?

11. What should be the relationship/interaction between master's programs and
continuing education/outreach/and in -sert ice student/clientele demand
(both as source of funding and clientele)?

12. Is there a cycle between "easy master's degrees" and "credentialism."
If so, should we try to break into it? How?

13. Should we admit candidates to master's degree programs if they hate not
earned and received a bachelors in the same field?
(And what do we mean by "equivalent/in lieu of in such cases?)

14. Should we resist non-academic based master's degrees (e.g.. A.D Little.
Massachusetts General Hospital, etc.)? If so, on what grounds? (What can we
do better that they can't?)

15. If academically based master's degrees do nut hate different requirements'
standards than "external degree"programs, how can we resist them (or
control them. or influence them)?

I think that is eno'igh questions to illustrate the point and this panel's task
Although each of the questions mentioned has obt ious quality implications, each
has sufficient specificity to be dealt with, hopefully, and to influence some aspect of
quality. Now that program reueus of graduate programs (though mainly doctoral
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level) have been generally accepted and are being widely used, it seems embarrass
ing (at best) and politically naive (at worst) for us, in academics, to continue to ignore
the master's degreeall the while acknowledging that "something is wrong with it."
We should not wait to hear the diagnosis from outside the academy, lest the
definition of and prescription for a cure also be written from another locale.

Carolyn H. Hargrave

Since our charge excludes consideration of matters related to assessing the
quality of master's degree programs. I will concentrate on three rather mundane
topics related to the master's degree. Mundane topics, but not to be dismissed, for
each can have a very important impact on the quality of some kinds .ff master's
programs.

Establishment and Administration of Interdisciplinary and
Interdepartmental Master's Degrees

Despite recurnng complaints about the varied types of master's degrees and the
uncertainties about the meaning of some of them as offered by different institutions,
I think we have come to live with the current situation. We can speak with some
clanty about the differences in professional master's degrees and the traditional
M.A. and M.S. Not so settled, however, is the meaning of the new, proliferating
interdisciplinary degree that invokes several fields and often several university
departments. We need more certainty and more standards in this area.

An initial problem is whether certain interdisciplinary degree programs ought to
be established at all. At an institution such as LSU which offers master's degrees in
74 fields involving 58 departments, questions which must be asked include. whether
the "new" pi ogram is really new, whether it prov ides for a course of study that could
be pursued in an existing master's program, whether the breadth of the program
might sacrifice depth, whether the proposed program accomplishes :he objective
set forth in the CGS statement on The Master 'b Degreeinterdisziplinary programs
"should consist of a coherent pattern of courses."

A second problem involv es administration of the interdisciplinary program. In the
large Ph.D.-granting institutions, the emphasis on the doctorate can lead to the
faculty focusing very little effort and attention on the M.A. or M.S. siadent in the
field. In such a situation, the dangers of neglect for the student in the interdiscipli
nary master's program is even greater, for the faculty will hav e only partial
responsibility for the interdis: iplinary program. Since the interdisciplinary program
without a clear depart.ilental home must be tended by the entire faculty teaching in
the program, it is critical that a structure be prow ided for the faculty in the program
to exercise continuing, meaningful authority over the program.

I think it would be worthwhile for a study to be conducted of interdisciplinary
master's programs, :ocusing on how more certainty and clearer standards can be
achieved and how best to administer them.
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Institutional Cooperation in Graduate Degree Programs

Institutional cooperation in awarding of graduate degrees is increasing. Costs are
forcing the development of some of these arrangements. State institutions are often
being required to do so by coordinating boards. Frequently, both state and private
institutions are involved. The Louisiana Board of Regents, after a study of
duplicated doctoral programs in institutions within the state, instructed institutions
to cooperate in several programs. The problems. of course, are hov. and on what
level this cooperation is to occur.

I wish to share with you one example of a new cooperativ e program that affects the
master's degree program in the field. I refer to the consortium that exists with LSL'
and four other state univ ersities in the field of psychology. The program resulted not
from a Board of Regents recommendation but from realization by the academic
psychologists that only one strong Ph.D. in psychology was feasible in the state.
LSL` offered the only Ph.D. degree, but the four other state universities offered
graduate training in psychology. What has been agreed upon is that any student
enrolled full time in a master's program in psychology at one of the four regional
institutions is eligible to become a "consortium student" in order to take the LSL'
Ph.D. qualifying examination and participate in summer programs at LSL'. Upon
satisfying the qualifying exam requirement, the consortium student is recommend
ed to the LSL: Graduate School as qualified for doctoral study. The student will then
spend one year of residence on the LSL' campus and may return to the master's
institution to complete doctorate requirements. Qualified faculty members at all
consortium institutic ns participate in administration of exams and may be
appointed as affiliate members of the LSL' graduate faculty in order to supervise the
research of doctoral students.

The important point is that a regional institution without the Ph.D. in psychology
can now offer students who want it a meaningful entree into a good Ph.D. program.
The consortium program allows the faculty of those schools to be in contact with on-
going research efforts and current des elopments. At the same time, it allows LSL' to
concentrate more on advanced seminars and on research, with less need to cover
basic coursework. This is just one cooperatly e program I am aware of there must
be many others. I think it would be helpful for a study to be conducted of successful
cooperative ventures in the awarding of graduate deg' ees with the aim of pros iding
guidelines as to how effective cooperation can best be achieved.

A Market Survey (Or What Should A Master's Degree Be?)

In thinking about what a master's degree should be and what should be studied,
we usually talk to other graduate deans and faculty. Absent from most institutional
planning about master's degree programs is the y hews of the employers who ill be
hiring the degree holders. Their views are especially important when one tends to
think of the traditional M.A. or M.S. as something other than a step toward the
doctorate.

In addition to providing valuable insight into what employers expect of M.A. ur
M.S. graduates and what knowledge and skills they anticipate them hay mg, a sure ey
of employers could also be helpful in assisting in the identification of those areas in
which the master's degree should be considered the highest degree appropriate to
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the field. In addition, a survey cf college and university administrators might well
assist in identifying the levels of college teaching in which a good master's degree
program might accomplish what the Doctor of Arts has attempted to accomplish.

Etta S. Onat

When Sandy Elberg inv lied me to sere e on the CGS Standing Committee on the
Master's Degree, I suspect it may hay e been to educate me in "the way of the world."
For my academic experience as a student, as a teacher, and as an administrator
has been entirely within the relatively small, research oriented graduate school of
arts and sciences, where the only post baccalaureate degrees awarded are the
traditional master's degrees in the arts and sciences and the Doctor of Philosophy.
What I have since learned has been instructive always and astonishing sometimes.

At any rate, I should emphasize that my remarks this morning are from the
perspective of the private.Ph.D. -oriented institution such as the Graduate School of
Yale University. These remarks, further, focus not on what should. in my view, be
done about the master's degree, but rather on what has happened to this degree at
my institution in the past decade or so. En. what I want to share mainly with you
today is Yale's experience -a provocative one. I think with the degree of Master of
Philosophy, first offered in 1968. and, as a result. with the traditional Master of Arts
and Master of Science.

The Graduate School, first organized in 1847 as the Department of Philosophy
and the Arts, is one of the eleven schools in Yale University offering post-
baccalaureate study. It is the only one offering instruction in the liberal arts, and the
only one to award the Ph.D. degree. In fact. since the award in 1861 of the first three
Ph.D.'s this side of the Atlantic. the Yale Graduate School has devoted itself almost
exclusiv ely to the train.ng of Ph.D. students. Currently there are about two thousand
students in residence, of whom all but 68 are studying full time.

Students who seek a master's degree as a terminal degree are admitted only in the
several areas of international studies (international and foreign economic adminis
tration. international relations, East Asian studies. and Russian and East European
studies), in Afro Amer.can studies. engineering and applied science. and statistics.
The master's degree as a terminal degree may also be earned jointly with a
bachelor's degree by students enrolled in Vale College or with the J.D. degree by
students enrolled in the Yale law school. The numbers of students enrolled in these
terminal master's programs are small, generally less than one hundred.

Except for these few clearly spec ified terminal master's degree programs (most of
which, incidentally have different, more stringent requirements from the master's
degrees taken' un course-). the graduate school admits only students who intend to
proceed to the Ph.D. degree. The degrees of Master of Arts and Master of Science. if
they are offered at all. are in most departments awarded upon satisfactory
completion of the first year of study to students on the way to the Ph.D. degree or to
students who choose not or are not permitted to continue to the Ph.D. degree. The
requirements for these degrees thus differ not only from division to division. but also
often from department to department.

As we all well know, it has long been claimed that the master's degree has lost
value and prestige. and that it must be rehabilitated if it is to have meaning. Perhaps
it would be more accurate to sat that the traditional Master of Arts and Master of
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Science have lost their value as credentials for college teaching Surely, the more
than 300,000 persons who each year receit e a master's degree of one kind or another
must find it of some worth, and hopefully of some educational value.

But I digress, and already this is, to quote Chaucer's Pardoner. "a long preamble
of a tale," Let me now get on with Yale's effort to re habilitate the master's degree

In the early 1960's the graduate schools of this country, you will recall, were under
attack for failing to meet the need for able college teachers The traditional Ph.D
programs, with their emphasis on research (which all too often took too long to
complete), were criticized for training specialists with neither a concern nor a flair
for college teaching. At the same time, the traditional master's degree in the arts and
sciences had, for a variety of reasons well known to all of us. lost much of its distinct
meaning and prestige, and hence whatet er value it had had as a credential for college
and university teaching. There were many demands that the leading graduate
schools rehabilitate the master's degree or establish a new degree with less
emphasis on research.

The proposals for reform were numerous and v aried, but one of the most frequent
was for a Doctor's degree for teachers. (The practical argument for a new doctoral
degree for teachers was that under the rules governing pi ()motion and salary in many
state educational systems a doctoral degree is "worth" more than a master's.) Yale,

along with other major universities, resisted such proposals for proliferating
doctoral degrees and above all for establishing a doctoral degree without a major
dissertation requirement. Instead it chose the other route. rehabilitation of the
master's degree, and in the spring of 1966 the Graduate School established a new
degree, the Master of Philosophy, beginning with students entering in the fall of
1968.

It is important to note that the M.Phil. is a new degree, not a new degree program
Like the traditional master's degree in the arts and sciences, it is a degree "taken in
course," awarded to Ph.D. students who have completed all requirements except
the dissertation. Although there is a minimum residence requirement of one !, ear of
full-time study, the total requirements for the degree (generally one or two years of
coursework, one or more foreign languages, and a written and/or oral General
Examination) as was recognized from the beginning normally take two or even three

years to complete.
But not all students complete the Ph.D., some because they find they lack the

motivation or distinctive ability needed to plan and finish a major research project,
others because they discover that their true interests and talents he in teaching For
these persons who combine the achievement represented by the degree with
commitment to and skill in the art of teaching, the M Phil. seemed the ideal degree

At the same time, the Master of Arts and Master of Science degrees were
discontinued, except in the few clearly terminal master's programs.

Thus Yale attempted to give the master's program real substance and he degree
a recognized respectability. It was hoped that by making the master's degree "a
Ph.D. without the tad feathers," one certifying the breadth of knowledge rather than

a high degree of specialization, it would become an acceptable badge for college
teachers, and that the universities would as a result adopt it.

We do not know how the terminal M.Phil.'s have fared in the academic market I
venture to guess that not many have been successful either in getting a ladder
position or, if they were, in being promoted to tenure there are too many newly
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minted Ph.D.'s now happy to find a job at institutions which they may have found
less attractive in rosier days.

Nor did the M.Phil. really catch hold: academic innovation is not easy. The Doctor
of Arts degree, which was adopted by some other graduate schools as an elternatt,e
to the Ph.D. for college teachers, has requirements roughly ecoivalent to those of
the M.Phil. It appears to have gained wider acceptanceprobably precisely
because it has a do.:tnr in the degree designation.

It has often bee. suggested that the master's degree would have more prestige if it
were not offered as a "consolation prize" to "failed" Ph.D.'s. Well, as indicated
earlier, Yale did try to do just that when in establishing the M.Phil. we stopped
awarding the traditional master's in the arts and sciences. From 1968 to 1972 the
M.Phil was the only master's awarded in the Ph.D. programs. Then, in response to
student and faculty demand, the M.A. and M.S. were reluctantly reestablished. The
certificate which we issued from 1968 on to students who either were not able or
chose not to proceed to the M.Phil. was apparently, not a marketable substitute for
the traditional master'salthough not many, it seems, agree on either its meaning or
its value.

Neither, apparently, is the M.Phil. When the traditional master's was made
available to students who had entered the graduate school between 1968 and 1972,
many opted to take it. Some thought it worth more on the market than the M.Phil.,
others, because it was there for the asking. Degree collecting is becoming
increasingly popular. It is not unusual to find students taking both masters degrees
at the same commencement (at Yale degrees are awarded only on petition from the
students, who often forget or neglect to file the form at the precise time they
complete degree requirements), a few even take all three degrees offered by the
Graduate School at the same time. For all practical purposes, the Ph.D. should be
sufficient.

A brief footm te. There seems to be great concern over the proliferation of
master's degree esignations. The increase in degree title , does not cause me much
concern as long a they are used for specificity and not 'oecause the standards of the
program are suspect, and thus there is a reluctance to accept it under the umbrella of
an existing master's program. A precise designation can be a very valuable symbol
for a degree program with a specific purpose such, for example, as the Master of
Arts in Teaching. It is not the variation in titles that should concern us, in my
opinion, but the v ariatii. standards .that is. in requirements. Although the quality
of the Ph D may ay among Institutions, its requirements are fairly standardized.
Can we say the s fine fe. i!,0 master's degree? I think not.

Louis G. Pecek

The assignment was intriguing. "iscuss the problem having to do with the
master's degree that most needs attention. but nut quality for everyone wants
qualit:, . The assignment is much like being told to see what there is to hoe in New
Orleans. while making sure to stay out of the French Quarter.

The major problem the one that like the poor is always with us is the problem
of why It is the problem we need ('GS help with. And even with apparent CGS
solidarity in the form of the policy statement va The Master:, Degret, we still tangle
with the questions of what is it and why is it.
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There was a time when the master's degree marked a petiod of study in which one
was Introduced to the mysteries and methods of research that he euuld lie well
prepared to undertake the further rigors of doctoral study. I suggest that many
perhaps even the greater number of um heavily tenured faculties still think that
way. But these days um% ersities realize that due tut al work needs to be Liu baek, fur
reasons all to painfully known. St. what is the master's deg ee for? If not
preparatory then terminal? And if telteuninal. then what should the dew ee du and be
for its holder?

While the traditional concept of the degree hangs on and I feel must of us would
say it should, we face new demands. Some of these demands are those of out
students who hace one up with new needs. Some of the demands are those of out
own finances which require a concerted grubbing for new student -datums.

What about student needs? Why is it, I Wunder, that students think any courses
they take after graduating from a liege should carry graduate &Actin, ut wutse yet.
lead to a master's degree? Let me ask ''-e question anothei way this time in terms of
our search for new student point!, 1,1 hy is it that e so often agree with
students that coursesany courses ...ke beyond 'le bachelor's lec el can
carry h.aduate credit? A fairly new concept among rria:ter': det,rees is an offering
going under various names liberal studie., is one of the... whereby a major
outside the humanities, presumably csta'Aished in hi, presumably scientific careet
can now come back to school, study the hurnanitws he "nes. ei had time fur" in
college, and emerge from graduate school 'epee. a master's degree. Is thus
really a master's degree? Ask the res -lied faculty the faculty who see
masters study al adc anted study of a , chic h baste undegAduate study has
prepared the student for a higher level of experience. Let us Lair), it just a step
further. Imagine the neophyte in the same cuor..e with the prelim ed najur. w hat
happens to the student? Does he fail ft), auk of bac kgromt? Ot does the course
change, st ,King the common denominator of the class" Ot is ec ety coca se some form
of independent study" Or %or..?

The problem curapounds when one tiles to %coil, studetas through an intet disci
plinary program. Actually I mean interdepartmental. but ause tliat is the practicalteal
reality. The fast assumption we make, usually false. is that the pia t a ipating
depart nents talk to one anot het When only t cc, ate in% ol% ed, some kind of alined
truce Is possible. Hut try foot. No studen; will he plumed in his undergraduate
work sunciently tu satisfy C1 ety part a ipating &pat tment. because. of ((nse. oak
each department's own major is the proper pt upat <awn. Which c an In mg us to the
glorious contradiction of undergraduate pteparation being just as bad, of just as
good. as no preparation. But what has happened to the degree"

The problems I see as greatest are dot to today's insistence that the master,
degree be utilitary I'he questions ai e. What job can I get" What ad% ant ement %c ill It
bring? What certificate comes with it Not, unfortunately. What du I learn hunt it
What does it teach me? How am I a butte! intelleet, a bett et pet sun fit it? But the
biggest problems I see are the same problem, we have had flow the beginning of
master's degrees. Likewise, the% are the Amu problems we will always !lace.
because I belie% e once the pwhlem goes accac, (kw. our wot k a, edut mot s What
is the degree fur? What doe, it lead to? What and who does it in(patc and fin what ".
in short, the problem is why?
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Carl J. Schneider

We are met to "probe" the master's degree. on interesting assignment that is
made more interesting because of the fact that it has so many variations, is unique in
so many respects, and is sought after f.,t su many different reasons. Fur thJse of us
whose work i., at institutions which offer no advanced degree beyond the master's,
discussions of master's degrees still tend to hat an air of unreality. The difficulties
arise from the fact that the typical discourse treats the master's as being by
definition in the cunnnuum frum baccalaureate to doctorate, not as a degree with it,
,,wn integrity and purpose. The frame of reference is typically the dot toral model
scholarship, research, the pushing back of the frontiers uf knowledge and the
discovery of ri.tw formulations of 'It uth. ('here are those who argue tt, t master's
programs that do not fit this model are not, somehow. properly designated as
"graduate work. Tu so argue. how et er, is to (lino unduly the definition of graduate
education.

The issue comes to a head when we contemplate the apparently uncontrollable
proliferation uf mask.' 's degi ee nomenclatin c and heal ar guments o% et profession-
alizabun turn %+(mational training versus glad hate level education that is somehow
more legitimate because it Is routed in the liberal arts and scIE !ices. Fut a number of
reasons I believe that mut h (nut alb of tt is al gument is phoney. I should be surprised
to learn of Ph.D. students or then professors tthu du nut consider themsek es to be
preparing or prepared for a profession or a vocation.

As a point of departure let us consider the Count il of thaduate School's
expressed concern to halt the ptolifei at ion of master's degree titles. It would be nice
to reduce the array of titles by the applit mum of commonly understood criteria and
definitions. How ev euthth is nut immediat el% likely and I am not certain that it is all
that importantan a lay of degree designations is nut necessarily a :scandal. I
suggest that it is more properly under stood as a sy. mint nn of a t ondition that
requites our attention. it is highei edut at ion's rusponse to a complex technological
and economic structure. to expended welfare and health ser% ic es. to all the
cumulations to w Inch our society is ey These hate produced occupations based
un formal all ant ed education for which the dot toi ate is map propriat e. Society
requires skilled and trained in at tit it , as well as sophst Rated scholars and
researt hers. We need to It clop and sustain zr admit e work at 'b.: master's level that
will link the academy with the un -going t equit ements of society. This demands a
high degree of vision and at um en . in addition to a fit in grasp of the latest scholarship
and reseal t h. Enwt ging NO(1,11 redlines te ust be anticipated and the definable
:market :situation must be undtistmid In c% et % c,ise, tht problem is the articulation
between the needs of society and mastsisdegrceptogiams Hutt is this articulation
:cubic ed" How effect e is it? Does the array of degree designatums accomplish a
specific purpose?

The proliferation of master's degrees also represents an urge to experiment, to
innovate, tube run-ti adit Halal In 1975 the National Board un Graduate Educ.-.t ion
stated that 'The master, degree offers a Tutus lot expenmentation with new
degrees an stew degree audietu andbmk and ( irWmtw for Graduate
E du( anon C ont eptually. this is true how cl..ecancolle and ulliN ersities adjust
then graduate progu.nis to t hanging sot iet,d demand!, cindiequil ements?The issue
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is acute at the master's level precisely because the master's degree is lot committed
to the production of researchers and scholars in liberal arts and sue:lee diselphnes.
In a curious way this makes the establishment of quality master's degree programs
more difficult. 1 he end product is less easy to define than is the case with the Ph.D.
and the criteria of effectiveness less easy to formulate. We need to know more about
attempts at experimentation, at new formulations of content and methodology, at
interdisciplinary innovations and combinations. To what extent hate they been
undertaken? With what effect? Do they serve genuine needs? Du they respond to
specialized services and functions?

There are at least two constraints on the development of master's level graduate
work that must be appreciated. First is the fact that master's degrees in many
instances perform a licensing function, this is relaLs: cu mandatory cuntimiing
education in many professions and/or the considerable pressure to weber-11)e ley els
of skills and knowledge for practitioners M their field. The result Is that graduate
schools are increasingly forced to adjust then programs to standards that hay e been
established externally by professional associations and guilds. Tu the extent that
this occurs, graduate education becomes the captive of bureau ies outside its
control. Second, I wonder about the expansion of professionally .ited programs
at the undergraduate level. What is the impact of this de% elopn. At? Are there new
problems of articulation between undergraduate and graduate sehuuls? What
adjustments must be made in terms ut curriculum, requirements fur matritulatron,
the number of credit hours required, etc.?

It is char from these findings that some people with advanced degrees in the
humanities have found very satisfying jobs outside of teach. , which draw un skills
which have been much enhanced by their graduate Waning. Though such career,
may not be satisfying to all people who pursue doctoral study in the humanities, um
research suggests that a significant minority (perhaps 20 percent) of these peui le
can find challenge and opportunity in achninistrativ e and management jobs.

If substantial numbers of people with advanced education in the humanities are to
make use of that education in managerial careers, they must du su in business tut
91.6 percent of all administrative and managerial jobs are in the private set-tor.

At present, there are barriers to mov ement from d graduate program in the
humanities to a management career in business. Some professors and graduate
students are antagonistic toward business. Many more are simply ignorant. For the
most part, student interviewees. including those who display enthusiasm for a
business career, hate not the first notion of what goes un in curpurat runs ur of how
they might go about seeking jobs as management trainees.

The most serious obstacles, however. are on the side Inismess. As the academic
labor market shrinks, an increasing number Of humanities Ph.D.'s and near Ph.D.'s
will perforce look for jobs in business. In most COMA:1M,, however, they will be
viewed as too highly educated to be placed in entry . el jobs but unqualified fur
higher level jobs and, in any case, doubtful risks on the store of mutiyatiun just
seeking havens until teaching jubs turn up These are understandable attitudes, and
they are by no means unjustified. Su lung as these attitudes remain unchanged.
people who elect after graduation from college to sue a scholarly ink Lest in one
of the humanities will find that they hav e thereby cut themsely es off from careers
which, more than others, could offer them intellectual challenge and reward their
capacity for understanding and dealing sensitively with the needs and wants of other
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human beings In short. careers Ideally suited for many people who think of
themselves as humanists.

In looking at a rank ordenng of twelv e skills or qualities by three groups; students

alumni in closely related jobs, and ai'imni in not at all related jobs. we find research
techniques and critical thinking at the top as very enhanced. and imagination,

leadership ability, and self-confidence near the bottom. Writing ability ranks in the

middle for all three groups.
Students put insight, general know ledge, and teaching ability in the top half while

both alumni groups ranked perseverance and self-discipline neat the top under

critical thinking and research techniques. The alumni put enhancement of teaching

ability low on the list with students placing teaching just above midpoint.
In sum, the alumni, whether in teaching jobs, corporate management, or sales,

agreed on the five qualities which are most enhanced by graduate training; critical

think. tg, research techinques. perseverance. self-discipline, and writing ability
The list changes slightly when alumni are asked to indicate which of the twelve

qualities are most important to their jobs. They agree on four out of six of the top

rankings; critical thinking, self-discipline, writing ability. and insight. Quite
strikingly, research techniques, rated as very enhanced by graduate training, were

not seen as very Important by either alumni in closeiy related jobs or those in not at

all related jobs. Research drops to the bottom half of the list for job importance_ This

is very interesting because the majority of the respondents in closely related jobs are

in college teaching jobs where one might expect a high level of importance to be

attached to research techniques.
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EMPLOYMEI OPPORTUNITIES FOR PH.D'S
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES

Chairman: Norman S. Cohn, Ohio University
Dorothy Harrison, New York State Education Department

Ernest R. May, Harvard University

Norman S. Cohn

For many years my view has been that individuals holding the Ph.D. in many fields
have the capability to function in a much greater variety of settings than the
academic world. One of the difficutties has been to convince prosptctiv e employers
of the desirability of hiring such individuals for tasks that they might not otherwise
have considered and to convince the Ph.D. graduates themselves that taking
positions outside of the academic world and outside of the conventional or
traditional research mode is not only a respectable move but a desirable one. More
efforts need to be made .s. 'he direction of articulating the values of such an
approach to the Ph.D. graduates and to prospective employers.

This morning our speakers vv.:: be addressing themselves, in part, to those
questions. They, in fact, have made significant progress. Dr. Dorothy Harrison wit.,
is with the New York State Education Department and Dr. Ernest May of the
Department of History at Harvard University have been involved in a national
project relating to careers for Ph.D.'s in the humanities. The project has been
supported by the Mellon Foundation and was initiated a. ,ollaboration with Allan
Cartter and Lewis Solomon. Following their presentations the fluor will be open for
comment, questions and general discussion.

Dorothy Harrison

The idea of tae academic job crisis as an opportunity is a serious one. I am not
using "opportunity" as a euphemism. I think we have some en;ouraging things to
say.

In all our work on the research project we have been looking for leads that would
allow us to suggest:

1) How the humanities disciplines might fluun..h despite a pour academic job
market for doctorates, and

2) How these fields might increase their impact on society.
Put another way, we hav e explored out da.a for some direction in looking at two

questions:
1) What is to become of bright young men and vvorn s. scho get advanced training

in the humanities and don't teach? and.
2) What is to be the social function of post baccalaureate training in the

humanities?
Though we cannot supply answers to questions as large and complex as these, we

believe our research suggests new patterns that might be developed.
Let me begin by gibing you some background. In the 25 yeas period from 1950

1974, our country produced 57,000 Ph.D.'s in the arts and humanities. The decade
of the fifties yielded 11,000, the sixties. 22,500. and the first five years of the
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seventies, 23,500. Of this group about 10 percent (5.700) found employment
outside of college teaching. Our alumni sun ey reached 30 percent of this group.

The major categories we used for respondents outside of college teaching were.
1) Writers, editors, translators, librarians. archivists, and curators.
2) Administrators, managers, and supervisors, and
3) Specialists in advertising, public relations, personnel. sales. and other

business and other professional.
Each person in a nun academic job was matched in our suney by another person

of the same sex who %vas in a college teaching jJb and had studied the same field at
the same institution and graduated the same year as the nun-academic.

With this in mind, let me summarize the two major findings from our research that
I will discuss:

1) There is significant congruence between the skills and qualities alumni and
graduate students describe as being very much enhanced by humanities
graduate training and those which alumni identify as being ten important to
a wide range of jobs. This despite the primarily non- vocational objectit e
reported by all as motivating graduate study in the humanities.

2) Job satisfaction for academic and non-academic positions is deter-
mined by the same factors and can be correlated very closely with
salary levels. Among the alumni the largest percentage of very satisfied
people were in administrant e and managerial positions. not teaching jobs.

Let us look now at the skills academic and non academic alumni and student.
(from our sone) of fit e thousand graduate students presently enrolled in doctoral
programs) rated as being ter) much enhanced b!, graduate training and important to
jobs.

If we juxtapose the student list with the alumni ratings of skills fiery important to
johs. we ..ee agreement on critical thinking, insight, and writing ability.

From testimony gathered in alainni intert tett:. it is dear that the congruence
between graduate training and lion-acacleira«,ccupation, is much greater than
many people imagine. On the other hand. the connection between graduate study
and teaching is described frequently as tenuous and indirect at best. It may well be
that the person %N, ht) goes from graduate school to a job with IBM or the Chase
Manhattan Bank or Random House draws more heat ily upon skills de% elopcd In a
doctoral program than does tfic person who goes to teach world literature in a
community college. And the cultural shuck is likely to be as great in both cases. The
sun ey rankings bear out both the low rating of the enhancement of teaching abilities
and the stress ed on critical thinking. writing ability. perset erance. and self-
discipline and the part these qualifies hate in a % anety of occupations.

Though some may argue that melancholia is the ii-tural and proper huiu.,, of the
scholar, teacher, graduate students almost unanimously perceite college teaching
careers to be more exciting, satisfying. and free than any other. In fact the only two
job options which more than 50 percent of the student respondents identified as
`ten aurae ti% e are college of unit ersity teat lung and academic research. Rated as
.1. 4. and 5 are jobs in the communications media. two sear college teaching. and
go% ernment sert ice in one's own field. A w eak G and 7 are jobs in non profit agencies
and in college or unit ersity administration Only a quo ler of the respondents found
either of these very attractive.
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There is almost no correlation between the job., students perceive as very
attractive and the positions which alumni describe as most satisfying. This is
certainly one of the most interesting findings in the study.

We :ank ordered by employer the gawps that were ten satisfied with their
current jobs by percentage of respondents Only two faculty groups appear in the
top 10 out of 18 groups:

1) University faculty are in 5th plate after four year tollem administrators. self-
employ ed businessmen and university and tut- year college administrators.

2) Four-year college faculty are in 10th place after people in non-profit
institutions, government people. communications work... and other busi-
ness people. They hat e a t en slight margin of er people in sere ice industries
and elementary and secondary teachers.

Going back to the rank ordering of student career options, we see,
1) that academic administrative jobs which are rated 1. .3. and 4. by alumni for

job satisfaction are ranked 7 and 10 for attractiveness.
2) Faculty positions w hit h students place first for c allege or unit ersity teaching,

4th for two year college teaching and 10th for elementary and secondary are
ranked .5. 10. and 12 respectively in regard to satisfaction.

.1) While executive and other business positions are %err lust in attractiveness
they rank 2.8, and 9 in sat Isla( Lion, all three coming before four y ear c-ollc be
teaching which is ranked 10th.

1) Got ernment and non profit employment is about the same in attractiveness
and satisfaction-8 & 9.

Clearly the joys of teaching jobs are ot er rated by students and the rewards of
non-teachi;ig jobs. especially in academic administration, are tinder-tallied.

If we compare the percentage of ter} satisfied alumni in each of the four major
alumni er, Ai., in regard to eighteen aspects which diet t job satisfaction. we find
userthebningly that admin:st aims. managers. and surrery ism-, are more likely to
be er.. satisfied with an aspect than any other group. As a matter of fact. for three
out of four of t he most important aspects. variety. responsibility . and challenge, the
administrator group ranks abut e the other three. They rank first for twelve out of
eighteen aspects and last for only two. opportunity fur scholarly pursuits and
opportunity for leisure.

For the largest group. teat hers and researcher,. a summary of best and worst
rankings for eat h of the eighteen t. shows a number 1 rating for opportunity for
scholarly pursuits ani a number I rating for t welt e out of eighteen other aspects
including variety. responsibility. challenge. salary. fringe benefits. policy making
power. conge mat working relationship,. competency of colleagues. etc.

Writers. editors. translators. librarians. arc hit ists and curators are first for the
must important aspect. autonomy, . and for working cond.tion, and opportunity fu,
leisure. They rank fourth for job securrty

The last group which includes specialists ni adtertising. public relations.
personnel, sales other business men and professional people, ranks first fur fringe
benefits and advancement opportunities and last for autnaorny, . working conditions,
and status of position.

As many of you are aware. a national program is underway funded by the National
Endowment fur the Humanities. the lior kefellci Foundation. the Prudential
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Insurance Company, the Pfizer Corporation, the Exxon Education Fuundatifn, and
the General Motors Foundation, to open pathways to business and management
careers for recent A.B.D.'s and Ph.D.'s in the humanities and related social
sciences. With the support and advice of executives from leading corporations we
have designed an intensive summer orientation program in Nevi York L'ni% ersity
business school which will prepare 40 50 carefully selected candidate:, fur regular
jobs in cooperating corporations.

We hope this program will help sole the problem of how the humanities
disciplines can flourish despite a poor academic job market and of how the
humanities can increase their impact on society.

Ernest May

Professor May noted that an analysis of the Ph.D. graduates of forty ersities,
twenty of them major producers of Ph.D.'s in the humanities. wasmade in the fields
of History, English, Philosophy, French and Spanish. Fn e thousand responses w ere
obtained on questionnaire:, sent to Ph.D. students and particularly centering on
those individuals in nun-academic positions. A matched sample was obtained for
those in academic positions and questionnaires were sent also ti departmental
chairmen.

He noted that although there has been a slackening of the boom of the 1960%,
there is not yet an academic job market crisis. During the next decade it is

anticipated that there will be approximately 4,000 academic positions per year
Taking the most optimistic viewpoint. English represents currently about 6 5
percent of the available teaching jobs. This would lead to an expected maximum of

400 teaching jobs per ear in all kinds of postsecondary institutions. The field of
Philosophy demuirstrates an anticipated maximum o, 100 teaching jobs per year in
postsecondary instit ins. with History and Modern Languages somewhere
between 100 and 400. It is nut likely that any increase in the number of older
students will lead to an increase in the number of positions available, since such
student would not be likely to evince a significant activity or interest in advanced
graduate work.

In the survey. Professor May noted that 90 percent of the respondents thought
they would get the jobs that would be available, they would be the exceptions to
placement m a pour markt,. Although there will be some decline in Ph.D. production
it will not occur to the le%el that would match the decrease in academic positions.

The majority of the students come to graduate school because of their attraction
to the subject rather than because of job orientation. One could conclude that the
job market will not have as significant au impact on reducing the number of people
available for the number of positions. In fact. the production of Ph.D.'s by the must
prestigious institutions alone will surpass the availability of academic jobs. For
example, all jobs in History could be filled by the graduates from the six top
universities in the field.
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Sixth Plenary Session
Friday, December 2, 1977, 10:45 a.m.-12:00 noon

Chairman: Donald White, Boston College
Guest Speaker. Ernest L. Boyer U.S. Commissioner of Education

Recorder: Eastman N. Hatch, Utah State University

Donald J, White

Our distinguished guest speaker this morning, Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, United States
Commissioner of Education, is a reflec Lis e person and a man of action. He has been
described by Barbara Radloff in the New York Times in these words. "He's got
religion about education and he knows how to make his feelings contagious." I
might add that, in moving from Chancellor of the world's largest University system
to the post of United States Commissioner of Education "Ernie" Boyer took a
$20.000 a year pay cut because, in his own words, he viewed the Commissioner's
post as "the single most important place for addressing educational issues in the
nation today."

Dr. Boyer has an educational philosophy. In an article, "Educating for Sun ival,"
in Change, March. 1977. Dr. Boyer wrote of the need to "expose our people
educationally to their common bonds." He belie% es that "Education for indepen
dence is not enough . . . education for interdependence is just as vital."

"Democracy .. Dr. Boyer has written,' requires a tension haw een self and society
and yet today the broadening social Vision seems in full retreat. \V are indeed in a
race for social survival and some return to a core of learning is crucial."

It Is little wonder that Dr. Boyer has earned a reputation as a statesman as well as
innovator because he looks at educational issues in a social context.

We are particularly fortunate to have him here today to present his views on
"Education and Excellence" and to discuss them with us. I am pleased to present
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer. United States Commissioner of Education.

EDUCATION AND EXCELLENCE

Ernest L, Boyer

I wish to thank yuu for inviting me to participate in this important convocation.
The Council of Graduate Schools in the United States is one of higher education's

most distinguished organizations.
Graduate education performs an absolutely essential senwe for this Nation.

It is the well-spring of basic and applied research.
It inspires scholarship.
It prepares teachers for our finest institutions.
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Advanced training and research are central not only to the concept of a uni%ersity
but, also, to the very future of this great democracy.

And yet -I hardly need remind this audience that graduate education in this
country now confronts a crisis.

Just two years ago the National Board on Graduate Education put the issue rather
bluntly:

"The mood within the graduate community during the last fi% e y ears has,- it said,
"been one of distress, frustration and uncertainty.-

And these attitudes, the report continued,
"Can paralyze thought and action if new ideas . . . are not forthcoming."

Ironicalt , graduate education has, from one perspecti% e. become a % ictim of its
own success.

Consider, for example, the explosive decade of the 60's.
-New graduate programs ;prang up almost everywhere.
-New facilities for research and teaching were erected almost o% ermght.
-Foundation grants skyrocketed, and federal grants came pouring in.
Between 1960 and 1970. for example, total federal uppurt for higher education

rose 300 percent to more than $4 billion, and research dad de% elopment allocations
more than tripled mo%ing from approximately $400 million in 1960 to nearly $1.5
billion in 1970.

And, as you well know, a significant portion of that fanding went to graduate
education.

But suddenly-almost o%ernight. it seems many of us hit hard times.
School enrollments began a downward drift.
The demands of the labor market abruptly altered. and employment
opportunities for graduates decreased.

It has been predicted, for example, that as few as .3.000 to 5,000 new Ph.D.'s
that. is possibly fewer than one in ten may find appropriate faculty employment
during the 1980's.

The picture is sobering, to select a cautious understatement. And yet -for
reasons not altogether clear to me these sobering Lit curnstances du not seem to be
reflected in our day-to-day decisions.

A recent sur% ey of 465 graduate schools by your organization resealed that during
the past five years-

Three new graduate programs were established for e% ery one that was
discontinued.
1,560 new master's-degree programs were established. and 449 were termi-
nated.
408 new doctoral degree programs were started.
109 were discontinued.
The social sciences and education accounted fur 42 percent of the new
programs.
And, although 25 doctoral programs in the humanities were abandoned. 30
new ones were introduced.

In short, our consolidation to expansion ratio still i ernaitlh at approximately 2.1.
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II

Nowhere I must insert a special note of caution. Graduate education policy
must not be driven blindly by statistics. There is still the fundamental issue of
student preference, and there is still the fundamental issue. of scholarship for it, CAS n
sake and for the sake of future generations. We must. in short, %iguruusly reject the
pernicious notion that higher education should be driven by mere manpusser
speculations or submit to the dreary blueprint of a bur eauci atic rise year plan

It is, however. not bureaucratic to face realirY. And the hard reality seems to say
that graduate education, if it cares at all about its fiscal and intellectual health.
cannot continue to expand without constraint.

What, then, are we to du to retain vitality and excellence and a sense of
equilibrium among the disciplines?

Let me set forth three rather familiar propositions. Fast. I am convinced every
graduate school should introduce a tough-minded self assessment program to
determine just what it should and should nut du and to match its progra.ns more
carefully to its mission.

Internal evaluations can, of course. be victimised by vested interest. and
evaluation can easily be subverted if there is fear that programs may be
discontinued.

Even so, I am convinced that quality assessment must be undertaken by every
higher learning institution nut only because it is t he pi udent thing to du. but. also.
to head off incursions from outside agencies.

Let me introduce one case study with which I am familiar. During the 1960's the
State University of New York at Binghamton grew like "Popsy.

In 1961 Binghamton offered two graduate courses in English and mathe
matics.
By 1j14 it was offering master's degrees in 18 separate fields.
In 1965 the campus introduced its first Ph.D. programs.
By 1970 just fi%e years later 16 department were granting doctorates.
And by 1976 SONY-Bmghainton had 17 doctoral and 15 master's degree
programs!

But the um% el city also ftiLid new realities. and a c ainpus wide program e% aluat ion
was introduced. The mission of die c ampus was larified, and the faculty de% ed

quite straightforwardly that
"Instead of a um% ersity center offering a full array of doctoral
and master's programs. 1St-NY-Binghamton) will become a
se/eel/L.1, university concentrating its . . resources on a core

of high quality doctoral and master's programs.-
Pi ograms are now. being phased out in consolidated and others will be

strengthened.
I am not suggestinA this as a model. I am only suggesting that, if graduate

education is to i et am :ts excellence. programs must be reviewed and priorities must
be set. nut only as regards futone gr ow t h but in terms of past decisions too

III

And now let me make one other point. I am tun% irked our graduate school., must
become more flexible and serve clienteles while still promoting excellence

For example. the final report of the National Board on Graduate Education
proposed that-
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"Course sequences, residence regulations, and other institu-
tional requirements should be adapted to meet the needs of
students with family responsibilities, adult learners. profes-
sionals, those forced to pursue their studies intermittently

911

This proposal seems obvious, of course. and yet it is still the fact that many able
students are excluded because of the barriers we ourselves erect.

While speaking of new directions I also would like to comment briefly on the status
of women and minorities.

The number of Ph.D.'s awarded women increased from 1.250 in 1961 to nearly
7,700 in 1976. Women are now receiving 23 percent of all doctorates compared with
12 percent some fifteen years ago. This trend is in the right direction, but progress
still is insufficient and the track record is quite spotty.

In the physical sciences, for example, women hold unly 5.3 percent of the doctoral
degrees. In engineering the figure is less than 1 percent.

Minorities have confronted even greater barriers. The Henry Report said that
"While minority men and women comprise more than 15
percent of the total U.S. population, they at the same time
represent less than 6 percent of all graduate students.

"Blacks, Chicanos and Puerto Ricans, and American In
dians earned less that. 5 percent of total doctorates awarded in
1973-74.

"Moreover, minority persons are unevenly distributed in
disciplinary fields of study: for example, blacks received less
than 2 percent of all doctorates conferred in the natural
science fields but earned more than 8 percent in education in
1973-74."

I believe it is absolutely urgent for graduate schools to push aggressively for
increased enrollment of minorities and women nut just because it makes good
sense, but because it is right.

IV

One further point still more complicated.lain also cony inced the time has come to
lows on new disciplines and to introduce c uri iculum related to the changing world.

Dave Breneman of the Brookings Institution touched on thi. urgent matter when
he said that it is essent.al for universities to:

". . . set new directions for large numbers of programs that
were brought into existence by the excesses of the 1960s, and
that are now stranded in an educational no-man'sland."

The truth is that, while graduate enrollment in some traditional fields has leveled
off or even dipped, growth in others has been dramatic.

At Johns Hopkin Univ ersity, , fur example, enrollment in the School of Hy giene
and Public Health with its emphasis on preventive medicine has increased
some 20 to 30 percent in the last five years.
In that university 's environment enowering Ph D. program iegistration has
almost doubled.
And a new doctoral program in anthropology, which began in 1974 with one
student, now has 20.
New combinations of traditional academic do iplines are required.
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But I also am concerned that imagmat it e new fields of study and research may be
requirednew disciplines that relate to the earth's emerging new agenda.

The harsh truth is that the human race continues to expand at a rate of 200.000
people every day.

That is 73 million more people every year.
And every day more than 800 million people face gnawing hunger, Irving
literally from hand to mouth.
Tensions over resources grow more acute, and the quality of our environment
is threatened.

The questions of the future are beginning to be formulated.
Where will we get our food, and how can it be appropriately distributed?
What about our energy supply, and how can it be equitably shared?
How can we reduce the poisons in the atmosphere?
Can we have a proper balance between population and the life support system
of this planet Earth?
And how can we live together, with co. ility, in a climate of constraint?

These are a few of the transcendent issues which today': young people = and all of
usmust begin to think about and talk about with grew care. and the . somehow
need to be addressed with still more urgency in our curriculum and in our research.

Earlier this year, United Nations official Robert Muller noted that.
"A child born today into a world of four billion people will. if he
attains age 60, be sharing the earth with three times as many
human beings.-

In a monograph published by the World Midas Council of Philadelphia. Muller
went on to say that:

"A child born today . . . will be both an actor and a
beneficiary or a victim in a total world fabric, and he may
rightly ask: "Why was I not warned? Why was I not better
educated? Why did my teachers not tell me about these
problems and indicate my behavior as a member of an
interdependent human race?-

I am com 'need that increasingly we du hac w obligation to educate. not just
about the past and present but about the futia e, too. and this calls for I suspect
new courses and new fields of study.

V

And now I would like to say word oi two about how Washington can help sustain
this essential enterprise.

First. I ant you to know that exi ellence m education is an absolute top priority in
the Adrimustrat ion and that scholarly i , arch is central to that vision.

President Carter's recent statement at a t er eniony honoring the Medal of Science
winners made this point without equivocation

". . We want to make sure." said the President. "that the
climate for research and development in our country is
enhanced. with my own imprimatur of approval and interest.
with a broad-scale exhibition of interest on numerous occa-
sions by the Members of Congress and my own Administra-
tion. with publicity accruing to those who have achieved
notably in the scientific and engineering field and also in direct
budget allocations.-
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Thus, the President said, he had -directed the Office of Management and Budget
to boost . . . research rind development items much higher, and they will be funded
accordingly."

As to the past and present. In 1976 the federal outlay for graduate and
professional students alone was more than $1.6 billion.

And last fiscal year total federal support fur all of higher education amounted to
more than $8.5 billion, of which the Office of Education contributed $2.7 billion.

For fiscal year 1978, OE anticipates spending $3.1 billion for higher education.
This comes through three sources:

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
The National Direct Student Loan Program. and
The College Work-Study Program.

And we have a number of fellowship programs administered by the Office of
Education:

Mining Fellowships.
Public Service Fellowships.
Indian Fellowships.
Bilingual Education Fellowships.
Handicapped Education Fellowships.
Vocational Education Fellowships.

Also, we have recently introduced a graduate fellowship program fin minorities
and have earmarked approximately $3 million for that act.

There is also, as you well know. support for graduate education through other
agencies, including the GI Bill. the Nation, I Institutes of Health. and the National
Science Foundation.

In 1976. those three federal sources alone accounted for more than one -half
billion dollars in and to approximately 200.000 graduate students.
There is support. too. fur scholars and artists in t he National Endowments for
the Arts and the Humanities.
In the case of t he NEH, fur instance. of its total budget of $80 million..suine
$37 million is in grants and awards to individuals .ociated with higher
education or directly to institutions of higher learning.
One further point:
In order to stimulate oui international concerns, the Office Of Education will
give v;gurotis new backing to the Fut eign Language and Area Studies pi ogram.
and we will push for an increased budget.
And in that regard the President has asked one to organize with Congress a
distinguished new commission comprised of academic specialists and others
to stimulate our Foreign Language and Area Studies programs nationwide.

While looking for as to promote excellence I also wish to emphasize our
research libraries. There is no conceivable way for great scholarship and great
research to be sustained in this Nation without great libraries. and yet oul lack of
support for this precious resource has been scandalous I intend to support 0111
libraries.

For the first ti.ne we have an authorized budget allowance of million to
provide grants to strengthen our great research libraries al: across the kind.
This is only the beginning, be sure. but I am cony imed a new inilest.ine has
been reached.
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One more encouraging development should be noted. Fut fiscal yea: 1978. the
National Institute of Education's budget has been increased by 28.6 percent.

A sizeable portion of the $96-million total has been allocated to iesearch oral
learning, teaching, and educational managment and ur gainzatam..-c-id many of the
institutions represented at this annual meeting are cur ently involved in those
important projects. And we nit end to push v iguroush fin major nicr eases fit NIE 101
fiscal year 1979.

I introduce a word of caution here. I cannot promise major budget increases in
every cat2gory directly or indirectly supporting graduate education. This is
unrealistic. I an. however, pledge to you that this Admirusti mum belie% es deeply in
the intellectual enterprise and that we understand the essential rule of gtaduate
education in this Nation. I intend to fight igorousl:, fin the sup-)ort of those
programs that will promote the NI holaislup and research winch are so essential to
our future.

A few y ear ago this Council of Graduete Sctprols published a most remal kable
report entitled "Scholarship for Society.-

In one of its most persuasive concluding statements the panel said.
"If the terms 'tradition.' 'preservation of values.' and

'cultural bent age' are worn. the deeds of mind and imagination
to which they point are not Ten thousand things difficult and
beautiful in art and science -these continue to be passed
along ',t) tho future het use institutions of chanced know-
led`(! has. a Annated to c ommit themseh es. despite number-
less beleaguremcnts, to belief in then importance for man's
moral and intellectual fu e.-

And certainly. when all is said and d ow. graduate education
is not interested in laboratories or hbra: ies 01 hooks alone. In
the end we S, ek to de% elop wit Inn each student a special blend
of intellectual sophistication and artistic sensitivity which
might be called the educated heart

This term the educated heart means to me a reverence
for natural and human life and a respect .01 excellence.

The educated heart means:
an appreciation of beauty.
a tolerance of other,
a reaching for ntastety without in !want e.
a courtesy toward opposing views,
a dedication to fairness and social nista.,
an adherence to integrity and preens' in in a pa 'In and speech.
an openness to change.
and a love fit g. expnessu,n and audacious intellect

These are bitty and. some would sac. old fashioned goals And vet I am
confident as we push ext education at ev cry level this
dream can be fulfilled

Thank you %el% touch for vow splendid leader ship and thanks again for inviting
me to share these thoughts with you today

I wish you well.
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DISCUSSION

Eastman N. Hatch

There were three questions from the audience following I), Boy et's address.
Briefly stated. the were follows. one asked w het e tne aunta s and %%omen who

get Ph.D.'s are going to find employ ment. anothet asked about t he status of a
cabinet position ft,' a De fitment of Education and the thud un tired about an
advisory council on edu

With regard to employ it of Ph.D.'s. DI Hoye, in his response spoke to the
general problem of employment of Ph D's regardless of whether or not they
belonged to classes of iacial minorities or women. One option being considered at
the federal le% el is whether in not funding should be aimed at expel anet.ting with
retraining ur reeducating 01 redirecting training in or (lei to experiment with ways for
faculty to move into some of the areas that seem to be growth areas. He pointed out
that the need for trained intelligence is not duninishing and the urgency fur
scholarship is not diminishing. yet we are defining our future in terms of a
Lutist rawed pool at a diminished need. He feels that the solution may wine from a
realization that the dilemma has to do with the way our disciplines hate designed
their structures and the way new talents [lace been trapped The broader question
which should be asked is how does'' : trained resource (i.e.. the Ph.D.$) begin to
flow into the fundamental social questions?

With regard to the question of whether or not the U S. Department of Health.
Education. and Welfare would be reorg nized. Dr. Boyer responded that the issue is
still being considered and that he thought President Carter will be making the
decision before long. He indicated that there al e some in education who feel that
education is too crucial too significant in ewn.nriu terms to be buried or
diminished urganizationall.. The other point of %nett, v Inch is supported by
Sec retaiy Cal is that this is not the t 'ale to : epai ate our social "unctions. but in
f-at institutions are probably t tippled today because they e so fragmented. Di.
Boyer stated that he felt that education does need to hate a certain organaat.unal
clean-up. Thole is a need to look carefully at Focc it is structured. He belie% es that
some changes can be made ecen within 11.E \\ t Lat would enflame and get toward
the object ic es. The got -a ion cc hit h should be asked, act tit ding to Dr. Hoye!. is what
are we trying to ar hiece and how mut h tar, be ac hie% ed ui the pi esent organization?

How many. if any. of these goals would req. it a separate tiepin t^ Di. Boyer
believes that quite a few goals fta edut atita t an 1,,, at hie ed. but with difin
within 1-1.14',.W

He stated he found a %el% open t limate fit edu, anon in Washington He is
strongly in agreement with Set retary Califano in his ( tifill111( went to at non and his
absolute disgust with red tape and silliness

The third question regarding the status of an athison, on education was
answered by saying that he did not know the ad% 1 % tountd on education was a
fact.
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Report on the Council of Graduate Schools
Graduate Record Examinations Board 1977-78 Survey
of Graduate Enrollment*

Part 1

A. Leslie White
Asst. Program Director. GRE

Educational Testing Service
November 30, 1977

Introduction
As a result of the difficulty of obtaining accurate information on graduate

enrollments, and particularly trends in enrollments, the GRE Board and the Council
of Graduate Schools began five years ago to conduct an annual series of surveys of
enrollment of the membership of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States. The Council membership consists of some 359 graduate institutions who
grant either the master's or doctorate as the highest degree. The members of the
Council grant 99`,/ of the earned doctorates and 85', of the master's degrees
awarded.

This year's survey. like those of previous years. is divided into two sections, the
first of which was distributed in the early fall of 1977 with a request that results be
returned no later than October 28. 1977. This report provides the results of the first
questionnaire mailing. it IN anticipated that the results of the second questionnaire
mailing will be available early in the spring of 1978.

Sample Description
Survey questionnaires were sent to each of the 359 graduate schobls whir'. are

members of CGS. A total of 304 questionnaires were returned for an 85'; response
rate, an indication of the continued cooperation of membei graduate schJOIS Sinte
the primary purpose of the questithindire was to dev elup comparative data between
1976 and 1977, responses to questions were included in the analysis only when data
were supplied for but h y ears. Thus. the effective response rate per question will vary
from a high of 85', for the ov erall sample to a low of 71' for the question concerning
applications. While this variability is pi obably ti be expected. and is smaller than
that found in previous years due to an int leased effort to have 0 entered where
appropriate, it does make comparisons across some questions of restricted value.

*For reference purposes. this report is also issued as "CGS Communicator Special
Report #13. December. 1977."
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Comparison of Usable Sample and Base Population

Total Institutions

Base

Number Percent
Usable Saitple

Number Percent

`i (sample
of each

population
subgroup)

Public 949 674 205 67'; 85'4
Private 117 33C; 99 33(4 85'4

Total 359 100'; :304 100(4 85'4

Master's Highest
Degree

Public 82 23'4 70 23'4 85'4
Private 27 7; 25 8'4 93'4

Sub-total 109 30'4 95 31 87'4

Ph.D. Highest
Degree

Public 160 45'4 135 45`); 8454

Private 90 25'4 74 24'4 82 4

Sub-total 250 70'4 209 69'4 84'4

Continued care should be exercised in dt tempt in, to compare results of this y ear's
survey with published results of last year's sun. ey insofar as 1976 data reported in
the current survey may Jiffer from 1976 data reported last year for several reasons.
First, although the questionnaires and definitions remain unchanged from last
year's survey, the actual number of institutions responding decreased by 2. r: and
the specific institutions responding in 1977 were not always identical to those
responding in 1976. Second, some institutions noted that the data for 1976 which
they were able to provide for this y ears sun ey were different from, and better than,
the 1976 data which they provided last y ear. Finally, there was in an increase in CGS
membership (15 institution:, or l'; ) and a decrease both in the number of
respondents and in the response rate (85', this year as compared with 9114 last
year). Despite these limitations, the overall obtained sample (Le., those submitting
usable questionnaire:, on time) is highly represent all% e of the total ('GS population.

Comparisons of number and percentagcs of the available population and sample
are shown above. it should be noted that "Master's Highest Degree" refers,
throughout this report, only to those institutions for which the master's degree is. in
fact, the highest degree awarded. Data for the institutions do not reflect master's
degrees offered by institutions wich also offer the doctorate.

The percentage shown in the table on page 2 and in Tables 1 through 8 at the
end of this report show response rate based on the number of institutions in CGS.
e.g., the 304 institutions providing responses to this surrey represent 85', of the
CGS institutions and an 85:, response rate is noted. Since the sample of institutions
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with usable data becomes less complete as the complexity of the questions or the
difficulty of obtaining the data increases. the number of institutions providing
usable data and the response rate that number represents are given for each
question in the data presentation.

In addition, several users of this report have expressed an interest in the
proportion of total CGS graduate school enrollment which the responding institu-
tions represent and these figures. while approximate. are provided in a footnote to
each table. Based upon the results of this year's survey. combined with additional
data from the Graduate Programs and Admissions Manual. one may estimate the
1976 total graduate school enrollment for CGS members at approximately 830.000.
Using this estimate, it is then possible to report that the 304 institutions which
responded to this year's survey represent an 85`,: response rate (based on
percentage of CGS institutions) and also accounted for approximately of the
1976 total graduate enrollment at CGS institutions. This latter figure is created by
taking the 1976 total enrollment reported this year (687.847) and (lidding by
830,000. For subsequent questions. a similar computation has been carried out.
removing from the 687.8-17 he reported total graduate enrollment of each
institution which failed to provide a usable response to the question.

Results

The results of the survey are displayed in Table., 1 till ough 8. The tables present
the number of respondents with usable data to eat II question (i.e., data for both
years and for all parts of the question). the percentage that number represents of the
total group or of the subgri o. e.g.. public. the total number of students reported
each year and the percentage thange fi.Jrn 1976 to 1977. All data are presented by
public. private. and total. In addition. Tables 1 through 4 also pre. -..nt data for
institutions classified by mc,ris of the Educational Directory. Part 3, in terms of the
highest degree awarded. These tat= pities are. Public ))aster's Highest. Private-
Master's Highest, Public Doctorate Highest. and Private Doctorate Highest. This
additional breakdown was nut applied to later questions because it was not fcit tube
particularly important or because the different eN were too Small to affect th ov erall
results.

Finally. all data were summarized by size of the responding graduate school.
although these stanmaries do not apear in the tables presented. As with last ',cart,
report, this report bases size categories on quartile ranges by institutional type
drawn from Part I of a prior sun ey. Thus. each size category ranging from -1- for
the smallest institutions to -1" fur the largest institutions- -will contain approxi-
mately 25': of all institutions of one type. facilitating meaningful comparisons of
institutions by size. Size categories used in this report. by institutional type, are
shown on page 4. results based on these size categories are noted in the following
discussion, where appropriate.
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Total Graduate School Enrollment for
Size Categories, by Institutional Type

(Each size category contains aproximately 25"; of all
institutions of that institutional type)

(smallest)
Category 1 Category 2 Category I

(largest 1
Category 4

Public-Master's 0-900 901-1400 1401-2500 over 2500
Highest Degree

Private-Master's 0-250 250.600 601-900 over 900
Highest Degree

Public-Ph.D. 0-1200 1201-2600 2601.4100 over 4100
Highest Degree

Private-Ph.D. 0-800 801-1400 1401-2300 over 2300
Highest Degree

Discussion

Table 1Total enrollment this year has had ,mall increase for the institutions
reporting. In total, the increase was 1,439. a 0.2; increase abov e last year. The only
decrease was at the public master's degree institutions where the decline was 1.6'
Viewed in terms of size categories, private master's institutions experienced a
decline in all but category 4 where there was a slight (2.6'; ) increase. Interestingly.
at public Ph.D. institutions the only decline (5.5'0 was in size 1.

Table 2Total first-time enrollments have increased slightly (1.1':1. The largest
gain (2.';',";) occurred in the public masters degree Institut:this. The only decline
(2.1',; ) was found in the private masters degree institutions. Although there are no
patterns when examining the size categones. the pm ate Ph.D. institutions show the
largest reduction (5.9',; ) in category .1 with a similar increase in category 4 (5.1`"; ).

Table 3Consistent with last year. the response rate for this question was the
lowest of all items (74". By institutional type both the publir. MA and Priv ate Ph.D.
institutions declined by 0.4:. At the public Ph D. institutions the loss was slightly
larger (2.3',, ). Looking at the size categories with the exception of the pubic Ph.D.
institutions, the smallest 3 categories showed decline: of about 5':. The only
increase at the public Ph.D. institutions occurred in category 3.

Table 4The number of graduate assistant:. (service required) increased in all
but the public master's degree institutions which reported a decrease (2.3':). The
largest increase (9.5"-; ) also occurred in the pnv ate MA institutions. With 3
exceptions, all size categories increased. Public MA institutions declined in till NizeN.
The largest growth appears in size 1 of the private master's degree institutions.

Table 5 The number of graduate fellows (non service required) shuvoed a small
increase 11.7'4 over last year. The only decline occurred at the private MA
institutions where the percentage decrease was large (41.2'. ) but not very
significant because the numbers of fellowships were small and the decreases
primarily reflect thematic declines at only two schools.



Table 6 The table displays a breakdown of full and part-time student
enrollment for those institutions reporting. 1 a,.- report indicetes increased total
enrollment and additional increase in the number of part -tame students it; 1 . I at all
but the private MA institutions where a slight t I .0', I loss occurred. Both full-time
and part-time enrollments have increased but the pert time enrollment ha.
increased more than full time. By size there is little centime u' er last year except in
category 2 of the private master's degree institutions where we find a 7'. shift in full-
arid part time enrollment, full-time enrollment is up. pert time enrollment is down.

Table 7 The number of master's degrees aw arded ere up at all inst itutions ith
total Increase of 2.4';. The public MA institutions made the best gains i7.5', I.
Looking at the sizes. all of the larger institutions experienced a slight to moderate
increase.

Table 8 Consistent with prior years the final table shows a decline 13.0'. in the
total number of doctoral degrees awarded at both public 12.9", I and private (3.3',
institutions. In all but size :I of the public Ph.D. institutions where d moderate
increase is noted 12.5'. I there is a continued downward trend.



Conclusions

Although the first part of the CGS-GRE Board Sun e} of Graduate School
Enrollment did not receive the hoped for number of responses from participating
institutions, the data that were generated pro% ed quite saluable in ascertaining
short-term trends in American graduate education.

Slight change is perhaps the best description of the o% erall results of this }ear's
sun*. Graduate school enrollment and furpart time enrollment increased 1) less

than . Larger (1-2':() but, again. t elate e slight changes occurred with applications
(--- 1.6%), first-time enrollments (+ 1. ) and fells, ships (+1.7'; ). It is important to
note that the increase in fellowships is ti departure from recent trends_ The largest

growth is seen in the number of master's degrees awarded. and more specificalb at
the public institutions. Consistent with past trends the number ofdoctoral degrees

continues to decline.

TABLE 1
Total Graduate School* Enrollment by Type of Institution

Master's Highest

Number ri ** 1976 1977 Change

Public 70 85' 142,806 14(3,51(1 1.65; decrease

Private 25 93`,; '91.12 91.316 0.9`,; in, ase

Sub-Total 95 87'; 163.933 161.826 1.3'; decrease

Ph.D. Highest
Public 135 84',; 396,803 399.662 increase

Private 74 82'; 127,111 127.798 0.5',; increase

Sub-Total 209 83'; 52:3,914 527.460 0.6' :'crease

Total Institutions
Public 205 85': 539,609 540,172 9. ay.rease

Private 99 85'; 148.238 149.114 0.6'; increase

Total :304 80' : * ** 687,847 689.286 0.2',; increase

*For purposes of this surve. mstitutions were asked to include all students

considered as registered in the graduate school. including education. engineer-

ing, social work, medical and business programs leading to MA /MS or Ph D

Ed.D.. or other doctorates.
**Percentage figures are the number of institutions responding to this question as a

percentage of the number available in t1,4 total group. For examplo, 70 Public

Master's Highest Degree institutions responded out a possible 82 such
institutions in the CGS membership for an 83'; response rate for that group of

institutions.
***Based on the computations described under Sample Description on page 3. the

304 institutions responding to this question represent83'; of the CGS
institutions and accounted for approximate!} 83'; of the 197e total student
enrollment at CGS institutions.
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TABLE 2

First-Time Graduate Enrollment by Type of Institution

Master's Highest
Public
Private

Number

63
99

ii

77%
811

1976

28,975
5,642

1977

29.769
5,526

'4 Change

3.7% increase
2.0% decrease

Sub-Total 85 78% 34,617 35,295 1.9% increase

Ph.D. Highest
Public 129 81% 95.94E 96,487 0.6% increase
Private 70 78% 13..992 35,639 1.8% increase

Sub-Total 199 79% 130,9:38 132,136 0.91 increase
Total Institutions

Public 192 79 4 124.921 126,256 1.1% increase

Private 92 78% 40.634 41.165 1.31 increase
Total 284 80%* 165.555 167.421 1.11 increase

*Based on the computations described under Sample Description on page 3. the
284 institutions responding to this question represent 80'; of the CGS institutions
and accounted for approximately 77', of the 1976 total student enrollment at CGS
institutions.

TABLE :3
Number of Applications for Graduate Study

Master's Highest
Numbe: f. 1976 1977 c; Change

Public 61 74'; 61.388 61.125 0.4% decrease

Private 18 67'; 9.304 9.412 1.2% increase

Sub-Total 79 72'1 70.692 70.537 0,29 decrease

Ph.D. Highest
Public 118 74% 314.882 307.525 2.3% decrease

Private 67 74'. 133.473 132,914 0.4% decrease

Sub-Total 185 74'; 448.355 440.43° 1,8% decrease

Total Institutions
Public 179 74'; :376.270 368,650 2.01 decrease

Private 85 73`; 142.777 142,326 0.3% decrease

Total 264 74'; 519,047 510.976 1.6% decrease

*Based on the computations described under Sample Description on page ? the 264
Institution: responding to this question represent ; 4% of the CGS institutions and
accounted for approximately 71'; of the 1976 total student enrollment at CGS
institutions.
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TABLE 4
Number of Graduate Assistants (Service Required)

Master's Highest
Number 9 (976 (977 change

Public 66 80"4 5,703 5,572 2.3(4 decrease
Private 25 93'4 484 530 8.7(4 increase

Sub Total 91 83(2; 6.187 6,102 1.4(/; decrease
Ph.D. Highest

Public 127 79`4 83,274 85.734 2.9(;4 increase
Private 67 74% 17,608 18.082 2.6(7 increase

Sul-Total 194 789 100,882 103.746 2.854 increase
Total Institution:

Public 193 80(4 88.977 91.306 2.6'4 increase
Private 99 79(4 18,092 18.542 2.4(/i increase

Total 285 809* 107.069 109.848 2.5'4 increase

Based on the computations described under Sample Desciiption un page 3, the
285 institutions responding to this qaestion represent 80', of the CGS institutions
and accounted fur approximate!), of the 1976 total student enrollment at CGS
institutions.

TABLE 5
Number of Graduate Fellows (Non-service Required)

Number (976 (977 C; Change
Public 183 76'4 13,732 13.834 0.7',; increase
Private 88 75e; 11.71'2 12.050 2.7; increase

Total 271 76(;* 25.454 25.884 1.7'4 increase

TABLE 6
Full-time-Part-time" Total Enrollment

1976 1977
Full-time Part-time Full-time Part-time

Number '4 Number (L; Number ( Number (4 Number '4

Public 192 79`/; 194.219 39(., 307.447 61'; 193,5:31 38' 311.638 62',4
Private 95 811; 60.565 43 1; 80.484 57`,; 59.375 425; 82.489 585;
Total 287 80(4*** 254.784 40( 387.931 60'; 253.406 39'; 394.17 61';

*Based on the computations described under Sample Dem. nption on page .3. the
271 institutions responding to this question represent 76', of the CGS
institutions mid accounted for approximately 7 2'. of the 1976 total student
enrollment at CGS institutions.

**Institutions were directed to apply their own institutional definitions to "part
time" and "full-time."

***Based on the computations described under Sample Description on page 3. the
287 institutions responding to this question represent 80(; of the CGS
institutions and accounted for approximatelr 78'; of the 1976 total student
enrollment at CGS institutions.
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TABLE 7
Number of Master's Degrees

Number % 1975-76 1976-77 % Change
Public 205 85% 128.050 131.654 2.7% increase
Private 98 84% 34,038 34,356 0.9% increase

Total 303 85%* 162,088 166,010 2.3% increase

* Based on the computations described under Sample Description on page 3, the
303 institutions responding to this question represent 85% of the CGS
institutions and accounted for a2proximately 82': of the 1976 total student
enrollment at CGS institutions.

TABEL 8
Number of Ph.1). Degrees

Number (4 197.5-76 1976-77 (.,; Change

Public 136 85`,4 16,625 16.143 2.9% decrease
Private 73 81% 6.915 6.690 3.25 decrease

Total 209 845£* 23.540 22,833 :3.O decrease

* Based on the computations described under Sample DeAriptiun un page 3, the
209 institutions resunding to this questiun represent 84', of the CGS doctoral
institutions.
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The Constitution of the
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States

I. Name

This organization shall tie called the Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States.

2. Purpose

The Council is established to prov ide gi aduate schools in the United States with a
comprehensive and widely representative body through which to counsel and act
together.

Its purpose is tf-e improvement and advancement of graduate education. The
purview of the Council includes all matters germane to this purpose. The Council
shall act to examine needs, ascertain best practices and procedures, and render
assistance as indicated, it may initiate research for the furthering of the purpose. It
shall provide a forum for the consie ration of problems and their solutions, and in
meetings, conferences, and publications shall define needs and seek means of
satisfying them in the best interests of graduate cdtication throughout the country.
In this function the Council may act in accordancc with the needs of the times and
particular situations to disseminate to the public.. to institutions, to foundations, to
the federal, state, and local government. , and other groups whose interest or
support is deemed of concern, information relating to the needs of graduate
education and the best manner of satisfying them.

In the analysis of graduate education. in the indication of desirable revision and
further development, in the representation of needs and all other functions related
to effecting its purpose, the Counc it not only shall be free to act as an initiating body .
but it shall assume direct obligation for so doing.

3 Membership

Membership in the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States is open to
those institutions of higher education in the United States which are significantly
engaged in scholarship. graduate education. and the preparation of students for
advanced degrees. hi joining the Council of Graduate Schools in United States, a
new member should be aware that the Council is devoted to e.vcellence in graduate
education as interpreted by occasional position statements outlining changing
philosophies, policies, and procedut es of graduate education. In addition, prospec
true members shall be approved to offer graduate work by the appropriate regional
accrediting association and shall have awarded at least thirty master's degrees or ten
doctoral degrees, or a combination thereof, in at least three distinct fields or
disciplines wit hint he three year pet iod immediatel prior to t he dat e of application.
Each applications for membership shall contain evidence as to these qualifications
in a form prescribed in the Bylaws.
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4. Voting Power

In all activities of the Count II. eat h member institution shall ad% e tine rite.
More than one repi esentat e institution may attend the meeting of the

Council. but the member's Lute shall be cast by the inch 'dual designated as th..
principal representative of the menthe' bt the c [net adnunisti at it e uffit c, of the
member institution.

5. Officers and Executive Committee

The officers of the Council and the Executive Committee shall be a Chairman. a
Chairman-Elect. and the immediate Past Chao man. eat h her% mg fit a terns of one
year. In the absence of the Chairman. the Chairman Elet t shall be the presiding
officer of the Executive Committee and the Council

There shall be an Executive Committee of tuelv t toting members. composed of
the Chairman. the Chairman-Elect . the Past Chairman and nine members -at- large.
Three members at huge shall be elected by the Council at each Annual Meeting fur
terms of three }ears each. beginning immediately after the Annual Meeting.

The Chairman-Elect. chosen by the Exec mit e Committee ft urn its tun past 01
present membership, shall sects in that Lanai»y for one y eat . The follotting year, he
trill assume the office of Chairman, and the follmt ing y ear. the office of Past
Chairman.

Each toting member of the Executive Committee must be the principal
representative of a member of the Council and nont may sett a fur tut, consecutive
full terms.

If the Chairman is unable to continue in offitc. the Chairman Elect shall succeed
immediately to the ilairrnanshm. and the Executive Committee shall c house a nett
Chairman-Elect.

Any vacancies occurring among the niembei ship at huge of the Executive
Committee shall be filled by the Executive Committee until the next Annual
Meeting. at which time the Count it shall elettameplac ement foi the balance of the
term.

6 Executive Officers

The chief exeunt ite officer of t he Council shall be a Pt esnient. %elm shall be a
salaried officer, appointed by the Exec out ( ',manatee and setting at its pleasure.
The President shall serve as an ex-officio member of the Executive Committee
without a vote.

7 Duties and Powers of the Exertatte Committee

In addition to the duties and potters tested in the Executive Committee
elsewhere in this Constitution. the Exec utiv e Commit tee may specifically employ
such staff and establish sue h off es as mat seem net essary incur inate, undo take
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itself, or through its agents, to raise funds for the Council and to accept and expend
monies for the Council, take initiatic e and act fur the Council in all matters including
matters of policy and public statement except %here limited by this Constitution ur
by actions of the Council.

8. Committees

In addition to the Executive Committee, there shall be (1) a Nominating
Committee, (2) a Committee on Membership, %hose members shall not be members
of the Executive Committee, and (3) such other standing committees as may be
established by the Executive Committee.

Except for the Nominating Committee, all standing committees and ad hoc
committees shall be appointed by the Chairman with the advice and consent of the
Executive Committee.

The Nominating Committee shall consist office members of whom three shall be
elected each year by the Council at its annual meeting, and two shall be the
members-at-large of the Executive Committee who are completing then terms. The
Chairman shall be elected by the Committee.

At least two weeks before each annual meeting of the Council, the Nominating
Committee shall propose to the members of the Council one nominee for each
member-at-large position of the Executive Committee to be filled and three
nominees for members of the Nominating Committet. These numinat:ons shall be
made only after suggestions act orripanied by supporting vitae ha% e been solicited
from the membership-at-large.

At the annual business meeting of the Council. additional nominees may be
proposed from the flour. The election will then be held. and the nominees receiving
the largest number of cute:, fur the positions to be filled shall be declared elected.

9. Meetings

The Council shall hold an Annual Meeting at a time and place determined by the
Executive Committee. The Coo all may meet at other times on call of the Executive
Committee.

The Executive Commit t shall be responsible for the agenda for meetings of the
Council. Reports and proposals to be submitted fin action by the Council shall be
filed with the Executive Committee before they may be submitted for general
discussion by the Council. No legitimate repot t ur proposal may be blocked from
presentation to the Council, but action on any proposal may not be taken until the
Executive Committee has had an opportunity to make a recommendation

In matters not provided fin m this Constu Lawn. parliamentary pi ocedure shall be
governed by Robert's Rules of Order, Revised

10 Limitation of Powers

No act of the Council shall be held to control the policy or line of action of any
member institution.
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11. Dues

r embership dues shall be proposed by the Execute e Committee and must be
approved by the majority of the membership after due notice.

12. Amendments

Amendments to this Constitution ma:, be proposed by the Executir e Committee
or by written petition of one-third of the members. Hower er they originate,
proposals for amendments shall he ieceired by the Executive Committee and
forwarded with recommendations to the members, in writing. at least ninety days
before the meeting at which they are to be voted upon or before formal submission to
the members for a mail ballot. be adopted, proposed amendments must receive
the approval of a two-thirds majority of the members toting at the announced
meeting or on the designated mail ballot.

13. Bylaws

Bylaws may he estahlished by the Executive Committee at any regular or special
meeting, subject to i.atification br a simple majority rote of the Council at the next
Annual Meeting.

ByrIaws

1. In conformity. with Article 6 of the Constitution, the President of tI-P Ccuncil of
Graduate S:houls in the United States shall be paid an annual salary to he
determine° by the Executive Committee plus such perouisites as may be
necessary for the proper conduct of the office and suc h travel as may be
deemed essential. The President is ai.''torii.ed to employ such additional
personnel as is, in his judgment, necessary for the proper conduct of the office,
to establish bank accounts in the name of the Council of Graduate Schools in
the United States, and to draw checi , and invest monies at.,ainst the Cound's
account or accounts, subject to an annual .lit of the books if the Council by a
Ceriified Public Accountant and approval by the Exec:Aire Committee.
The Riggs National Bark of Washington. D.C.. is hereby designated a
depositary for the funds of this association and the said bank is hereby
authorized and directed to pay checks and other order:, for the payment of
money drawn in the name of this association w hca signer; by the President and
the said shall not be req. .red in any case, to make Inquiry resr,ecting %%-

applications of any instrument executed in virtue of thi., resolutiou. or of . ,

proceed., therefrom, nor be under any obligation to see in the application of
such instruments of proceeds.

3 In the event of the dissolution of the Council of Graduate Schools. all then
existing assets of the Council shall be distributed in equal parts to the
ins+ utions hich will at the time be membprs of the °outwit.
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4. After January 1, 1969, the fiscal year of the Coiincil of Graduate Schools in the
1' sited Stat. s will correspond to the calendar year. (Prior to this date, the fiscal
ran from April 1 through March 31.)

5. In the event of the death or disability of the President of the Council, the
Chairman shall immediately call a meeting of the Executit e Committee to
select an Acting President, who shall assume the responsibilities of the
President, as they are specified in Article 6 of the Constitution .d in By lav,s I
and 2, until the appointment of a new President.

6. Membership applicants responding to Section 3 of Constitution are
expected to furnish statements endorsed by the chief executit e officer and the
chief graduate officer cf their institution. These statements should include
information as to the following:
a) The institution's accreditation fur graduate work as detrmined by the

appropriate regional accrediting a3sociation.
b) The number of graduate degrees avarded in th_ three years -.mmediatelt

preceding the application for each al. phcable field or discipline in v. hich
graduate degrees are awarded.

c) A general description of the criteria used in determining fi...ulty part' apa
tion in graduate programs, i.e., the 'et el of training and the scholarly /crea-
tive productivity of the faculty members in the institution's gradu,,te
program.

d) The degree of centrality of graduate education to the nature and purl uses of
the institution as evidenced by its budgetary commitment to graduate
programs,, the existence of special facilities or resources in specific ,,upport
of graduate education, and, in the case of appointtrit ..ts. promotion and
ter.ure. the degree of importance placed on faculty contributions to
graduate and .scholarly /creative work.

e) The extent of the institution's acceptance of existing Council policy
statements setting forth standard, for the organization of graduate study.

Procedural Policies

1. Annual mectiogs of tne Council shall be held during ur hear the first w eel. of
December.

2. If a member resigns. it must reapply fur admission in the normal way if it wishes
to resume membership.

3. Membership or affiliation, with ur without tote, of non academic institutions,
associations, or foundations is undesirable.

4. Institutions accepted to memberskp in any git en year are rcquired to pay
prorated dues on a quarterly basis for that fiscal year.
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The Council of Graduate Schools
in the United States

Member Institutions
Abilene Christian University
Ade 1phi University
Air Force Institute of Technology
Alfret: University

*American University
Andrews University
Angelo State University
Appalachian State University
Arizona State University
Arkansas State University
Atlanta University
Auburn University
Ball State University
Baylor College of Medicine
Baylor University

*Boston College
Roston University
3owling Green State University,

Bradley University
*Brandeis University

Bridgewater State College
Brigham Young University
Brooklyn College of the

City Univer ity of New York
*Brown University
*Bryn Mawr College
*California Institute of Technology
California State College. Bakersfield
California State Polytechnic

University. Pomona
California State University, Chico
California State ''niversity, Fresno
California Sta( nix ersity, Fullerton
California State Cnixersit,.. Hayward
California State University.

Long Beach
California State University,

Los Angeles
California State University.

Northridge
California State Univers lix.

Sacramento
*Carnegie-Mellon University
*Case Western Reserxe University

*Catholic University of America
Contra! Michigan University
Central Missouri State University
Central Wasl inrton University
Chicago State University
The Cit' College of the City

Unix ersity of New York
The City University of Ne' :ork

*Claremont Gr,duate School
*Clark University

Clarkson College of Teuinology
Clemson t'niversity
Cleveland State University
College of Medicine and Dentistry

of New Jersey
College of Saint Rose
College of Witham and Mary
Colorado School of Mines
Colorado State University

*Columbia University
Connecticut College
Coppin State College

*Cornell University
Creighton Univ_ rsity
Dartmouth College
13ePaul University
Drake UniveNity
Drexel University

*Duke tnwersit7.
Duquesne University
East Carolina University
East Tennesser. State University
East Texas State University
Eastern Illinois Universi!:,
Eastern Kentucky University
Eastern Michigan University
Eastern Washington University

*Emory University
Emporia State University
Fisk University
Fitchburg State College
Florida Atlantic University

*Florida State University
Florida Technological University
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*Fordham University
Fort Hays State University
Framingham State College
George Mason University
George Peabody College for Teachers

*George Washington University
*Georgetown University

Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia Southern College
Georgia State University
Governors State University
Hahnemann Medical College

and Hospital of Philadelphia
*Harvard University

Hebrew Union College
Hofstra University
Holy Names College
Howard University
Idaho State University

*Illinois Institute of Technology
Illinois State University
Immaculate Heart College
Indiana State University
Indiana University

*Indiana University of Pennsylvania
*Iowa State University

Jackson State University
James Madison University
John Carroll University

*Johns Hopkins University
*Kansas State University

Kent State University
Lamar University

*Lehigh University
Loma Linda University

*Louisiana State University
Loyola College
Loyola Marymount University

*Loyola University of Chicago
Mankato State University
Marqttetre University
Marshall University

*Massachusetts Institute of "lechnology
'eicNeese State University
Medical College of Georgia
Medical College of Pennsylvania
Medical College of Wisconsin
Medical University of South Carolina

Memphis State University
Miami University

*Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
Middle Tennessee State University
Midwestern State University
Mississippi College
Mississippi State University
Montana State University
Montclair State College
Morgan State University
Murray State University
Naval Postgraduate School
New Jersey Institute of Technology
New Mexico Institute of Mining

and Techrology
New Mexico State University

*New School for Social Research
*New York University

Niagara University
North Carolina Central University

*North Carolina State University
at Raleigh

North Dakota State University
North Texas State University
Northeast Louisiana University
Northeastern Illinois University
Northeastern University
Northern Illinois University
Northwestern State Ur:%ersity
of Louisiana

*Northwester!, University
Nova University
Oakland University

*Ohio State University
Ohio University

*Oklahoma State University
Old Dominion University

*Oregon State University
Pace University
Pan American University

*Pennsylvania State University
Pepperdine University
Pittsburg State rniversity
Polytechnic Institute of New York
Princeton University
Purdue University
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Queens College of the City University
of New York

Rensselear Polytechnic Institute
Rhode Island College
Rice University
Rockefeller University
Roosevelt University
Rutgers, The State University
St. Cloud State University
St. ohn's University
Saint Louis University
St. Mary's University
Samford University
San Diego State University
San Francisco State University
San Jose State University
Sangamon State University
Seattle University
Seton Hall University
Shippensburg State College
South Dakcta State University
Southeast Missouri State University
Southern Illinois University

at Carbondale
Southern Illinois University

at Edwardsville
Southern Methodist University
Southern University and A&M College
Southwest Missouri State Universit,
Southwest Texas State University
Stanford University
State University of New York

at Albany
State University of New York

at Binghamton
State Uni-:ersity of New York

at Buffalo
State University of New York-

Downstate Medical ('enter
State University of New York

at Stony Bro^k
State University of New York

College at Fredonia
State University of New York

College at Oneonta
State University of New York

College at Plattsburgh
Stephen F. Austin State University

Stetson University
Stevens Institute of Technology

*Syracuse University
*Temi_le University

Tennessee State University
Tennessee Technological University

*Texas A&M University
Texas Christian University
Texas Southern University
Texas Tech University
Texas Woman's University
Thomas Jefferson University
Towson State University
Trenton State College
Trinity University
Tufts University

*Tti lane University
United States International

University
Utah State University

*Vanderbilt University
Villanova University
Virginia Commonwealth University

*Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Virginia State College
Wagner College
Wake Forest University

*Washington State University
Washington University

*Wayne State University
Wesleyan University
West Chester State College
West Texas State University
West Virginia College

of Graduate Studies
*West Virginia University

Western Carolina University
Western Illinois University
Western Kentucky University
Western Michigan tIniversity
Western State College of Colorado
Western Washington University
Westfield State College
Wichita State University
Winthrop College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester State College

1
grijht State University
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Xavier University
*Yale University

Yeshiva University
Youngstown State University
University of Akron

*University of Alabama
University of Alabama

in Birmingham
University of Alabama

in Huntsville
*University of Arizona

University of Arkansas
University of Baltimore
University of Bridgeport

*University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Riverside
University of California, San Diego
University of California

Santa Barbara
*University of Chicago
*University of Cincinnati
*University of Colorado

University of Connecticut
University of Dayton

*University of Delaware
*University of Denver

University of Detroit
University of the District of Columbia
University of Evansville

*University of Florida
University of Georgia
University of Hawaii
University of Healtn Sciences,

The Chicago Medical School
University of Houston
University of Idaho
University of Illinois

at Chicago Circle
University of Illinois

at the Medical Center
*University of Illinois

at UrbanaChampaign
*University of Iowa
*University of Kansas
*University of Kentucky
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University of Louisville
University of Lowell
University of Maine

*University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts
University of Miami

*University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Missouri, Kansas City
University of Missouri, Rolla
University of Missouri, St. Louis
University of Moi.,aa

*University of Nebraska
University of Nevada
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of New Hampshire
University of New Haven
University of New Mexico
University of New Orleans

*University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina,
Charlotte

University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

*University of North Dakota
l'niversity of Northern Colorado
tniversity of Nort;iern Iowa

*University of Notre Dame
*I 'niversity of Oklahoma
*University of Oregon

University of the Pacific
*University of Pennsylvania
*Uni% :-sky of Pittsburgh

University of Rhode Island
University of Richmond

*University of Rochester
University of San Francisco
University of Santa Clara
University of Scranton
University of South A 'balm
University of South Carolina
University of South Dakota
University of South Florida

*University of Southern California
*I'n Rersity of Southern Mississippi



University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
Univers. y of Tennessee, Knoxville
University of Tennessee, Martin
University of Tennessee Center

for the Health Sciences
University of Texas at Arlington

*University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas Health Science

Center, San Antonio
University of Texas

Medical Branch, Galveston
University of Toledo
University of Tulsa

*University of Utah
University of Vermont

*University of Virginia
*University of Washington
*University of Wisconsin, Madison

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
University of Wisconsin. Oshkosh

*University of Wyoming

*Founding institutions
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